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1 Introducing The Visual Lottery Analyser

Visual Lottery Analyser is state-of-the-art lottery analysis software with many unique features

you will see for the first time. 

Work with almost all lottery games in the world. 

The Visual Lottery Analyser comes to you with world games database and online drawings

update so you can start right out of the box.

Program use new innovative analysis methods like visual drawings analysis, use geometry with

special Ticket View for showing lottery game view at hand, use also colors to differentiate

between special numbers groups. Everything is for better and faster understanding how you

games and their number goes in the real. 

Whether you are professional player or beginner here you will find everything that you need to

play, analyze, calculate and keep statistics of your lottery games. 

To help you to increase your chances of winning software introduces new lottery theories and

analysis methods: 

Geometrical Ticket View, Contact and Outside numbers, traditional Hot and Cold numbers and

more. 

You can analyze single numbers, groups/blocks of numbers, our special numbers, numbers that

are located in vertical or horizontal lines, by the date etc. 

Instead of looking on columns with numbers that really do not tell too much, you can now know

how the numbers may go with just taking one look on a ticket view and analysis diagrams. 

We have worked hard to make the software as much easy to use as possible; however, if you

truly want to increase your chances to win (you will be able to) 

you must read the most important topics within the Lottery game View At Hand folder:

Ticket View Introduction

Visual Analysis Concept

Game Analysis Suggestion

You are embark on endeavor with software that is unique in the whole world. Visual Lottery

Analyser is our and now your lottery solution since 1988.

The Visual Lottery Analyser is brought to you by

Sprintbit Software

www.sprintbit.com

Software Home Page:

www.visuallotteryanalyser.com 

2 Quick Start Guide

Follow the instructions below to start using Visual Lottery Analyser quickly.

1. Add your games to the software games database.

Visual Lottery Analyser comes with already built-in World Games Database , which

contains hundreds of predefined lottery games

15
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2. To analyze a game you must open the game into a Visual Lottery Analyser

To do so you must select a game you want to play with and then click on the Open button

on My Games  window

Also you can select and open a game very quickly using Open Game drop down window

button located at the main software toolbar within Games group.

3. Update drawings numbers of your games with the real and current ones

You can do that using Lottery Numbers Import Wizard  or add most recent numbers

manually

For many games you can always download most recent and all drawings from our server

using Update Lottery Numbers Online  feature.

4. Create your tickets right away using Create My Tickets  feature

5. To check what you have won use Check Game Results  feature

How to use  Visual Lottery Analyser fast on daily basis

The program will always start with the last game opened

1. Enter your last lottery numbers manually  or use Update Lottery Numbers Online

feature

2. Create your tickets using Create My Tickets  feature

3 Interface

3.1 Main Window

The main window of the Visual Lottery Analyser is divided into 5 parts. 

1. Ribbon Bar ( top of the window )

The Ribbon is the state-of-the-art user interface, introduced in Microsoft Office 2007.  It

provides easy and quick access to software commands. 

All commands are grouped into groups within the following ribbon bar interface pages:

Lottery  | Gaming | Tools  | Interface  | Software  | Help

See also: Ribbon Bar End-User Capabilities

2. Docking Windows

On the left side of the main window are located two small windows that are docked

together:

Lottery Numbers 

Lottery Numbers Window  in which are listed lottery numbers (drawings) from opened

game.

Ticket & Bonus Ticket
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Windows that shown the game Tickets Views

3.  Windows

Central area of main window where software features will open its windows.

You can open all windows as tabbed windows, also you can now double-click or drag a

tab to move the corresponding feature to a separate floating window. 

These windows can be easily docked back into the tabbed container by dragging the

appropriate window onto the tab header panel.

 4. Status Bar 

 

A Status bar on the bottom of the main window provides a way through which programs

displays various kinds of status information

Left, the smallest panel displays the following information:

 Ready 

When program is in idle state or just finish doing something

 Status

When some but not critical problem occur during the execution of a command or when

some action is not finished successfully 

 Critical Error 

When critical error occurred and software cannot continue or an action was performed

unsuccessful, incomplete. 

 Error

When error occurred but not critical error also when user performed not permitted action

 Info

When software is working or for showing tips information 

The last part of the status bar, right next to the last panel this is a Size Grip, The size grip

allows to resize the window by dragging the status bar's right-bottom corner. 

3.2 Main Toolbar Pages

3.2.1 Lottery

The Lottery page at Ribbon bar is grouping all buttons that opens lottery features of Visual

Lottery Analyser 

My Games

Click on this button to open My Games , a feature for adding and editing lottery games

manually if necessary

169

91
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 World Database

Click on this button to open World Game Database , a feature for adding predefined lottery

games. It contains games from entire world.

 Wizard

Click on this button to open Add Game Wizard , a feature for adding lottery games that you

want to configure yourself

 Open

Click on this button to open a drop down list where you can select your lottery game to open

and use for analysis

Click on this button to open Update Lottery Numbers , a feature for downloading latest and

past lottery numbers (drawings) from our server

 Manager

Click on this button to open Lottery Numbers Manager , a feature for adding and editing

games lottery numbers (drawings) manually if necessary

 Wizard

Click on this button to open Lottery Numbers Import Wizard , a feature for importing

numbers from external sources such as text files or Internet web page

This is also a feature that lets you work with lottery numbers manually if necessary

 Add

Click on this button to open a drop down list  where you can add the latest lottery numbers

to selected game

  Search

Click on this button to open Search Numbers , a feature for searching past drawing

numbers

 Visual Analyser

Click on this button to open Visual Analyser , a feature for visually analyzing lottery games

 Analysis Notepad

Click on this button to open one or more Notepads , a feature for making notes of your

analysis.

This is the only one feature that can by opened in multiple instances. 
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 Numbers

Click on this button to open Numbers Report , a feature for analyzing numbers

occurrences in a traditional mathematic way

3.2.2 Gaming

The Gaming page at Ribbon bar is grouping all buttons that opens lottery gaming features of

Visual Lottery Analyser 

 Create Tickets

Click on this button to open Create My Tickets , a feature for creating lottery tickets in an

easy and fast mode

 Advanced Generator

Click on this button to open Tickets Advanced Generator , a feature for creating lottery

tickets in an advanced mode

 Manage Tickets

Click on this button to open Manage My Tickets , a feature for viewing and  managing your

lottery tickets

  Check Game Results

Click on this button to open Check Game Results , a feature for checking out your lottery

tickets with game lottery numbers to see what you have won.

  Financial Statistics

Click on this button to open Financial & Hits Statistics , a feature for keeping a track of

financial and hits statistics of your lottery games 

Next Drawing 
When game is opened here you can see the next drawing date and time.
Visual Lottery Analyser has predefined date and times when lottery games has
drawing time.
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In any case of discrepancy you can edit this data at My Games  window

3.2.3 Tools

The Tools page at Ribbon bar is grouping all buttons that opens other features of Visual

Lottery Analyser 

  Create My System

Click on this button to open Create My System , a feature for creating own wheel with

use of own replacement numbers and system filters 

  Systems Editor

Click on this button to open Wheels System Editor ,  a feature for creating and editing

wheel system

  Hits Checker

Click on this button to open Hits Checker , a feature for checking out how wheel system

performs against game's lottery numbers (drawings)

 Calculator

Click on this button to open a drop down Calculator
 
 

3.2.4 Interface

The Interface page at Ribbon bar is grouping buttons dedicated to control <%SPM%>

interface and windows view.

 Send To Tray
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Sends program to Windows System Tray. While program resides in the tray there a popup

menu is available.

To open a popup menu move mouse over a tray icon and click right mouse button.

You can control the playback, exit from program or show the main window again.

To show the main window you can also double click on icon tray.

 Language

Click on this button to select a language in which you want to view software Interface captions

and receive messages.

Software supports over 10 languages now.

Skins Gallery

Software interface may be skinned, here you can choose a skin. The gallery has three small

buttons on the right side.

The Up and Down buttons will scroll through gallery and you can view skins thumbnails. The

third button opens a popup window that displays bigger thumbnails and skin names.

To apply a skin to software interface, click on a skin thumbnail.

Choosing the skin will set the software style to Skin automatically, see Styles below for more

styles.

  Ticket 
Click on this button to open a drop down menu where you can chose where to
place a Ticket Window
The following options are available:
Float
The window will float above all software windows
Left, Right, Top, Bottom
The window will be docked to chosen side of the main software window

  Numbers 
Click on this button to open a drop down menu where you can chose where to
place a Lottery Numbers Window
The following options are available:
Float
The window will float above all software windows
Left, Right, Top, Bottom
The window will be docked to chosen side of the main software window 
 

 Windows

This menu contains a list of currently opened windows. When you click on a button then

selected window will be brought up to the front.  

 Styles

Click on this button to open a drop down list where you can select the style how the software

windows are painted

While the whole interface is skinned you may additionally set the different styles for software

169
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windows separately.

the following window styles are available:

Flat

The window elements are painted flat

Ultra Flat

The window elements are painted ultra flat

Office 2003

Windows elements are painted using the scheme introduced in MS Office 2003

3D

Windows elements are displayed using 3D. 

Skin

Windows are skinned as the rest of software elements, this is default setting. 

Standard

The window elements are painted in standard style

Windows XP

View elements are painted using the currently applied XP theme. If the operating system is not

Windows XP or the Windows Classic theme is currently used, the windows are painted using

the Flat style. 

 View

Click on this button to open software view  properties window

 Close All

Closes all opened windows

3.2.5 Software

The Software page at Ribbon bar is grouping buttons related to  Visual Lottery Analyser

functionality and licensing

 About

Opens the About window. You can find in there the software serial number, information about

software version and other our programs

 Exit

Click on this button to exit for program

163
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 Buy Temporary License

Need to use full version of software for limited time only?. Visit our web store to choose one

of many affordable options.

Opens a Visual Lottery Analyser purchase page

 Buy Software - Buy Full License

Buy full version of software for unlimited use. Visit our web store to place your order. Free

support and other discounts available.

Opens a Visual Lottery Analyser purchase page

 License Status

Opens a software License Status  window

 General

Click on this button to open general  software properties window

 

 Lottery

Click on this button to open software lottery  properties window

 Database Maintenance

Click on this button to open a Database Maintenance  window

3.2.6 Help

The Help page at Ribbon bar is grouping buttons related to  Visual Lottery Analyser help

options

 Email Support

Here is an easy way to send email to us. This command opens your email client software's

send email window.  

Internet Addresses:

Help & Support Center 

Launches Sprintbit Software Support & Help Center web site. This site include everything what

186

163
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you need to search for help and learn about our software

Sprintbit Software Home 

Launches Sprintbit Software home page

Sprintbit Web Store

Launches our Web Store home page where you can purchase our programs

To open a web page double clicks on corresponding link.

 Check For Update

When the Update window opens then to check for a new version please click the Check For

Update button.

If new version is available then text box will display the message received from server,

otherwise "You have the latest version" message will appear.

It may take several seconds or about one minute to connect to our server and receive server

response.

Please be patient, software may not be responding during this time.

The Check For Update window has two buttons:

Download Full Version

Here by clicking on this button you can start downloading software installer that includes

all software and system files.

Download Update (appears remotely)

Here by clicking on this button you can start downloading software installer that includes

only updated files.

The message from us that will appear in the text box will tell you which installer type to use.

 Help Contents

Opens this help file
 

 Tutorials Online
Opens an online web page with Visual Lottery Analyser tutorials

3.3 Toolbars Interface Elements

3.3.1 Ribbon Bar End-User Capabilities

The Ribbon is the state-of-the-art user interface, introduced in Microsoft Office 2007.  It

provides easy and quick access to software commands. 

Shortcut Keys

ALT Switches keyboard focus to the first link of the main menu. If bars already

have keyboard focus, it is removed. 

Left and  Navigate left and right through bar links. If the currently selected link is in a

http://www.sprintbit.com
http://www.sprintbit.us
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Right Arrows sub-menu, pressing these keys result in navigating to the neighboring link

within the owning bar and expanding its sub-menu (if it is present). In this

case, the first link within the expanded sub-menu becomes focused. 

Up and Down

Arrows

 Navigate up and down through links of a sub-menu or a popup menu. The

down arrow key expands sub-menus when their owning links are focused

ESC Closes the currently expanded sub-menu or popup menu. If a sub-menu is

closed, its owning button obtains keyboard focus

TAB Navigates right through buttons of a bar. If a bar is oriented vertically,

navigates down through its buttons

SHIFT+TAB Navigates left through buttons of a bar. If a bar is oriented vertically,

navigates up through its buttons

ENTER Invokes the focused button functionality. Equivalent to clicking a button. 

F10 Shows all key shortcuts assigned to ribbon bar pages and buttons. Typing

shortcut letters on keyboard invokes the focused link's functionality.

Equivalent to clicking a button. 

 

Mouse Double Click

When you double click on a ribbon tab you can hide ribbon pages to see only their headers,

another double click restores pages visibility

3.3.2 Toolbars End-User Capabilities

Customize Toolbars feature allows you to customize toolbars and bars by rearrange buttons

positions, adding or remove buttons. 

On toolbar may include one or more bars. Not all of the toolbars can be customized.

To have the changes made to toolbar saved and reloaded again at the software startup the

Remember Layout option must be enabled.

To customize a toolbar open the Add or Remove Buttons menu. This menu can be invoked by

clicking the drop down button located at the end of a bar.

The following tutorial is based on our Playlist Manager software toolbar but applies to Visual

Lottery Analyser as well.

This menu contains the names of all bars in the customized toolbar. You can use these menu

items to show and hide corresponding bars

Moreover, this menu contains a Customize... button. When you click this button then

Customization window opens.
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To show or hide buttons open a submenu with bar name, in our sample the Playlist Database

submenu. This sub menu lists all buttons with the check marks. 

Checking or uncheck in a check mark will make the button visible or not.

Furthermore, this menu enables you to reset the bar to the state as it was applied when

designing the application. Click the Reset Toolbar item for this purpose.

Customization window 

The Customization window is the control center for customizing bars at runtime

The image below shows the appearance of the Toolbars page.

You can use the check boxes displayed in front of bar names to control the visibility of the

associated bars. The functionality of the buttons located in this page is described in the list

below:

New 

Creates a new empty bar. A dialog window prompting for the name of the newly created bar is

invoked. You can drag links to the new bar from the Commands page of the customization

window or from other bars. The following drag & drop operations can be performed on links:

Dragging a button between bars, popup menus and sub-menus 

Dragging a button away from bars, popup menus and sub-menus. This results in deleting

the button. 

Dragging a button from the Customization window to a bar, a popup menu or a sub-menu

Rename 

Invokes a dialog to rename the selected bar. 

Delete 

Deletes the selected bar. This button is only enabled for bars whose option is enabled. 
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Reset 

Resets the selected bar. A confirmation dialog box is displayed before the bar is reset. If

confirmed, the bar gets the appearance it had when you designed the Sprintbit Software. 

The image below shows the appearance of the Options page.

Always show full menus 

If checked, disables the most recently used items mechanism. Otherwise, menus initially display

only the most recently used items. 

Show full menus after a short delay 

If checked, all menu items are displayed after a short delay. Otherwise, only the most recently

used items are displayed until the mouse pointer is over the expanding arrow. This setting has

no effect when the Always show full menus check box is checked. 

Reset my usage data Resets the selection preferences of menu items. After clicking this button,

buttons that were marked as recently used at design time are displayed within menus, other

buttons are hidden. 

Large icons 

If checked, bar items' icons are drawn twice as large. 

Show Screen Tips on toolbars 

If checked, hints are displayed for buttons. 

Show shortcut keys in Screen Tips 

If checked, shortcuts assigned to buttons are displayed within hints. This setting has no effect if

the 

Show Screen Tips on toolbars check box is not checked. 

Shortcut Keys

Keys Description 
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ALT 
Switches keyboard focus to the first link of the main menu. If bars already

have keyboard focus, it is removed. Note that you can also set keyboard

focus to any of the links associated with the bar manager. . 

Left and Right Arrows 
Navigate left and right through bar links. If the currently selected link is in

a sub-menu, pressing these keys result in navigating to the neighboring

link within the owning bar and expanding its sub-menu (if it is present). In

this case, the first link within the expanded sub-menu becomes focused. 

If a bar is oriented vertically, the left and right arrow keys navigate up

and down through links respectively.

Up and Down Arrows 
Navigate up and down through links of a sub-menu or a popup menu.

The down arrow key expands sub-menus when their owning links are

focused. 

ESC 
Closes the currently expanded sub-menu or popup menu. If a sub-menu

is closed, its owning link obtains keyboard focus. 

TAB 
Navigates right through links of a bar. If a bar is oriented vertically,

navigates down through its links. 

SHIFT+TAB 
Navigates left through links of a bar. If a bar is oriented vertically,

navigates up through its links. 

CTRL+TAB 
Moves keyboard focus to another bar if present. 

ENTER 
Invokes the focused link's functionality. Equivalent to clicking a link. 

  

3.3.3 Docked windows

 

Some of programs pages have special Dock and Tabbed Windows, for example the main

window has Tabbed Windows (pages).

Dockable windows provide a rich customization experience for our software, allowing the user to

redesign the layout of the application to make use of personal preferences for real screen estate

- some users prefer to have all of an applications options out in plain sight, while other users

prefer to concentrate solely on the task at hand without being distracted by options they don't

need right now. Dockable windows in the program support a variety of distinct arrangement

states to maximize this user experience. 

Dockable windows can be:

Docked to the sides of window. 

Floating above window in their own separate windows. 

Collapsed to the side of window, only appearing when the user moves their cursor over the

Dock Window caption. 
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Tab-docked to other Dock Windows. 

 

To dock a window, you simply drag the windows caption and move the cursor around the edges

of window. 

When a Dock Window can be docked to the edge of the window, the drag rectangle snaps into

place at the appropriate edge. 

  

To help maximize the use of screen real estate, docking windows can be docked to each other as

tabs. 

To tab dock a Dock Window, drag the Dock Window's caption and drop it over the caption of

another Dock Window. 

To remove a Dock Window from a tabbed Dock Window, drag its tab and move it anywhere

outside the tabbed Dock Window.

Another way for a user to maximize on screen real estate is to make Dock Windows auto-hide,

by collapsing them out the way of the main  window when not in use. To collapse a Dock

Window, click the pushpin button  on the Dock Windows caption. To restore a collapsed Dock

Window, move the cursor over the collapsed Dock Windows caption. This will cause the Dock

Window to slide out into its expanded position - clicking the pushpin button  again causes the

Dock Window to return to its previously docked position.

To hide a Dock Window, click the close button on the Dock Windows caption.  

   

 

4 Lottery Game View At Hand

4.1 Ticket View Introduction

Visual Lottery Analyser introduces a new way of showing the inside of lottery games: Ticket

View.

Ticket View is a graphical representation of game numbers and the game itself in general.  

In this and in a few following topics you will learn how the Ticket View of a lottery game is build

and what elements include.

Let's review a sample lottery game like Lotto 6/49 where 6 balls are drawn from 49 numbers.

Game View

Traditional way

Usually we think about a game as a group of numbers, well there are 49 numbers:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34

35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 

New way

We can see a game as square field of numbers.
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Lottery Numbers (Drawings)

Traditional way

In our sample game there are six numbers drawn, so for example we have drawing numbers

such as:

6 10 16 32 34 44

New way

We can place them on our ticket view and use color to mark them out. Looks better!

New Lottery Numbers (Drawings)

Traditional way

How to see how the new drawing numbers are relating to the previous ones?

1 11 23 28 30 41 - New ones 

6 10 16 32 34 44 - The previous numbers 

Also not too much to say about their relations.

New way

We can place new numbers on the top of the old ones and also use color to mark them out. 

We use blue border to indicate new numbers.

1 11 23 28 30 41 - New ones (blue border)

6 10 16 32 34 44 - The previous numbers (red ones)
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In the old fashioned way you will not be able tell much about numbers relations, in a new way

you can tell how the new numbers are relating to the previous ones just by taking look on a

Ticket View

There are more things to discover and this is just the beginning.

Please see next topic Contact & Outside Numbers

4.2 Contact & Outside Numbers

Previous topic Ticket View Introduction  concluded that a lottery game is like a graphical box

of numbers.

In this topic we will present you the Contact & Outside numbers

Each number drawn in a game (red color) placed on a Ticket View have its own surrounding

field of other numbers.

All numbers that lies within this field we will call them the Contact numbers.

To visually show those Contact numbers we will paint them on our Ticket View with different

color than the rest of the numbers. 

In our sample picture the Contact numbers are painted in light blue color, they surrounding

example number 11.

As we can see on our example view 3,4,5,10,11,12,17,18,19 numbers are the Contact numbers. 

Please note that the drawing number (11) itself is a Contact number too.  

17
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Here is the Ticket View with all drawing numbers and their surrounding fields. 

All of the rest ticket's numbers that are not within surrounding fields of all numbers we will call

them the Outside numbers.

This way the entire game's Ticket View is always divided into two different groups of numbers:

Contact & Outside numbers.

Treat the Ticket View as your base game layout for analyzing and predicting future drawing

numbers. How to do that and interpret we will explain later.

Please see next topic Blocks & Groups

4.3 Blocks & Groups

Previous topic Contact & Outside  numbers concluded that Ticket View has some graphical

elements that may be used to analyze lottery games. 

All ticket's numbers may be grouped into certain groups/blocks of numbers, and those groups

may be analyzed as well. 

Here we present more of graphical and mathematical elements of Ticket View

Blocks of Numbers

18
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Groups of numbers that are very often used to analyze games are blocks of 10 numbers. To

create those blocks of numbers just divide all game numbers by 10:

Group 1 = ( 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10) All numbers from 1 to 10

Group 2 = ( 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20) All numbers from 11 to 20 and so on..

In picture below you may see circled in green color example of group 1.

Circled in yellow color group 2, in red color group 3 and the rest of groups will go like that to

the last numbers.

Similar Numbers Groups

Graphical analysis methods are not all of the analysis methods that Visual Lottery Analyser have

to offer.

There are more, and now we are going back to mathematic!.  

We can divide game numbers into a few groups that have common numbers pattern (they end

with the same digit number), for example we may create such groups of numbers:

Group 1 = ( 1 11 21 31 41 ) All numbers with 1 on the end

Group 2 = ( 2 12 22 32 42 ) All numbers with 2 on the end

Group 3 = ( 3 13 23 33 43 ) All numbers with 3 on the end

Group 4 = ( 4 14 24 34 44 ) All numbers with 4 on the end

Group 5 = ( 5 15 25 35 45 ) All numbers with 5 on the end

Group 6 = ( 6 16 26 36 46 ) All numbers with 6 on the end

Group 7 = ( 7 17 27 37 47 ) All numbers with 7 on the end

Group 8 = ( 8 18 28 38 48 ) All numbers with 8 on the end

Group 9 = ( 9 19 29 39 49 ) All numbers with 9 on the end

Group 10 = ( 10 20 30 40 ) All numbers with 0 on the end

The ticket is always divided into a 10 groups, how many numbers are in particular group that

depends on a game numbers range.

This method is not always suitable for all lotto games and that also depends on the Ticket View

layout.

In picture you can see circled in green color example of numbers group 1.
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Please see next topic Lines

4.4 Lines

Previous topic Blocks & Groups  numbers concluded that Ticket View has some graphical

elements that may be used to analyze lottery games. 

Here we present more of graphical elements of Ticket View

Horizontal Lines

All Ticket Views, of all games, consist some group of numbers that are placed on them in

geometrical permanent order.

Here in the picture you can see (circled in the yellow color) numbers that are placed on the first

horizontal line of Ticket View layout. 

In our sample game, Ticket View does have 7 horizontal lines and we shown the first one.

Vertical Lines

Same here, in the picture you may see circled in the yellow color, numbers that are placed on

the first vertical line of Ticket View layout. 

20
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In our sample game, Ticket View does have 7 vertical lines.

Please see next topic Hot & Cold Numbers

4.5 Hot & Cold Numbers

Previous topics concluded that Ticket View has some graphical elements that may be used to

analyze lottery game. 

In this topic we would like to present other kind of numbers you may analyze.

Very often you hear about Hot & Cold numbers, those types of numbers are widely used in

many lottery programs. 

The definition what are Hot and what are Cold numbers however vary from program to

program.

Basically Hot numbers are the numbers that are drawn most often (last few drawings) and Cold

numbers are the numbers that are due to be drawn

Visual Lottery Analyser uses its own algorithm to determine which are hot and which ones are

cold numbers. 

To show on a Ticket View which numbers are Hot and which are cold we of course use colors. 

The numbers in white color are the Hot numbers and the black ones are Cold.

In the picture you may see how it's easy to recognize them.

21
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The amount of Cold and Hot numbers may vary from drawing to drawing. Basically the

amounts are almost the same.

Please see next topic Odd & Even Numbers

4.6 Odd & Even Numbers

We cannot forget about the most basic two groups of number that exists, group of Odd and

group of Even numbers. 

Visual Lottery Analyser also analyze Odd & Even numbers. It is not necessary to explain what they

are.

4.7 Summary of Ticket View

In previous topics we have presented the most important elements of a game layout.

So, now we can see in the picture the whole game layout at hand!

22
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Game drawing numbers - red squares

Contact numbers - gray color

Outside numbers - some golden color (what color is that? you know, you can change the colors

in software options)

Hot numbers - white numbers

Cold numbers - black numbers

All kind of numbers we see them in colors, and all of game's lines, groups, odd and even

numbers they just appear to you themselves when you now know all about it.

The Game's Ticket View is a visual base for predicting and choosing the future drawing

numbers.

You can change the ticket colors in software options.

5 Visual  Analysis

5.1 Visual Analyser

Visual Lottery Analyser introduces a new revolutionary approach how to analyze lottery games.

A visual presentation of numbers!

One picture is worth more than thousands words and it happened that it may be used to analyze

lottery games as well. 

Instead of looking on columns with numbers that really do not tell too much, now you can see

and know how the numbers may go in the future drawing with just taking one look on a visual

diagram. 

With that knowledge you can take informed decisions, predict and choose what numbers use to

fill your tickets.

However this feature is very handy but is not essential to use to generate smart lottery ticket.

If you do not have a time to analyze a game then you can use Create My Tickets  or Tickets

Advanced Generator  feature to do all the work for you instead.

If you did not read yet about our visual methods please take a look on Lottery Game View At

Hand  topics first, these topics that explains the base of lottery games visualization.
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To open Visual Analyser window, please go to the software main window and click the Visual

Analyser button located on the ribbon bar within Analyzers' group.

This topic will describe the Visual Analyser's window interface: 

On the top of the window there is a main menu and toolbar.

Main Menu 

This menu contains all available analysis methods. To analyze something just choose a method

from the menu.

See Analysis Methods  for detailed descriptions of all methods.

Toolbar

   The toolbar have a few buttons with the following functions:

 Previous analysis and  Next analysis

When you click on a left or right arrow then you can move to previous or next analysis. You can

also use Page Up or Page Down keyboard keys.

 All, Contact , Outside , Hot , Cold , Even , Odd

These buttons switches between GENERAL numbers types. 

Please see Numbers Types Switch  topic for more information

Please see the General Numbers Types  topic that explains in details how to interpret

analyser's screen.

 Custom Analysis

In addition to a variety of analysis methods available in our program you can run the analysis of

your own numbers.

To analyze your numbers you can select them with mouse on a main game's ticket view. 

The main game's ticket view is by default locate don the left side of main window

After you select number to show its analysis just click the Custom Analysis button.

Below the menu and toolbar is the main visual analyser's screen. Here a small screenshot:

Analyser's Screen

40
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Analyser can show in its screen even thousands of analyzed drawings at once, you can set in the

software options desired drawings range to analyze.

By the default software is set to show 100 past drawings.

Not all of them may be visible at once and that depends on your screen resolution.

Drawings are shown in order from the latest to the last, from the left to the right side of a

screen.

For example if analyzed drawings range is set to analyze 100 past drawings then all drawings on

a screen will be shown and numbered in order from 100 to 1.

The last drawing is always on the right side of the screen. 

To scroll and see more of the past analyzed drawings use the horizontal scrollbar.

The top columns header (with numbers only) is showing the draw position, from the last position

to first position within analyzed drawings range.

To see the current drawing position move mouse over the header, the tip window will show the

current position number.

If you click whenever on a screen then selected draw will be show on a main Ticket View on main

software window, also the main lottery numbers window will  scroll to show selected draw as

well.

Depending of chosen analysis methods from the main menu and how many numbers is to

analyze, screen may not fit all of them into a visible area.

To scroll and see more of the analyzed numbers use the vertical scrollbar.

Diagram

Each of chosen analysis methods may show a few diagrams, below is the picture of one sample

diagram.

Diagram just show analyzed number or group of numbers occurrences in order described

above.
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Diagram has a title that will show; analyzed number, analyzed group name or number of

analyzed line etc.

Next in that title you can see also used number type or combination of number types.

Please see the Master Numbers Types  topic for more information.

 This is a diagram rows enumeration. The black points you see on the diagram in different

positions they represent the count of occurrences of analyzed number(or group of numbers)

For more information on how to interpret the diagram results please see Visual Analysis Concept

 topic.

Numbers Guide

When you click on a diagram title then Visual Analyser can show you visually in the main Ticket

View 

all numbers that are being currently analyzed.

When you click anywhere within a diagram area then Visual Analyser can show you visually in the

main Ticket View

actual numbers that belong to selected drawing.

This is a very handy function and to see how it works please see the Numbers Guide  topic. 

Analysis Range Numbers Controller

Visual Analyser's screen displays in its diagrams only a small range of analyzed lottery numbers

(drawings)

How many past numbers you want to see you can set at Lottery  options window.

For example if you have set the range to analyze from 1 to 100 that means that you will see the

numbers from the 1 (the last drawing) to past 100-th.

If you want to see more analysis then you can switch between ranges.

To switch between ranges click on arrow buttons:

If you click on the left arrow button then you will go to another range of lottery numbers like 101

to 200 and then from 201 to 300 and so on.

By clicking on the right arrow button you will go back through ranges.

The last one arrow button will bring you to the first range like 1 to 100.

The range control status bar will show you also which range is currently shown and the date -

time of the last and first numbers in the range.
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There is one exception to this behaviour, when analyzing numbers from On Day menu instead of

100 past drawings

Visual Analyser will show 100 past days, it will look way back into drawings history.

The switch between ranges arrows will not work when analyzing past days.

5.2 Visual Analysis Concept

Visual Lottery Analyser introduces new innovative tool to analyze lottery games, just named 

Visual Analyser . 

If you want to analyze some numbers to see how they occur, you can count them yourself or use

lottery software.

Usually you will receive strings of numbers shown in a rows or columns of numbers. In our

program you will see how the numbers occurs visually.

The Old Way - Example 1

Let's try to analyze number 1 and number 2, how often these numbers has been drawn in the

past drawings?

If not been drawn then we can write 0, if yes then we can write 1, in the result we receive:

Number 1: 0,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1

Number 2: 0,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0

All that is not readable nor conclusive, do not you agree, and how fast you can draw some

conclusion based on such bunch of numbers?

The New Way - Example 1

Here below is a screenshot of Visual Analyser window (just a small part of it) with results of

analysis of numbers 

1 and 2 in past drawings.

This is a graphical diagram. How to read it, you may have already just realized that. 

For each analyzed number there are assigned two horizontal rows (0) and (+)

When analyzed number is not drawn them the black point is located in a row (0)

When analyzed number has been drawn them the black point is located in a row (+)

Simple, you see now numbers as a wave of points that represents number occurrences.

The Old Way - Example 2

Let's try to analyze some group of numbers, how often numbers has been drawn from the group

23
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in the past drawings?. If not been drawn then we write 0, if yes then we write the quantity, so we

receive:

0,2,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,3,0,1,0,0,1

Also this string of number do not say much.

The New Way - Example 2

Here below is a screenshot of Visual Analyser window (just a small part of it) with results of

analysis of numbers from horizontal line  1.

How to read the diagram above? 

There are no occurrences of single numbers analyzed but quantity of numbers drawn from a

certain group of numbers. For example analyzed line is a first horizontal line of game Little Lotto

and there are numbers 1,8,15,22,29

When no number is drawn from analyzed group of numbers then point is located in a row (0)

When one number is drawn from analyzed group of numbers then point is located in a row (1)

When two numbers are drawn from analyzed group of numbers then point is located in a row (2)

etc.

How to interpret the diagram

When you are taking a look on diagram look from the left to the right side. The last drawing is

on the right side.

In the picture there are shown 34 past drawings, but you may analyze hundreds of them and

scroll the view.

Now getting back to our sample analysis of occurrences of numbers in the first horizontal line of

Little Lotto game

20
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In our example diagram picture above we

may notice that from horizontal Line 1

(numbers are 1,8,15,22,29 see the Ticket View

picture, numbers circled in green) 

only one number is occasionally drawn.

That means that from time to time only one

number either 1 or 8 or 15 or 22 or 29

is drawn.  It also means that at the present

time, there are no 2 numbers drawn from this

line at all. Not to mention 3 some numbers. 

Therefore, if you are going to buy lottery

ticket that will have some 3 numbers from that

line, certainly your chances to hit the jackpot

are lost.

How to predict what would happen in the

future drawing?

Basing on that diagram view, what do you

think, where the next point will appear

after the future drawing?

We would bet that at the row (0), no numbers

will be drawn from that line at all.

The point at row (1) appears occasionally and

is never repeating after one

occurrence. So, there are high chances that

any of these numbers 1,8,15,22,29

is going to be drawn in the next, future

drawing.

More diagram interpretations

Not always situation is rather clear as in example above. Everything depends on a game layout,

how many of game numbers are drawn etc. Everything changes from drawing to drawing. The

lottery game shows its real face.

How to interpret the diagram and draw some logical conclusions when diagram looks like that:

Above is a screenshot of Visual Analyser window (just a small part of it) with results of analysis of

occurrences of 

Contact numbers in a Little Lotto game in general.
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First let's take a look on our sample Ticket

View picture, especially the Contact numbers

because we are going to analyze them.

Now let's interpret the diagram above. First

conclusion is that the drawings 

always include Contact numbers. So, we

cannot ignore that knowledge and in our

ticket we must include some of them. 

If you are going to buy lottery ticket that does

not include any of Contact numbers or you

got a ticket with number like 

(4,19,22,30,35 - all Outside numbers as you

may see in the example picture)

you losing all the chances to hit the jackpot.

However, we do not know how many of them

will be drawn but good news is that they will

be for sure. 

The analysis results may be narrowed to be

more accurate, but this in the next topic.

Summary

Using diagrams you can analyze all kind of numbers, lines, blocks, group of numbers that are

available to analyze in Visual Lottery Analyser. You can analyze Hot, Cold, Contact, Outside, Odd

and Even numbers separately and in any combination of them. To see that all, you just must to

run the software and see it yourself.

Visual Analyser does have a lot of pages, each including few diagrams. 

There are hundreds of diagrams to go through. You however can use only a portion of them, it

is up to you.

You can really analyze lottery game thoroughly if you go by all of them. You can have the general

picture 

of the future drawing, which numbers might be drawn most likely and which rather not.

It seems to be very time consuming task to use this feature to choose the numbers.

Nowadays we do not have too much time to do this all, but, do not forget that Visual Lottery

Analyser is computer software and as such it will do the entire job for you in seconds.

You can use Create My Tickets  or Tickets Advanced Generator  to create numbers that will

match analysis criteria, fast and easy.

For better diagrams visibility we are dimming out those diagrams that are not in use for current

analysis.

When some functions, numbers or group of numbers are not currently on the ticket in their

configuration then appropriate diagrams will be dimmed out.

As you see on the picture below when numbers 2 and 3 are not currently Cold numbers then
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theirs diagrams will be grayed out.

In that way you can skip looking on them, and just concentrate and look on diagrams that

currently are valid for analysis

Please note that the grayed out diagrams, are showing the status of last lottery numbers

(drawings) only!

 

5.3 General Numbers Types

Visual Lottery Analyser uses 7 general types of numbers to perform analysis on them:

All - all numbers in general.

Contact - numbers that have been drawn within a contact field only. 

Outside - numbers that have been drawn outside a contact field only.

Hot -  numbers that only have been drawn from a group of numbers considered as Hot

numbers.

Cold - numbers that only have been drawn from a group of numbers considered as Cold

numbers.

Even - drawn numbers are even numbers

Odd - drawn numbers are odd numbers

Visual Analyser performs analysis in a variety of combinations of the numbers described

above.
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Any number from game numbers range

may be a combinations of few

general numbers types.

For example if you take a look on the

number 30 in Ticket View picture then

we can say that number 30 is a Contact

& Hot & Even number.

But number 27 is an Outside & Cold &

Odd number altogether.

Each of numbers on a Ticket View is a

combinations of general numbers

types.

When you open Visual Analyser window then the default general number type is All, and is

applied to all analysis methods.

To analyze something select any of available analysis method from the Visual Analyser menu, 

after that the results of selected analysis are shown on an analyser's screen in form of

diagrams.

Example 1:

Open standard game like lotto 6 from 49. Go to menu Numbers, then from submenu

Occurrences select All.

This will analyze occurrences of all numbers from 1 to 49. Analyser's screen will show 49

diagrams.

For purpose of our example, only three of them are presented on our screenshots below:

Each of diagrams in its title is showing

what number is analyzed and the

general numbers type. 

In our sample picture we see analysis

of number 1,2 and 3, all of them

analyzed normally.  

You can switch between general numbers types at any time, the second sample will show what

happen when you click on Contact button:

The analyser's screen will show immediately how the analyzed numbers occurred as in Contact

numbers only.
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Again, each of diagrams in its title is

showing what number is analyzed and

the general numbers type. 

In our sample picture we see analysis

of number 1,2 and 3, all of them are

analyzed whether they were drawn as

Contact numbers or not.

Example 2:

In some other analysis Visual Analyser mix the combinations of general numbers types

automatically.

Select the All button on toolbar. Open standard game like lotto 6 from 49. Go to menu Lines,

then from submenu Horizontal lines select Line 1.

This will analyze occurrences of numbers in the first horizontal line on a game Ticket View. 

Analyser's screen will show 7 diagrams of all variations.

For purpose of our example, only three of them are presented on our screenshots below:

The very first diagram is always

showing selected analysis results

without any variations.

First diagrams in its title is showing:

1. What line is analyzed

2. General number type, in our sample 

All , that means normal analysis.

The rest of diagrams are showing

analysis results in a variety of

combinations of general numbers

types.

In our sample picture the second

diagram is showing:

1. What line is analyzed

2. General number type as is selected

on a toolbar, in our sample All

3. Another type of general numbers

types applied to the diagram

in our sample picture is Hot.

It means that diagram is showing

only drawn numbers from Line 1 that

was on a Ticket View as Hot numbers.

In our sample picture the third diagram

is showing:

1. What line is analyzed
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2. General number type as is selected

on a toolbar, in our sample All

3. Another type of general numbers

types applied to diagram

in our sample picture is Cold.

It means that diagram is showing

only drawn numbers from Line 1 that

was on a Ticket View as Cold

numbers .

Example 3:

Above we analyzed occurrences of numbers in Lotto game from first horizontal line 1.

Now we are going to switch to another general number type.

Click the Contact button on toolbar:

This will analyze occurrences of numbers as they occur as Contact number as general number

type. 

Analyser's screen will show 7 diagrams of all variations.

For purpose of our example, only three of them are presented on our screenshots below:

If selected general number type is not 

All then diagrams are showing:

1. What line is analyzed

2. Primary general number type as is

selected on a toolbar, in our sample     

Contact

3. Another type of general numbers

types applied to diagram as variation,

in our sample second diagram is Hot

.

It means that diagram is showing

only drawn numbers from Line 1 that

was on a Ticket View a Contact & Hot

numbers altogether.

in our sample third diagram is Cold.

It means that diagram is showing

only drawn numbers from Line 1 that

was on a Ticket View a Contact &

Cold numbers altogether.

Summary:

By switching between general numbers types you can perform several of analysis on one

selected method only.

Altogether Visual Analyser is capable of showing hundreds of different diagrams.

Please note that combining general numbers types together narrows the analysis results to be
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more accurate.

The analyzed numbers must meet tighter conditions to be shown on a diagram.

It also gives greater chances to properly analyze lottery game and eliminate some numbers

with high probability.

Here is a proof:

In our example 3 we have analyzed

occurrences of numbers in Lotto game

from first horizontal line 1.

The selected general number type is 

Contact.

Please take a look on the above picture

on diagram 3:

Line 1 - Contact - Cold

According to this diagram, we can

assume that in real future drawing,

there is high probability that drawing

numbers will not consist any of

numbers form the first horizontal line

that are Contact & Cold.

Let's now take a look on the Ticket View

picture and find out what numbers

from that line are Contact & Cold

numbers?

These numbers are 15 and 22 so we

can eliminate them.

Please note that each of game drawing

has its own unique Ticket View,

thus analyzed line, groups of numbers

etc may actually not consists types

of numbers we analyze. So, we just skip

those diagrams.
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5.4 Numbers Preview

When you use features that supports numbers previewing you can preview analyzed number,

groups of numbers etc on a Tickets View.

To turn the preview on please check the Preview button on a Ticket View window, this is the fifth

button on toolbar.

Example 

Preview of numbers analyzed in Visual Analyser. Open Visual Analyser window and for example

from menu General Data select Occurrences of Hot numbers.

Standard Ticket View looks like

that:

Here below is a small screenshot of analysis of Occurrences of

Hot numbers.

When you click on a diagram title then analyzed numbers will be shown on Ticket View:

If you click on a first diagram

title

Then all Hot numbers will be selected on A Ticket View, we use

blue crosses to select them.
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Hot - All

If you click on a second

diagram title

Then all Hot & Contact numbers will be selected on A Ticket

View
Hot - Contact 

If you click on a third diagram

title

Then all Hot & Outside numbers will be selected on A Ticket

View
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Hot - Outside

If you click whenever else within

the diagram area and Ticket

View has mode 2X  on, then

actual numbers that have been

drawn in selected drawing will

be show.

In our sample picture the

numbers that have been drawn

as Hot & Outside are

highlighted.

Using this feature you can preview whatever you are analyzing.

Besides Visual Analyser also Numbers Report feature use Ticket View to show analyzed number.

5.5 Numbers Types Switch

Visual Lottery Analyser use 7 types of numbers:

All - all numbers in general.

Contact - numbers that have been drawn as Contact number

Outside - numbers that have been drawn as Outside 

Hot -  numbers that only have been drawn from a group of numbers considered as Hot

169
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numbers.

Cold - numbers that only have been drawn from a group of numbers considered as Cold

numbers.

Even - drawn numbers are even numbers

Odd - drawn numbers are odd numbers

You can switch between numbers types by clicking on a number type button located on second

bar: 

Buttons; All Contact Outside Hot Cold Even and Odd

When you analyze numbers then each diagram shows in its title analyzed number, line but also

shows what type of numbers is being analyzed

Example

Lets perform analyze of game numbers to see how they are drawn, so please select from

menu Numbers / Occurrences / All 

There will be all diagrams shown, each diagram for every number but lets just focus on the first

one for number 1

New numbers as usual in Visual Lottery Analyser are shown in blue borders.

When you have checked the button ALL on the toolbar then diagram will show in its title

Number 1 - All, which means that all types are analyzed.

In other words it is just normal analysis to see how numbers occurs generally.

So in our sample drawing as in picture above we have number 1 drawn then a diagram will

show it and print a point in row +.

This indicates that number occurrence took place.
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But in Visual Lottery Analyser the same numbers may be drawn also as Contact, Outside, Hot,

Cold, Even or Odd numbers.

To see how the numbers in the same analysis are drawn as for example Contact numbers just

click the Contact button on toolbar to switch.

The same analysis will be performed again:

The diagram will show in its title Number 1 - Contact, which means that only those

occurrences of number 1 are shown when number 1 was drawn as contact  number.

In our sample case the number 1 as you can see on Ticket View above was drawn, but it was

drawn as Outside number so this diagram will not show it.

However when you click  the Outside button on toolbar to switch analysis to analyze numbers

as Outside numbers only the diagram will show it:

The diagram will show in its title Number 1 - Outside, which means that only those

occurrences of number 1 are shown when number 1 was drawn as outside  number.

Summary

Using switch buttons on a toolbar you can perform many additional analysis and see how

numbers are drawn in many configurations.

Not always all of these buttons will be available to use, when it happens Visual Lottery Analyser

will show a message on status bar that the switch command is not available.

The best way to understand it just to click on a few of the buttons on toolbar to see

immediately differences in diagrams views.

6 Visual Analysis Methods

6.1 Visual Analysis Methods Index

Analysis Methods:

These analysis methods are available to choose from main menu of Visual Analyser  window,

Types of Numbers  

Analyzing occurrences of number types  in general

Numbers

17

17

23

42

31
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From this menu you may choose the following methods: 

Occurrences

Analyzing how often single numbers are drawn

Distribution

Analyzing how numbers are distributed in Pick games

Drawing Order

Analyzing occurrence of numbers based on their position as they are drawn.

Numbers Sum For Standard & Keno games

Analyzing sum of numbers 

Numbers Sum For Pick games  

Analyzing sum of numbers

Repetitions

Shows whether numbers from previous draw repeat in the next one or not

Groups

In Blocks

Analyzing occurrences of numbers as they occur in blocks of numbers (numbers from 1 to 10,

11 to 21 etc)

Similar Numbers Distribution

Analyzing distribution of groups of numbers that have the same digits pattern
Numbers With 0 - 9

Analyzing occurrences of numbers from groups of similar numbers

Lines

Horizontal lines  

Analyzing occurrences of numbers in horizontal lines of ticket layout

Vertical lines

Analyzing occurrences of numbers in vertical lines of ticket layout 

Between

Above First

Analyzing how the drawing numbers are occurring above the first number of previous drawing.

 

Between Numbers

Analyzing how the drawing numbers are occurring in between selected numbers of previous

drawing.  

Below Last

Analyzing how the drawing numbers are occurring below the last number of previous drawing.

 

     

In Contact

Distribution

Analyzing how the new drawing numbers are distributed over the Ticket View field in general

All Ticket Numbers

Analyzing how the new drawing numbers are occurring within the contact field of each ticket's

number.

In Horizontal Lines

44

46

45

47

48

53

53

55

57

58

59

60

62

63

68

70

73
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Analyzing how the new drawing numbers are occurring within the contact field of each ticket's

number but in own horizontal line of particular number 

In Vertical Lines  

Analyzing how the new drawing numbers are occurring within the contact field of each ticket's

number but in own vertical line of particular number 

On Day

From this menu you can choose the day of a week and see how the ticket numbers or groups

of numbers are occurring on a particular day only.
On Day

Bonus

These analyses methods allows to analyze the bonus numbers and all of them are similar to

the methods described above.

Not available in Pick games and games that does not have bonus numbers drawn.

6.2 Types of Numbers

These analysis methods below shows how the selected number types  are occurring in

general in all past analyzed drawings.

Occurrences of Contact numbers

Analyzing occurrences of Contact  numbers

Occurrences of Outside numbers

Analyzing occurrences of Outside  numbers 

Occurrences of Hot numbers

Analyzing occurrences of Hot  numbers

Occurrences of Cold numbers

Analyzing occurrences of Cold  numbers

Occurrences of Even numbers

Analyzing occurrences of Even numbers

Occurrences of Odd numbers

Analyzing occurrences of Odd numbers

Occurrences of numbers types

Analyzing occurrences of numbers in general

Example

For example if you want to know how much of Contact  numbers are drawn then select from

menu Occurrences of Contact numbers, in the result frequency and quantity of Contact

numbers will be shown on diagrams

The first diagram shows how the Contact numbers occurs in general

74

76

31

17

17

21

21

17
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If numbers were not drawn as Contact numbers then a diagram will print a point in row 0, if

numbers were drawn then diagram prints point in a row that indicates the count of drawn

numbers.

Here we have sample picture of a Pick 3 game

New numbers are drawn 087 (see them as blue borders). There is one number that is drawn as

Contact number and that number is 8

In that case the diagram will print a point in row 1.

Visual Analyser's screen will show you more diagrams of selected number type. 

All numbers can and are drawn in many configurations, for example any number type can be

analyzed as Contact number or Contact & Even or Contact & Hot altogether.

The diagrams will show in their titles what is the configuration of analyzed numbers like Contact

- All which means  occurrences of contact numbers in general or Contact - Hot which means

that analyzed numbers were Contact & Hot numbers at once.

In addition to analysis of all numbers types there is additional analysis that shows general

occurrences of all numbers types altogether.

For example if you want to know what configurations of numbers are drawn then select from

menu Occurrences of numbers types

The very first diagram will show occurrences of ALL numbers types altogether in lottery

drawings.

There are only two possible results to show, whether numbers were drawn in analyzed

configuration or not.

If numbers were not drawn then a diagram will print a point in row 0, if numbers were drawn

then print point in row +.

It may sound complicated but lets see again our sample drawing of a Pick 3 game

Those numbers 087 as seen on Ticket View picture above. 

There are all kinds of numbers drawn 

Number 0 is a Outside number and Cold and Even number as well

Number 8 is a Contact number and Cold and Even number as well

Number 7 is a Outside number and Hot and Odd number as well
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So, the drawing consist all kinds of numbers and in that case the diagram will print a point in

row +.

If you decide that it is worth to pursue this configuration then when you are going to choose

your numbers, you must include on your ticket Contact , Outside , Hot , Cold , Odd and Even

number as well.

6.3 Numbers

6.3.1 Occurrences

For Standard & Keno Games

These analysis methods shows how often game numbers are drawn in analyzed range of past

drawings.

If you want to know how often particular numbers are drawn then select from menu Numbers /

Occurrences / All 

It will show all of the game numbers at once, if a game has 80 numbers then all 80 diagrams

will be shown. 

For convenience and speed, all game numbers are also divided by ten numbers into sub

menus like

1 to 10

11 to 20

and... continuing

It is very easy to interpret the diagrams, each of game numbers has its own diagram like for

example the diagram for number 1

If number was NOT drawn then diagram will print a point in row 0

If number was drawn then diagram will print a point in row + 

For Pick Games

In Pick 3 or Pick 4 games numbers are analyzed separately for each pick. To analyze numbers

just select from sub menu Pick 1 or Pick 2 etc

Additionally these diagrams can also show how game numbers are drawn as contact, outside,

hot or cold numbers.

To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch 38
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6.3.2 Drawing Order

Drawings Order is analysis of numbers based on numerical position

Here we can analyze the occurrence of numbers respective to their position as they are drawn. 

Unfortunately, many lotteries does not store the numbers in the order they were drawn. Rather,

the numbers are published in ascending order.

You can use this analysis methods only when you have a collection of lottery number exactly in

the order as they were drawn.

This method can be used rather only for standard and keno games but not for pick games.

 

If you want to know how often particular numbers are drawn respectively to their position then

select from menu 

Numbers / Drawing /  As 1 Number or As 2 Number etc...

Analysis screen will show all of the game numbers at once, if a game has 80 numbers then all

80 diagrams will be shown. 

Each of game numbers has its own diagram like for example the diagram for number 1

If number 1 were NOT drawn at all or the number was drawn but not in analyzed position then

diagram will print a point in row 0

If analyzed number 1 was drawn and it was drawn in position we anlayze then diagram will

print point in row +

Example:

For example if you have selected to analyze whether numbers were drawn in position 1 (As 1

Number) and we have the sample drawing like

4 1 23 33 47

The analyzed number 1 was drawn but it was drawn as second number so the diagram will not

show it, it will print point in row 0

But if we have the drawing like that

1 4 23 33 47

The analyzed number 1 was drawn and it was drawn as first number so the diagram will show

it, it will print point in row +

Additionally these diagrams can also show how game numbers are drawn as contact, outside,

hot or cold numbers.

To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch 38
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6.3.3 Distribution

For Pick Games Only

Distribution of pick numbers

Numbers drawn in pick games are drawn in certain ways, we can analyze them and use to

improve our chances.

We can recognize a few of numbers types:

Unmatched numbers are the combinations of numbers that are all different in each pick. For

example 123, 479, 015, etc..

here is an example of unmatched numbers 519

Pairs numbers are the combinations in which 2 or more of the same numbers repeat

themselves. For example  112, 556, 606, etc

here is an example of pairs 711

All the same numbers are the combinations that consist all numbers the same. For example

111, 222, etc

These all the same numbers also may be called triples for Pick 3 game or quadruples for Pick 4

game

here is an example of all the same numbers 333

Consecutive numbers are the combinations of numbers that are all different in each pick like

unmatched numbers but are consecutive. For example 123, 234, 567, etc..

here is an example of consecutive numbers 345, as you may noticed we presented consecutive

number in ascending order, but they also exist in descending order like 432
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These analyses will show you how the pick numbers are distributed. For example unmatched

numbers are drawn most often in pick 3 game but all the same numbers very very rarely.

If you want to know how often for example unmatched numbers are drawn  then select from

menu Numbers / Distribution /  Unmatched.

Here below is sample diagram of analysis how unmatched numbers are occurring in a Pick 3

Illinois Evening game

 

 

If unmatched numbers were NOT drawn then diagram will print a point in row 0

If unmatched numbers were drawn then diagram will print point in row +

Example:

For example if we have drawing like

347

these numbers are unmatched numbers so the diagram will not show it, it will print point in row

+

But if we have the drawing like that

447

here is pair of numbers drawn so the diagram will show that unmatched numbers were not

drawn, it will print point in row 0

You can analyze in the same way pairs, all the same and consecutive numbers.

Additionally all these diagrams can also show how those types of numbers are drawn as

contact, outside, hot or cold numbers.

To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch

Tips:

It is very known that the best way to win in pick 3 game is to bet on unmatched numbers. At

least in Pick 3 games.

They are occurring most often as there are 720 possible combinations out of 1000.

You can get those combinations using Create My System  feature. To do so just load full

Pick 3 system and use filters to remove pairs and other unwanted combinations to receive only

unmatched.

6.3.4 Numbers Sum

6.3.4.1 Numbers Sum For Standard & Keno games

Numbers Sum is analysis of sums of the numbers 

Here we can analyze the occurrences of sums of numbers. These analysis methods rather are

good for games type Pick 3 or Pick 4 but you can also use it for standard and keno games as

well.

If you want to know which sums and how often are drawn then select from menu: Numbers /

Numbers Sum / All Sums

38

128
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Analysis screen will show several diagrams of numbers sums in sum ranges like 1 - 10 , 11 to

20, 21 to 30 etc

Here is the example diagram for classic lottery game 6 from 49 and numbers sum in range

from 101 to 110

If sum of numbers will NOT fall into a analyzed sum range then diagram will print a point in

row 0 otherwise diagram will print point in row +

Example:

For example if we have a drawing numbers like 

1 4 23 33 47

then the sum of all number is 107 (1 + 4 + 23 + 33 + 47 = 107) so the diagram that is

assigned to show sums between 101 to 110 will show it, it will print point in row +

As we mentioned it is rather difficult to use, count and pick numbers when comes to pick

numbers for standard and keno games.

However there is one great possibility to use sum of numbers in conjunction with filters built

into Create My System  and Tickets Advanced Generator  features

Furthermore, you can observe that in these games the numbers with sums of lowest and

highest ranges are not draw very often or hey are not drawn at all.

You can use the filters to filter down some generated tickets and eliminate numbers with very

low or very high sum ranges. 

Additionally these diagrams can also show how sums of numbers are drawn as contact,

outside, hot or cold numbers.

To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch

6.3.4.2 Numbers Sum For Pick games

Numbers Sum is analysis of sums of the numbers 

Here we can analyze the occurrences of sums of numbers. 

What is i the sum of numbers in Pick games?

This is sum of all of its digits, for example if we have a drawing numbers like 026 then sum of

numbers is 8 (0 +2 + 6 = 8)

If you want to know which sums and how often are drawn then select from menu: Numbers /

Numbers Sum / All Sums

Analysis screen will show diagrams for every possible sum. Here is the example diagram for

pick game 

If sum of numbers is NOT the same as the assigned diagram then diagram will print a point in

128 85

38
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row 0 otherwise diagram will print point in row +

Example:

For example if we have a drawing numbers like  467 then the sum of all number is 17 (4 + 6 +

7 = 17) so the diagram that is assigned to show sum 17 will show it, it will print point in row +

We have noticed that is rather very hard to draw some conclusion as to which of sum possibly

may be drawn, so we have prepared another analysis.

We grouped all possible sums into a blocks (ranges) of sums. 5 sums analyzed at once. It gave

us a little more readability.

If you want to know which sums and how often are drawn in ranges of sums then select from

menu: Numbers / Numbers Sum / In Blocks

Analysis screen will show few diagrams for sums in blocks like Sums between 0 to 5, Sums

between 6 to 10 and so on.

Here is the example diagram for sums between 11 to 15

If sum of numbers is NOT in sums range from 11 to 15 (sum is not 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15)

then the assigned diagram will print a point in row 0 otherwise diagram will print point in

row +

Example:

For example if we have a drawing numbers like 

029  (0 + 2 + 9 = 11)

or 

148  (1 + 4 + 8 = 13)

then the sum of these numbers falls into a analyzed sums range (between 11 and 15) so the

diagram will show it, it will print point in row +

In real gaming you may observe the trend of sums how they are drawn and choose those ones

that possibly are drawn most often.

Below we list all of possible sums and they corresponding distinct digit numbers for Pick 3 and

Pick 4 games.

Additionally these diagrams can also show how sums of numbers are drawn as contact,

outside, hot or cold numbers.

To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch

List if all the 28 possible sums and the corresponding distinct 3-digit numbers for Pick 3 games

Sum 0  

000

Sum 1  

001

2 

002,  011 

38
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Sum 3 

003, 012, 111 

Sum 4 

004, 013, 022, 112 

Sum 5 

005, 014, 023, 113, 122 

Sum 6 

006, 015, 024, 033, 114, 123, 222 

Sum 7 

007, 016, 025, 034, 115, 124, 133, 223 

Sum 8 

008, 017, 026, 035, 044, 116, 125, 134, 224, 233 

Sum 9 

009, 018, 027, 036, 045, 117, 126, 135, 144, 225, 234, 333

Sum 10 

019, 028, 037, 046, 055, 118, 127, 136, 145, 226, 235, 244, 334 

Sum 11 

029, 038, 047, 056, 119, 128, 137, 146, 155, 227, 236, 245, 335, 344 

Sum 12 

039, 048, 057, 066, 129, 138, 147, 156, 228, 237, 246, 255, 336, 345, 444 

Sum 13 

049, 058, 067, 139, 148, 157, 166, 229, 238, 247, 256, 337, 346, 355, 445

Sum 14 

059,  068,  077, 149, 158, 167, 239, 248, 257, 266, 338, 347, 356, 446, 455

Sum 15 

069, 078, 159, 168, 177, 249, 258, 267, 339, 348, 357, 366, 447, 456, 555 

Sum 16 

079, 088, 169, 178, 259, 268, 277, 349, 358, 367, 448, 457, 466, 556 

Sum 17 

089, 179, 188, 269, 278, 359, 368, 377, 449, 458, 467, 557, 566 

Sum 18 

099, 189, 279, 288, 369, 378, 459, 468, 477, 558, 567, 666 

Sum 19 

199, 289, 379, 388, 469, 478, 559, 568, 577, 667 

Sum 20 

299, 389, 479, 488, 569, 578, 668, 677 

Sum 21 

399, 489, 579, 588, 669, 678, 777 

Sum 22 

499, 589, 679, 688, 778 

Sum 23 

599, 689, 779, 788 

Sum 24 

699, 789, 888 

Sum 25 

799, 889 

Sum 26 

899 

Sum 27 
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999

List if all the 37 possible sums and the corresponding distinct 4-digit numbers for Pick 4 games

Sum 0

0000 

Sum 1 

0001 

Sum 2 

0002, 0011 

Sum 3 

0003, 0012, 0111

Sum 4 

0004, 0013, 0022, 0112, 1111

Sum 5 

0005, 0014, 0023, 0113, 0122, 1112

Sum 6 

0006, 0015, 0024, 0033, 0114, 0123, 0222, 1113, 1122

Sum 7

0007, 0016, 0025, 0034, 0115, 0124, 0133, 0223, 1114, 1123, 1222

Sum 8

0008, 0017, 0026, 0035, 0044, 0116, 0125, 0134, 0224, 0233, 1115, 1124, 1133, 1223, 2222

Sum 9 

0009, 0018, 0027, 0036, 0045, 0117, 0126, 0135, 0144, 0225, 0234, 0333, 1116, 1125, 1134, 1224,

1233, 2223

Sum 10 

0019, 0028, 0037, 0046, 0055, 0118, 0127, 0136, 0145, 0226, 0235, 0244, 0334, 1117, 1126, 1135,

1144, 1225, 1234, 1333, 2224, 2233

Sum 11 

0029, 0038, 0047, 0056, 0119, 0128, 0137, 0146, 0155, 0227, 0236, 0245, 0335, 0344, 1118, 1127,

1136, 1145, 1226, 1235, 1244, 1334, 2225, 2234, 2333

Sum 12 

0039, 0048, 0057, 0066, 0129, 0138, 0147, 0156, 0228, 0237, 0246, 0255, 0336, 0345, 0444, 1119,

1128, 1137, 1146, 1155, 1227, 1236, 1245, 1335, 1344, 2226, 2235, 2244, 2334, 3333

Sum 13

0049, 0058, 0067, 0139, 0148, 0157, 0166, 0229, 0238, 0247, 0256, 0337, 0346, 0355, 0445, 1129,

1138, 1147, 1156, 1228, 1237, 1246, 1255, 1336, 1345, 1444, 2227, 2236, 2245, 2335, 2344, 3334

 

Sum 14 

0059, 0068, 0077, 0149, 0158, 0167, 0239, 0248, 0257, 0266, 0338, 0347, 0356, 0446, 0455, 1139,

1148, 1157, 1166, 1229, 1238, 1247, 1256, 1337, 1346, 1355, 1445, 2228, 2237, 2246, 2255, 2336,

2345, 2444, 3335, 3344

Sum 15 

0069, 0078, 0159, 0168, 0177, 0249, 0258, 0267, 0339, 0348, 0357, 0366, 0447, 0456, 0555, 1149,

1158, 1167, 1239, 1248, 1257, 1266, 1338, 1347, 1356, 1446, 1455, 2229, 2238, 2247, 2256, 2337,

2346, 2355, 2445, 3336, 3345, 3444

Sum 16 

0079, 0088, 0169, 0178, 0259, 0268, 0277, 0349, 0358, 0367, 0448, 0457, 0466, 0556, 1159, 1168,

1177, 1249, 1258, 1267, 1339, 1348, 1357, 1366, 1447, 1456, 1555, 2239, 2248, 2257, 2266, 2338,
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2347, 2356, 2446, 2455, 3337, 3346, 3355, 3445, 4444

Sum 17

0089, 0179, 0188, 0269, 0278, 0359, 0368, 0377, 0449, 0458, 0467, 0557, 0566, 1169, 1178, 1259,

1268, 1277, 1349, 1358, 1367, 1448, 1457, 1466, 1556, 2249, 2258, 2267, 2339, 2348, 2357, 2366,

2447, 2456, 2555, 3338, 3347, 3356, 3446, 3455, 4445

Sum 18

0099, 0189, 0279, 0288, 0369, 0378, 0459, 0468, 0477, 0558, 0567, 0666, 1179, 1188, 1269, 1278,

1359, 1368, 1377, 1449, 1458, 1467, 1557, 1566, 2259, 2268, 2277, 2349, 2358, 2367, 2448, 2457,

2466, 2556, 3339, 3348, 3357, 3366, 3447, 3456, 3555, 4446, 4455

Sum 19 

0199, 0289, 0379, 0388, 0469, 0478, 0559, 0568, 0577, 0667, 1189, 1279, 1288, 1369, 1378, 1459,

1468, 1477, 1558, 1567, 1666, 2269, 2278, 2359, 2368, 2377, 2449, 2458, 2467, 2557, 2566, 3349,

3358, 3367, 3448, 3457, 3466, 3556, 4447, 4456, 4555

Sum 20 

0299, 0389, 0479, 0488, 0569, 0578, 0668, 0677, 1199, 1289, 1379, 1388, 1469, 1478, 1559, 1568,

1577, 1667, 2279, 2288, 2369, 2378, 2459, 2468, 2477, 2558, 2567, 2666, 3359, 3368, 3377, 3449,

3458, 3467, 3557, 3566, 4448, 4457, 4466, 4556, 5555

Sum 21 

0399, 0489, 0579, 0588, 0669, 0678, 0777, 1299, 1389, 1479, 1488, 1569, 1578, 1668, 1677, 2289,

2379, 2388, 2469, 2478, 2559, 2568, 2577, 2667, 3369, 3378, 3459, 3468, 3477, 3558, 3567, 3666,

4449, 4458, 4467, 4557, 4566, 5556

Sum 22 

0499, 0589, 0679, 0688, 0778, 1399, 1489, 1579, 1588, 1669, 1678, 1777, 2299, 2389, 2479, 2488,

2569, 2578, 2668, 2677, 3379, 3388, 3469, 3478, 3559, 3568, 3577, 3667, 4459, 4468, 4477, 4558,

4567, 4666, 5557, 5566

Sum 23 

0599, 0689, 0779, 0788, 1499, 1589, 1679, 1688, 1778, 2399, 2489, 2579, 2588, 2669, 2678, 2777,

3389, 3479, 3488, 3569, 3578, 3668, 3677, 4469, 4478, 4559, 4568, 4577, 4667, 5558, 5567, 5666

Sum 24 

0699, 0789, 0888, 1599, 1689, 1779, 1788, 2499, 2589, 2679, 2688, 2778, 3399, 3489, 3579, 3588,

3669, 3678, 3777, 4479, 4488, 4569, 4578, 4668, 4677, 5559, 5568, 5577, 5667, 6666

Sum 25

0799, 0889, 1699, 1789, 1888, 2599, 2689, 2779, 2788, 3499, 3589, 3679, 3688, 3778, 4489, 4579,

4588, 4669, 4678, 4777, 5569, 5578, 5668, 5677, 6667

Sum 26 

0899, 1799, 1889, 2699, 2789, 2888, 3599, 3689, 3779, 3788, 4499, 4589, 4679, 4688, 4778, 5579,

5588, 5669, 5678, 5777, 6668, 6677

Sum 27 

0999, 1899, 2799, 2889, 3699, 3789, 3888, 4599, 4689, 4779, 4788, 5589, 5679, 5688, 5778, 6669,

6678, 6777

Sum 28 

1999, 2899, 3799, 3889, 4699, 4789, 4888, 5599, 5689, 5779, 5788, 6679, 6688, 6778, 7777

Sum 29 

2999, 3899, 4799, 4889, 5699, 5789, 5888, 6689, 6779, 6788, 7778

Sum 30 

3999, 4899, 5799, 5889, 6699, 6789, 6888, 7779, 7788

Sum 31 

4999, 5899, 6799, 6889, 7789, 7888 

Sum 32
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5999, 6899, 7799, 7889, 8888 

Sum 33 

6999, 7899, 8889

Sum 34 

7999, 8899

Sum 35 

8999

Sum 36

9999

6.3.5 Repetitions

Repetitions analysis shows how many number from previous drawing occurred
again.
This method has only one three diagrams
First one shows repetitions in general

If the same numbers was not drawn again then diagram will print a point in line 0, if
some numbers are drawn again then diagram will print point in the line that
indicates the count of repeated numbers.

The two last diagrams will show how many Even or Odd numbers repeats.

6.4 Groups

6.4.1 In Blocks

In Blocks is analysis of groups of numbers grouped into blocks of 10 numbers

A groups of numbers that are very often used to analyze games are blocks of 10 numbers. To

create those blocks of numbers just divide all game numbers by 10:

Block 1 = ( 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10) All numbers from 1 to 10

Block 2 = ( 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20) All numbers from 11 to 20

and so on..

In picture you may see circled in green color example of block 1.

Circled in yellow color block 2, in red color block 3 and the rest of blocks goes like that to the

last numbers.
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Drawing numbers are usually spread across the entire ticket view. It is very rarely that numbers

are drawn just from one block of numbers

These analysis methods shows how many numbers are drawn in particular blocks of numbers

in analyzed range of past drawings.

If you want to know how many numbers are drawn in blocks then select a block from menu 

Groups / In Blocks / 

You can select to analyze blocks 1 to 10 , 11 to 20 ...

Each of block of numbers has its own diagram like for example the diagram for block 1 to 10

If any number was NOT drawn from particular block then diagram will print a point in row 0

If number was drawn then diagram will print a point in row that indicates the count of drawn

numbers 

Example

If drawing numbers are like :

1 3 10 22 35 45  

then we see that three numbers from 1 to 10 were drawn (1 3 10). In that case diagram will

show it, it will print point in row 3
 

This analysis method is for standard and keno games only.  

Additionally these diagrams can also show how game numbers are drawn as contact, outside,

hot or cold numbers.

To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch 38
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6.4.2 Similar Numbers

6.4.2.1 Similar Numbers Distribution

This analysis method is for standard and keno games only. For Pick games this will be an

equivalent for vertical lines.

In every game there are always 10 groups of numbers that have the same pattern - similar

numbers

We will examine this analysis using classic lottery game 6 numbers from 49, but the idea

applies to all games of course.

For example in classic lottery game where are 49 numbers we may create such groups of

numbers like that:

Group 0 = ( 10 20 30 40 ) All numbers with 0 on end

Group 1 = ( 1 11 21 31 41 ) All numbers with 1 on end

Group 2 = ( 2 12 22 32 42 ) All numbers with 2 on end

Group 3 = ( 3 13 23 33 43 ) All numbers with 3 on end

Group 4 = ( 4 14 24 34 44 ) All numbers with 4 on end

Group 5 = ( 5 15 25 35 45 ) All numbers with 5 on end

Group 6 = ( 6 16 26 36 46 ) All numbers with 6 on end

Group 7 = ( 7 17 27 37 47 ) All numbers with 7 on end

Group 8 = ( 8 18 28 38 48 ) All numbers with 8 on end

Group 9 = ( 9 19 29 39 49 ) All numbers with 9 on end

In picture you can see circled in green color example of numbers from group 1.

The lottery numbers that are drawn they can be drawn only from a certain groups.

If in a game are 6 numbers drawn then those number can be draw only from 6 or less different

groups of numbers.

Lets pay attention to some of example drawing numbers:

10 13 22 26 35 47

In this sample drawing we have numbers that were drawn from 6 different groups;

Number 10 was drawn from Group 0 = ( 10 20 30 40 ) 

Number 13 was drawn from Group 3 = ( 3 13 23 33 43 )
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Number 22 was drawn from Group 2 = ( 2 12 22 32 42 )

Number 26 was drawn from Group 6 = ( 6 16 26 36 46 ) 

Number 35 was drawn from Group 5 = ( 5 15 25 35 45 ) 

Number 47 was drawn from Group 7 = ( 7 17 27 37 47 )

It would be very ideal to know from which groups the future numbers would be picked, in that

way we will not have to pick 6 numbers from 49 but only pick 6 from 30.

Why 6 from 30, because 6 numbers * count of numbers in every group involved = maximum 30

numbers to pick from.

Of course the numbers not always are drawn from 6 groups, it happen often that numbers are

drawn from less then 6 groups like here in this sample drawing

numbers were drawn form 5 groups only.

10 13 23 26 35 47

In this sample drawing we have numbers that were drawn from 5 different groups;

Number 10 was drawn from Group 0 = ( 10 20 30 40 ) 

Number 13 and number 23 was drawn from Group 3 = ( 3 13 23 33 43 )

Number 26 was drawn from Group 6 = ( 6 16 26 36 46 ) 

Number 35 was drawn from Group 5 = ( 5 15 25 35 45 ) 

Number 47 was drawn from Group 7 = ( 7 17 27 37 47 )

Why this analysis method is significant when comes to pick up the number to play with?

You can trace in a game from how many groups numbers are drawn and try to avoid mistakes.

To see the analysis from how many groups lottery numbers are drawn then select from menu 

Groups / Similar Numbers Distribution 

The diagram will show you how many groups are drawn in analyzed drawings

As you can see the most common count of groups is from 4 to 6 groups.

It is really not worth to pick up numbers that are combined from 3 groups only because such

event is occurring very rarely.

For example if you pick numbers like that:

10 12 30 22 35 45 

then you have picked numbers form 3 groups only:

Numbers 10 and 30 were picked from Group 0 = ( 10 20 30 40 ) 

Numbers 12 and 22 were picked from Group 2 = ( 2 12 22 32 42 )

Numbers 35 and 35 were picked from Group 5 = ( 5 15 25 35 45 ) 

Since in real life the drawings from 3 groups only, happen rarely then you are limiting your

chances further if you choose to pick such numbers on daily basis.

In conclusion, trace from how many groups numbers are drawn. Try to pick up numbers from
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4, 5 or 6 groups.

Do not go for numbers from 2 groups only like 10 12 20 22 40 42  or 1 7 31 27 41 47 because

it seems like they are not drawn at all.

Also all winning numbers being drawn from one number group is highly unlikely. 

In addition to this diagram, Visual Lottery Analyser will display two additional diagrams, they

will show how many groups contains numbers that were drawn as Contact and Even numbers.

6.4.2.2 Numbers With 0 - 9

Numbers With 0 - 9 are analysis of one group of similar numbers

This analysis method is for standard and keno games only. For Pick games this will be an

equivalent for vertical lines.

In every game there are always 10 groups of numbers that have the same pattern - similar

numbers

We will examine this analysis using classic lottery game 6 numbers from 49, but the idea

applies to all games of course.

Just as reminder, for example in classic lottery game where are 49 numbers we may create

such groups of numbers like that:

Group 0 = ( 10 20 30 40 ) All numbers with 0 on end

Group 1 = ( 1 11 21 31 41 ) All numbers with 1 on end

Group 2 = ( 2 12 22 32 42 ) All numbers with 2 on end

Group 3 = ( 3 13 23 33 43 ) All numbers with 3 on end

Group 4 = ( 4 14 24 34 44 ) All numbers with 4 on end

Group 5 = ( 5 15 25 35 45 ) All numbers with 5 on end

Group 6 = ( 6 16 26 36 46 ) All numbers with 6 on end

Group 7 = ( 7 17 27 37 47 ) All numbers with 7 on end

Group 8 = ( 8 18 28 38 48 ) All numbers with 8 on end

Group 9 = ( 9 19 29 39 49 ) All numbers with 9 on end

For more information about what similar numbers groups are please refer to previous topic 

Similar Numbers Distribution

If you want to know how often numbers are drawn from particular group then select from

menu Groups / Similar Numbers /  Numbers With 0 or 1 etc

The diagram will show you how many numbers are drawn from selected group in analyzed

past drawings

55
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If ANY number is drawn from selected group then diagram will print a point in row 1 or 2 ...

indicating how many numbers was drawn, otherwise diagram will print a point in row 0

Example

If drawing numbers are like :

1 3 11 22 35 45  

then we see that two numbers from group 1 were drawn (1 11). In that case diagram will show

it, it will print point in row 2

 

Additionally these diagrams can also show how group numbers are drawn as contact, outside,

hot or cold numbers.

To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch

 

6.5 Lines

6.5.1 Horizontal Lines

Horizontal Lines analysis method, analyzing numbers in horizontal lines of ticket view

Here in the picture you can see (circled in the yellow color) numbers that are placed on the first

horizontal line of Ticket View layout. 

In our sample game, Ticket View does have 7 horizontal lines and we showing the first one.

38
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If you want to know how often and how many numbers are drawn from particular horizontal

line then select from menu Lines / Horizontal Lines  /  Line 1 or 2 etc

The diagram will show you how many numbers are drawn from selected line in analyzed past

drawings

If ANY number is drawn from selected line then diagram will print a point in row 1 or 2 ...

indicating how many numbers was drawn, otherwise diagram will print a point in row 0

Example

If drawing numbers are like :

1 3 11 22 35 45  

then we see that two numbers from horizontal line 1 were drawn (1 22). In that case diagram

will show it, it will print point in row 2

 

Additionally these diagrams can also show how group numbers are drawn as contact, outside,

hot or cold numbers.

To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch

6.5.2 Vertical Lines

Vertical Lines analysis method, analyzing numbers in Vertical lines of ticket view

Here in the picture you can see (circled in the yellow color) numbers that are placed on the first

Vertical line of Ticket View layout. 

In our sample game, Ticket View does have 7 Vertical lines and we showing the first one.
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If you want to know how often and how many numbers are drawn from particular line then

select from menu Lines / Vertical Lines  /  Line 1 or 2 etc

The diagram will show you how many numbers are drawn from selected line in analyzed past

drawings

If ANY number is drawn from selected line then diagram will print a point in row 1 or 2 ...

indicating how many numbers was drawn, otherwise diagram will print a point in row 0

Example

If drawing numbers are like :

1 3 11 22 35 45  

then we see that two numbers from Vertical line 1 were drawn (1 3). In that case diagram will

show it, it will print point in row 2

 

Additionally these diagrams can also show how group numbers are drawn as contact, outside,

hot or cold numbers.

To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch

6.6 Between

6.6.1 Above First Number

Occurrences of lottery numbers that on the ticket are drawn above of the fist number

from previous draw

We will examine this analysis using classic lottery game 6 numbers from 49, but the idea

applies to all games of course.

For example in classic lottery game where are 49 numbers we may analyze how the new

drawing numbers are placed over the ticket view respectively to old numbers. The first of this

type of analysis is analysis of numbers that occurs above of first numbers from previous draw.

Here is example ticket view where we can see that the first number of previous draw is number

6.

So the Visual Lottery Analyser will analyze occurrences of all numbers that are shown as

crosses in yellow color.

Please note that a first number is also included as numbers to analyze

38
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If you want to know how many numbers are drawn above first numbers then select from menu 

Between / Above First 

If NONE number is drawn above first number then diagram will print a point in row 0

If number was drawn then diagram will print a point in row that indicates the count of drawn

numbers 

Example

Here we have a sample new drawing numbers 2 17 19 32 40 43, they are put on the ticket view

and represented as blue borders.

As we can see there is one number 2 drawn that is drawn above the first number (number 6)

from the previous draw.

In that case the analysis diagram will print a point in row 1. 
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Additionally these diagrams can also show how game numbers are drawn as contact, outside,

hot or cold numbers.

To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch

6.6.2 Between Numbers

Occurrences of lottery numbers that occurred between two numbers from previous draw 

We will examine this analysis using classic lottery game 6 numbers from 49, but the idea

applies to all games of course.

For example in classic lottery game where are 49 numbers we may analyze how the new

drawing numbers are placed over the ticket view respectively to old numbers. The first analysis

methods was described in previous topic Above First Number

Another type of analysis is analysis of numbers that occurs between two numbers from

previous draw.

Lets examine analysis between 4-th an 5-th number

Here is example ticket view where we can see that the fourth number of previous draw is

number 18, and the fifth number is 33.

So the Visual Lottery Analyser will analyze occurrences of all numbers that are shown as

crosses in yellow color.

Please note that a pair of analyzed numbers 18 and 33 is also included as numbers to analyze.

If you want to know how many numbers are drawn above first numbers then select from menu 

Between / Between 1-2 or 2-3 ... 

If NONE number is drawn between two analyzed numbers then diagram will print a point in

row 0

38
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If number was drawn then diagram will print a point in row that indicates the count of drawn

numbers 

Example

Here we have a sample new drawing numbers 2 17 19 32 40 43, they are put on the ticket view

and represented as blue borders.

As we can see there is two numbers 19 and 32 were drawn between fourth previous number

(18) and fifth previous number (33).

In that case the analysis diagram will print a point in row 2. 

 

Additionally these diagrams can also show how game numbers are drawn as contact, outside,

hot or cold numbers.

To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch

6.6.3 Below Last Number

Occurrences of lottery numbers that on the ticket are drawn below of the last number

from previous draw

We will examine this analysis using classic lottery game 6 numbers from 49, but the idea

applies to all games of course.

For example in classic lottery game where are 49 numbers we may analyze how the new

drawing numbers are placed over the ticket view respectively to old numbers.  The first analysis

methods was described in previous topic Above First Number  and next Between Numbers

The last of analysis is analysis of numbers that occurs below the last number of previous draw.

Here is example ticket view where we can see that the last number of previous draw is number

38.

So the Visual Lottery Analyser will analyze occurrences of all numbers that are shown as

crosses in yellow color.

Please note that a last number is also included as numbers to analyze

38
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If you want to know how many numbers are drawn below last numbers then select from menu 

Between / Below Last 

If NONE number is drawn below last number then diagram will print a point in row 0

If number was drawn then diagram will print a point in row that indicates the count of drawn

numbers 

Example

Here we have a sample new drawing numbers 2 17 19 32 40 43, they are put on the ticket view

and represented as blue borders.

As we can see there are two numbers 40 and 43 that are drawn below the last number (38)

from the previous draw.

In that case the analysis diagram will print a point in row 2. 

 

Additionally these diagrams can also show how game numbers are drawn as contact, outside,

hot or cold numbers.
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To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch

6.7 Following Numbers

6.7.1 Numbers After Numbers

Shows if a particular game number has been drawn after previously drawn number

Have you ever wondered what numbers might follow previous numbers, what is their frequency

or occurrences?

Here you can perform such analysis. 

Menu for this analyses is divided into sub menus by 10 numbers and consist buttons for all

game numbers

How to analyze numbers:

For example we have the following drawing numbers for a classic lotto game 6 out 49

4 12 24 36 47 49

The last drawing numbers are the base number for our analysis, so to find out which numbers

follows after the number 4 select from menu Following Numbers / Numbers After

Numbers / 1-10/ Number 4

Here below are sample 4 diagrams that shows analysis how all game numbers occurs after our

sample number drawing number 4.

First diagram is for game number 1, second for game number 2, third for game number 3 and

to last number.

Analyser's screen will show all of the game numbers at once, if a game has 49 numbers then all

49 diagrams will be shown. 

If number was NOT drawn then diagram will print a point in row 0

If number was drawn then diagram will print a point in row + 

So, the first diagram After Number 4 - Number 1 - All  is showing that number 1 was drawn

when in previous draw number 4 was drawn.

The second diagram After Number 4 - Number 2 - All  is showing that number 2 was not
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drawn when previously number 4 was drawn.

The third diagram After Number 4 - Number 3 - All  is showing that number 2 was not drawn

either when previously number 4 was drawn.

In that way you can see all game number how they follows after particular number
from previous drawing.
In our example we have analyzed number 4, repeat that procedure for rest of

sample numbers 4 12 24 36 47 49

Go to the Following Numbers menu and select from this menu / Numbers After Numbers /

11-20 / Number 12  then for another number select  / 21-30 / Number 24  etc..

Additionally all these diagrams can also show how those types of numbers are drawn as

contact, outside, hot or cold numbers.

To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch

6.7.2 Similar Numbers Groups

Shows if a particular group of similar numbers is drawn after previously group

 This analysis method is rather for advanced users of Visual Lottery Analyser which already

are familiar how the software works and what similar numbers group  are

The idea of this analysis is the same like analysis Numbers After Numbers  but here we will

analyze entire group of numbers instead of single ones.

How to analyze groups:

For example we have the following drawing numbers for a classic lotto game 6 out 49

6 15 21 24 26 39

In these numbers we have numbers from groups 1 4 5 6 9 

The last drawing numbers are the base number for our analysis, so to find out which groups

follows after the group 6 select from menu 

Following Numbers / Similar Numbers Groups / Numbers With 6

Here below are sample 2 diagrams that shows analysis how all groups of similar numbers

occurs after our sample group 6.

First diagram is for group 0, second for group 2 and there will be diagrams for the rest of

groups

38
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If any number was drawn from analyzed group then diagram will print a point in row 0

If any number is drawn from analyzed group then diagram will print a point in row indicating

how many numbers were drawn.

Example

Here we have a sample of new drawing numbers; 2 8 11 17 42 47, they are put on the ticket

view and represented as blue borders.

Because previously there was drawn some numbers form group 6 (6 26) we go and will analyze

what groups occurred in a new drawing after that.

In new drawing we have numbers drawn form groups 1 2 7 8

Numbers 2 and 42 coming form group 2

Number 11 coming form group 1

Number 8 coming form group 8

Numbers 17 and 47 coming form group 7

So, the first diagram After Group 6 - Numbers With 0  will print a point in row 0 because NO

number from group 0 was drawn

That is it, if ANY number from group 0 (10 20 30 40) was not drawn, after previously drawn
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numbers from group 6 then diagram will show zero.

The second diagram After Group 6 - Numbers With 1 will print a point in row indicating count

of numbers from group 1, In our sample it will print a point in row 1 because there was one

number 11 drawn from group 1 (1 11 21 31 41)

In that way you can see all groups how they follows after particular group from previous

drawing.

Additionally all these diagrams can also show how those types of numbers are drawn as

contact, outside, hot or cold numbers.

To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch

6.8 In Contact

6.8.1 Distribution

Distribution of lottery numbers, shows how many of them are in the contact with each

other together 

Drawing numbers are usually spread across the entire ticket view. It is very rarely that all

numbers are together, at least in standard games

This analysis methods shows how many numbers are drawn together.

If you want to know how they are drawn then select from menu In Contact / Distribution

Only one diagram is shown;

Depending on how many numbers are in contact with each other, the diagram will
print a point in appropriate row indicating the count of numbers

Examples

If you see on the diagram above point printed in row 1 that means that all numbers were

spread over the ticket, no one was in contact with any other.

Here is the sample picture of ticket view where we can see a drawing numbers 5 15 26 30 41

46, which are spread all over the ticket
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If you see on the analysis diagram above point printed in row 2 that means that 2 numbers

were are in contact with each other.

Here is the sample picture of ticket view where we can see a drawing numbers 6 11 16 18 33

38 where two of them 11 and 18 are sticking together.

Conclusion

Treat this analysis method rather like information, it will not give you significant clues.

You can see the trend in a game how numbers are distributed in general.

If you observe the analysis diagram and notice that in your game, numbers are usually

distributed from 1 to 3 together, then certainly you will avoid to choose numbers like are

shown in the sample picture below.

All numbers are together. Such numbers configuration occurs very rare at, least in some

standard games. Something to think about when comes to pick numbers to play.
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6.8.2 All Ticket Numbers

Analysis of how many numbers are drawn within a contact field of game's particular

number

These analysis methods shows how many numbers are drawn within a contact field of all

numbers in analyzed range of past drawings.

If you want to know how they are drawn then select from menu In Contact / All Ticket

Numbers / 1-10 / Number 1 or 2 .... 

For convenience and speed, the menu of all game numbers is divided by ten numbers into sub

menus like

1 to 10, 11 to 20, and... continuing

Lets see how looks a contact field of one of game numbers, we take number 18  as sample;

Here below is a Ticket View of some drawing where in yellow crosses are indicated numbers

that makes a contact field of number 18

Here we can see the contact field of another sample game number like 23. So, the contact field

of number 23 consist numbers 15 22 29 16 23 30 17 24 31 (including base number 23 as well).
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Please note that these contact fields are somewhat different then Contact  numbers, however

the idea remains the same, analyzing numbers that surrounds some central number.

These fields differs a little because they may include other contact numbers as well, as a matter

of fact a they may include all kinds of numbers types

As you can see in the picture above a contact field of number 23 includes

Contact numbers like 16 23 17 24 31

Outside numbers like 15 22 29 30 

Hot numbers like 15 22 16 17 24

Cold numbers like 29 23 30 31

Even numbers like 22 16 30 24 

Odd numbers like 15 29 23 17 31

How to analyze game numbers

Lets continue with our sample number 23

If you want to know how new drawing numbers are drawn within contact field of number 23

then select from menu In Contact / All Ticket Numbers / 21-30 / Number 23

Analyser's screen will show a few diagrams that will show analysis of selected number 23.

First diagram shows how numbers occurs in general

If numbers are NOT drawn then diagram will print a point in row 0

If number are drawn then diagram will print a point in row indicating count of drawn numbers 

Example

Here we have a sample of new drawing numbers; 5 15 26 30 41 49, they are put on the ticket

17
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view and represented as blue borders.

As we can see there are two numbers 15 and 30 that are drawn inside the contact filed of

number 23

In that case the analysis diagram will print a point in row 2. 

We mentioned that there will be other diagrams shown for the same analyzed number 23,

those diagrams will show analysis of numbers types.

Here is a sample on next diagram that will show how Hot numbers are drawn within number 23

As you can see in ticket view above there is one number drawn as HOT numbers inside the

contact filed of number 23. 

This is the number 15. (Hot numbers are painted in white and cold in black color)

In that case the analysis diagram will print a point in row 1. 

The rest of diagrams will show how the Contact, Outside, Even, Odd and Cold numbers are

drawn

All diagrams can also show how game numbers are drawn as contact, outside, hot or cold

numbers in many other variations.

To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch

Pick Games

In Pick 3 or Pick 4 games numbers are analyzed in the same way, but menu is shown separately

for each pick. To analyze numbers just select from sub menu Pick 1 or Pick 2 etc

38
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6.8.3 In Horizontal Lines

Occurrences of new numbers that are drawn in direct contact with previous numbers.

Contact in own horizontal line only.

This analysis method shows how many numbers are drawn in contact with previous numbers

but only in horizontal lines.

Lets see how it is analyzed. Here below is a Ticket View with sample drawing numbers  6 15 21

24 26 39 

We have circled in yellow and green all numbers that are in direct horizontally contact with

drawing numbers.

These are the numbers that this analysis method will analyze

If you want to know how they are drawn then select from menu In Contact / In Horizontal

Lines

Analyser's screen will show a few diagrams that will show analysis of all horizontal lines in

game.

 

If numbers are NOT drawn in direct horizontal contact then diagram will print a point in row 0

If number are drawn then diagram will print a point in row indicating count of drawn numbers 

Example

Here we have a sample of new drawing numbers; 2 8 11 17 42 47, they are put on the ticket

view and represented as blue borders.
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As we can see there are two numbers that are in direct contact in horizontal lines; 8 and 17

In that case the analysis diagram for line 1 will print a point in row 1 and also diagram for line

3 will print a point in row 1

All diagrams can also show how game numbers are drawn as contact, outside, hot or cold

numbers in many other variations.

To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch

Pick Games

In Pick 3 or Pick 4 games numbers are analyzed in the same way.

6.8.4 In Vertical Lines

Occurrences of new numbers that are drawn in direct contact with previous numbers.

Contact in own vertical line only.

This analysis method shows how many numbers are drawn in contact with previous numbers

but only in vertical lines.

Lets see how it is analyzed. Here below is a Ticket View with sample drawing numbers  6 15 21

24 26 39 

We have circled in yellow and green all numbers that are in direct vertically contact with

drawing numbers.

These are the numbers that this analysis method will analyze
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If you want to know how they are drawn then select from menu In Contact / In Vertical Lines

Analyser's screen will show a few diagrams that will show analysis of all vertical lines in game.

 

If numbers are NOT drawn in direct vertical contact then diagram will print a point in row 0

If number are drawn then diagram will print a point in row indicating count of drawn numbers 

Example

Here we have a sample of new drawing numbers; 2 17 19 32 40 43, they are put on the ticket

view and represented as blue borders.

As we can see there are three numbers that are in direct contact in vertical lines; 17, 19 and 32

In that case the analysis diagram for line 3 will print a point in row 2 and also diagram for line

5 will print a point in row 1

All diagrams can also show how game numbers are drawn as contact, outside, hot or cold
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numbers in many other variations.

To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch

Pick Games

In Pick 3 or Pick 4 games numbers are analyzed in the same way.

6.9 On Day

Analyzing how numbers or groups of numbers occurs on a particular day of a week

 These analysis methods are rather for advanced users of Visual Lottery Analyser which

already are familiar how the software works and know how to read  analysis diagrams

Have you ever wondered how number are drawn on on a particular day of a week only?

Here we analysis methods that can analyze numbers, groups, lines and everything else.

The main Visual Analyser  On Day menu has the following sub menus:

On Monday

On Tuesday

On Wednesday

On Thursday

On Friday

On Saturday

On Sunday

Each of days has the following sub menus with analysis methods:

Types of Numbers  

Analyzing occurrences of number types  in general and how they occur on a particular day

of a week

Single Numbers

Analyzing how single numbers are drawn on a particular day of a week

Numbers In Blocks

Analyzing how numbers are drawn from blocks of numbers on a particular day of a week

Similar Numbers Groups

Analyzing how numbers are drawn from similar numbers groups on a particular day of a week

Horizontal lines  

Analyzing occurrences of numbers in horizontal lines of ticket layout, how they are drawn on a

particular day of a week

Vertical lines

Analyzing occurrences of numbers in vertical lines of ticket layout how they are drawn on a

particular day of a week

Between Numbers

Analyzing how the drawing numbers are occurring in a particular day of a week; above first

number, in between selected numbers of previous drawing and below last number.

In Contact

Analyzing how the new drawing numbers are occurring within the contact field of each ticket's

number and on  a particular day of a week only
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These methods are exactly the same methods as we already described in previous topics.

On Day analysis methods however have on big difference. Normally when you analyze numbers

the diagrams are showing analysis of all drawings from analyzed drawings range. 

For example if visual analyser's screen by default is showing past 100 drawings, here you will

not see past 100 drawings but 100 past days, way back into a drawings history.

To perform these analysis you rather must have complete drawings history so the Visual

Lottery Analyser can look back into a historical data.

Example

Lets say today is Saturday and we want to find out how lottery number are drawn on Saturday

To see the analysis select from menu On Day / On Saturday /  here select analysis method

you want to use. Lets select Single Numbers,  so we can analyze how game numbers are

drawn only on Saturdays. Well, because today say is Saturday maybe we will pick up some

clues which numbers may or may not be drawn.

Visual Analyser's screen will show all of the game numbers at once, if a game has 49 numbers

then all 49 diagrams will be shown. 

It is very easy to interpret the diagrams, each of game numbers has its own diagram like for

example the diagram for number 1

If number was NOT drawn on a selected day then diagram will print a point in row 0

If number was drawn then diagram will print a point in row + 

Additionally these diagrams can also show how game numbers are drawn as contact, outside,

hot or cold numbers also on a selected day only.

To see these analysis use the Numbers Types Switch

6.10 Game Analysis Suggestions

This topic will describe how to pick numbers to play using Visual Lottery Analyser.

Read and study this topic carefully. Here we will give some advices how to analyze and pick

numbers for standard and pick games

We assume that you already know what are the Contact , Outside and other numbers types,

we assume that you already know what the Ticket View  is and how the game layout is build.

Let's go and play smart then!

 

We have learned in previous topics that the Ticket View is our base when we start to think

about what number to choose.

Here is a sample Ticket View of last drawings with numbers 6 15 21 24 26 39
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You can use Visual Analyser  and its Visual Analysis Methods  to analyze game and pick

up some numbers but that is not everything.

The most important this is how to place them on a Ticket.

Contact & Outside Numbers Placement

New numbers are almost always drawn in a specific way, some of them are drawn as in

Contact and some as in Outside numbers.

In example picture we have six numbers circled in green color.

These are our hypothetical numbers we chose 9 20 30 31 33 40

Are they any good?

No, if you buy a lottery ticket with such numbers you are

probably going to lose. Why?

Because all them are chosen as Contact  numbers. 

Of course it may happen as well, but this is a rare occasion and

therefore why to bet on something that might happen only once

in a while. Or maybe even never, that's depends on a game.

Second example, if you choose to play a game with numbers like

are in the picture: 

2 10 35 36 48 49, you also probably going to lose because all of

them are Outside  numbers. Also, drawing with all outside

numbers on board is very rare.

23 40
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Here is an example of good numbers that we can play with,

some of them are contact and some are chosen as outside

numbers.

We have circled in yellow color contact numbers  8 17 27 40 and

Outside numbers 35 44

How often in real gaming drawing numbers are drawn as

Contact or Outside numbers? 

You can check it out using Visual Analyser  analysis to see the

Contact & Outside numbers distribution.

Similar Numbers Groups Distribution

New numbers are almost always drawn from many different groups of similar numbers

In example picture we have six numbers circled in yellow color.

These are our hypothetical numbers we chose 2 12 22 32 33 42

Are they any good?

No, if you buy a lottery ticket with such numbers you are

probably going to lose. Why?

Because almost all of them were chosen from one group of

similar number. 

These numbers are 2 12 22 32 42 and there all numbers from

Group 2.

This is a very rare occasion that such numbers might be

drawn. 

Therefore why to bet on something that might happen only

once in a very long time, or maybe even never.

Do not choose too many numbers from one group only!

Do not choose also too many numbers from two groups only

like

1 11 22 31 32 42  three numbers from Group 1 (1 11 31) and

three numbers from Group 3 (22 32 42)

How often in real gaming numbers from certain groups are

drawn you can check it out using this Visual Analyser

analysis. 

Numbers in Blocks

New numbers are almost always spread all over a ticket view and they are drawn from few 

blocks . 

Some of other lottery programs use terms of low and high numbers.
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In example picture we have six numbers circled in red color.

These are our hypothetical numbers we chose 1 3 11 13 16 17

Are they any good? Rather not. Why?

Because almost all of them were chosen from only two blocks

of numbers 1 to 10 and 11 to 20 and they all are also very low

numbers.

However such numbers might be drawn but it also rare event.

Do not choose numbers that are very low, also do not choose numbers that are very high. 

Do not play calendar numbers. Many people plays on birth dates of family members.

If a game has 49 numbers and calendar ends on 31 number then you are limiting your chances

to 31 numbers only. 

What about rest of the game numbers from 32 to 49 then? They are not drawn at all or what?

Do not play numbers from one block only, check it out using our software how often it happen.

Almost never.

Do not play consecutive numbers.

Some people still believe that they can win with numbers like 1 2 3 4 5 6 or 20 21 22 23 24 25.

It never happen before and probably will not happen in this year as well.

As a matter of fact do not choose to many of consecutive numbers at all.

From which blocks the drawing numbers are drawn, whether they are very low or very high

numbers you can check it out using this Visual Analyser  analysis. 

Horizontal & Vertical Lines Numbers Placement

New numbers are almost always spread all over a ticket view and they are drawn from few 

lines  

In example picture we have six numbers circled in green color.

These are our hypothetical numbers we chose 1 8 22 29 31 48

Our study it shows that in some games layout to put too much

numbers on one line is not too good idea. Here we see that

there are four numbers on first horizontal line.

Of course it may happen as well, but this is a rare occasion so

take this advice under consideration when choosing numbers.
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In example picture we have six numbers circled in green color.

These are our hypothetical numbers we chose 16 17 18 20 32

37

Same as with horizontal lines here we have too much numbers

put on vertical line.
In a real gaming at least in classic lottery games it happen very
rarely that more than half of number are drawn just in one line.

How often numbers are drawn from every horizontal or

vertical lines you can check it out using these Horizontal Lines

 & Vertical Lines  analysis. 

Placing Numbers In Contact

As we already know new numbers are almost always spread all over a ticket view

It is very rarely that all numbers are grouped together, at least

in standard games.

In example picture we have six numbers circled in green color.

These are our hypothetical numbers we chose 4 10 11 16 17

18

This is rather not good choice of numbers, too much numbers

in one place.

Try not to choose numbers like that.

In a real gaming at least in classic lottery games it happen very
rarely.

How numbers are distributed over the ticket you can check it

out using these Numbers Distribution  & Al Ticket Numbers

In Contact  analysis. 

Choosing Hot & Cold Numbers

In example picture we have six numbers circled in green color.

These are our hypothetical numbers we chose 11 16 19 32 38

43

Although they might be good this is rather a not good choice

of numbers either, all of them are Hot  numbers. Same

principle applies to opposite Cold numbers.

Try not to choose one kind of numbers like that. 

Of course it happening that all numbers are drawn as Hot or

Cold numbers, but  this is a rare occasion. 

Whether numbers are drawn as cold or hot you can check it
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out using almost all analysis available in this program. 

Choosing Even & Odd Numbers

 

The same principles applies when comes to choosing Odd & Even numbers.

It is a very rare event that all drawing numbers are only Odd or only Even numbers.

Whether even or odd numbers are drawn can check it out using almost all analysis available in

this program. 

Pick 3 & Pick 4 games Strategies

You can apply  the same rules described above to pick games as well. In those games

additionally you can choose the numbers style to play as described in topic Distribution

Summary

To see how your lottery game numbers are drawn in the real gaming just run Visual Lottery

Analyser software and go through some drawings.

Observe Ticket View to notice the numbers distribution over the ticket, try to notice all those

things you have learned here.

You will see now that in almost all new drawings, they have the same patterns, there are

Contact and Outside numbers involved, 

Hot & Cold numbers are mixed, Odd & Even numbers plays their role as well. Numbers are

distributed over a ticket in lines and groups and they sometime contacting with each other.

These rules and patterns happened in all past and they WILL happen in all the future

drawings!

We just must adjust our choosing of numbers to follow these patterns. 

Now you must answer these questions?

What kind of numbers you are getting when you buy tickets generated as Quick Pick, a

randomly generated lottery tickets? 

They might be just all contact or just all outside number, they may be grouped in a ways that

never give a chance to win, not a good choice to have such numbers when you play often. 

What kind of numbers you were playing before?

Not to good too, right? We hope that after reading this topic you will change your view and

methods how to choose right numbers.

Use Visual Lottery Analyser software to choose better numbers and create better tickets! 

It may seem to be complicated to use this whole knowledge to choose numbers that could

match all the conditions we described before.

But, do not forget that Visual Lottery Analyser is a computer software and as such it will do the

entire job for you in seconds.

You can use Create My Tickets  or Tickets Advanced Generator  to create numbers that

will match given criteria, fast and easy.
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7 Tickets & Generators

7.1 Create My Tickets

 

This feature will create lottery tickets for you in-the-fly.

You can analyze your game using other software features, spend some time with them. 

However according to the old saying the time is money. 

If you do not have a time, but want to play smart use this feature, it is a real time saver. 

With only one click Visual Lottery Analyser will generate for you the best tickets possible, and all

of them will match our analysis criteria.

Picking up Quick Pick tickets from lottery store is not a solution to become a winner. Those tickets

are just randomly generated numbers, without any annalists logic applied to them.

Using Create My Tickets feature you may have at least some tickets generated with numbers with

some rules.

Therefore your chances to become a winner are increased.

The only task is required on your side is to keep your lottery drawing numbers current, the rest

will be done by the program.

In addition you may add to auto generated tickets your own tickets as well.

To open Create My Tickets window, please go to the software main window and click the Create

Tickets button located on the ribbon bar within My Tickets group.

Here below is a picture of toolbar located on the top of  window.

To start creating your tickets just click on the  Create button and that is it, tickets will be

created for you automatically.

It's very simple and easy.
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Created tickets will be shown in the tickets list. 

You can click on any ticket to view its numbers

on the Ticket View below the list.

The Ticket View is always showing the last

game's drawing numbers and layout.

All ticket's numbers are show as the light blue

cross, it is easy to review created numbers if

you want to. If you do not like them then you

can start over by clicking on Create button

again.

All tickets are generated automatically,

according to the analysis rules set and used 

by Visual Lottery Analyser.

 

Other buttons and controls:

 Save

Saves recently created tickets to your tickets collections database. You can view and edit them

later if necessary using Manage My Tickets

The last saved tickets are marked always as your default and will be used automatically by the 

Check Game Results  feature to check what you have won.

 Add Ticket

You can create and add an empty ticket and enter its numbers manually if you need to. 

Delete Tickets

Delete selected tickets from tickets list

 Print

Prints tickets. This command not only prints tickets but you can also export them to many

external formats or even email them. All functions are available on Print Preview window

Quantity

Enter here how many tickets you want to generate. 

Keno Spot

When you are creating tickets for a Keno game then this option becomes available.

Choose or enter how many numbers (spots) you want to play (from 1 to 20)

Pick Order

When you are creating tickets for a Pick game then this option becomes available.

You can choose from drop down list the Pick wager type.
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The tickets will be created exactly according to the selected order properties.

See the Games Wagers & Prize Levels  topic for more information.

7.2 Tickets Advanced Generator

Tickets Advanced Generator is dedicated to generate lottery tickets exactly in the way as they

should be created.

This feature is not just simple random numbers generator, this a powerful tool that let you create

tickets your way.

You can set how many special numbers  that matches ours filters criteria will be included into

your tickets.

You can configure tickets to have numbers, which put on the ticket view will have logical

distribution.

Using this feature you can take advantage of the knowledge described in our Lottery Game View

At Hand topics .

These way generated tickets will increase your chances to win significantly. 

Tickets Advanced Generator use filters to generate lottery numbers. It gas built-in filters presets

database so you can create, save and reuse many filters presets

for all your games

To open Tickets Advanced Generator window, please go to the software main window and click

the  Advanced Generator button located on the ribbon bar within My Tickets group.

Here below is a picture of toolbar located on the top of window.

 Generate 

Click this button to generate tickets.

The tickets will be generated accordingly to the filters settings set at Filters page

It  may take some time to finish, usually it takes no longer than a few seconds. 

However it may happen that the task cannot be completed due to the settings that will not match

game's criteria or filter condition cannot be fulfilled.

In that case click the Cancel button located at the main software window in the right bottom

corner.

Review the filters properties set at filters settings page and start over.

Quantity
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Enter here how many tickets you want to generate. 

 Print

Prints tickets

 Save Tickets

Saves recently created tickets to your tickets collections database. You can view and edit them

later if necessary using Manage My Tickets  feature.

The last saved tickets are marked always as your default tickets and they will be used

automatically with the Check Game Results  feature to check what you have won.

 Delete Tickets

Delete selected tickets from tickets list

 Add Ticket

You can create and add an empty ticket and enter its numbers manually if you need to. 

 

Filters Presets group - commands for applying and managing tickets filters

Load

Loads selected filters preset from the presets database .

Visual Lottery Analyser use presets system to handle your filters. You can create and store as

many presets of filters as you wish.
    

 New

This command creates a new filters set and shows them on Filters System page.

You can set filters values, conditions and check them to indicate whether you want to use

particular filter or not.

Please note that the newly created filters set is configured accordingly to the opened game type

and properties, so you can see different filters included into a set.

 Save

Saves current filters as filters preset into a database. All your saved presets are shown at Filters

system page on presets list.

 Delete

Deletes selected filters preset from your presets list
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Keno Spot Numbers

When you are creating tickets for a Keno game then this option becomes available.

Choose or enter how many numbers (spots) you want to play (from 1 to 22)

Pick Order

When you are creating tickets for a Pick game then this option becomes available.

You can choose from drop down list the Pick wager type.

The tickets will be created exactly according to the selected pick order properties.

See the Games Wagers & Prize Levels  topic for more information.

Source Of Numbers

When you are about to create tickets then you can choose an option that will tell Visual Lottery

Analyser what sets of numbers to use and include with tickets

You can use one of three sources of numbers to generate your tickets:

Use own selected numbers

Select numbers that you want at Numbers Selected

Numbers selector is showing the last game Ticket View so it's easy to pick up particular

numbers.

To select a number you want just click on with mouse, selected number will be circled in yellow

color.

 

Use all ticket's numbers

All game numbers will be used to generate tickets. 

Import From Notepad

If you were using Notepad  then you can import all numbers marked in Notepad as Yes.
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Generated tickets will be shown on the tickets

list. 

You can click on any ticket to view its numbers

on the Ticket View below the list.

The Ticket View is always showing the last

game's drawing numbers and layout, so it's

easy to see how the numbers was generated.

All ticket's numbers are show as light blue

crosses, it is easy to review created numbers if

you want to. If you do not like them then you

can start over by clicking on Generate button

again.

7.3 Manage My Tickets

Visual Lottery Analyser has a few features that creates lottery tickets:

Create My Tickets

Tickets Advanced Generator

Create My System  (Wheel system converted into a lottery tickets)

Lotto Notepad

Manage My Tickets feature lets you view, edit, check and manage all those tickets created by

features listed above.

All tickets you create are stored in database, you can use them anytime you want.

The tickets are organized into a Tickets Sets. Each Ticket Set does have a collection of tickets

(numbers)

To open Manage My Tickets window, please go to the software main window and click the 

Manage My Tickets button located on the ribbon bar within My Tickets group.

All commands for controlling and managing tickets are located on this toolbar:

To manage your tickets sets collection use the following buttons:

Check Game Results

Check selected tickets with Check Game Results  feature to see your winnings and hits

against the last drawing numbers.
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 Delete Selected

Delete selected tickets set from your tickets collection

Delete All

Delete all tickets sets from your collection.

 Set As Default

Sets selected tickets set as your default tickets. 

With Check Game Results  feature you can check later your default tickets with one click only.

To manage your tickets from selected set use the following buttons:

 Add Ticket

You can add an empty ticket to current set if you need to, and enter ticket numbers manually. 

 Delete Selected

Delete selected tickets from opened tickets set

 Printing your tickets.

Tickets Sets Collection & Listing

All your tickets are grouped by

the game name, time of creation

and have descriptions.

The Tickets Collection list is

showing all you tickets sets. 

To view all tickets just select a

ticket set at Tickets Collection list.

Tickets from selected tickets set

are shown on the Tickets list. 

You can click on any ticket to

view its numbers on the Lottery

Numbers Viewer below the list.

If currently opened game is the

110
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same that opened tickets are for,

then Ticket View will show full

layout game view (all contact and

hot numbers), otherwise only

basic layout of Ticket View will be

displayed.

All ticket numbers are show as

yellow crosses. 

If your tickets were generated

with use of your own numbers,

then those numbers will be

circled on the view in red color.
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8 Games

8.1 Game Types

 

Visual Lottery Analyser supports 3 game types:

Lotto

Standard lottery games like Lotto 6 from 49, Little Lotto - 5 from 35 etc, where balls are drawn

from a range of game numbers.

These games may have an additional number drawn, it may be called a bonus number,

powerball or hot number for example.

Pick

Games type Pick 3, Pick 4

Pick games differs from other games  All balls from each Pick are drawn from the same range of

numbers

Keno

Keno type games like Keno 20 from 80 etc.

These games are similar to the standard games but there is one difference.

You can choose the spot number you can play.

8.2 My Games

8.2.1 My Games

My Games contains a collection of your lottery games you are playing with. 

Using this feature you can open your games, add, edit or remove from your collection.

The following games are supported:

Any standard lottery game including games with a bonus numbers

Pick 3, Pick 4 ...

Keno

Visual Lottery Analyser comes with a World Games Guide  included where from you can add

games to your games collection.

You can easily add your own games or modify existing if necessary; it will take just a moment. 

There are three ways how to add and edit game manually:

Add a game to My Games collection and edit required game's data directly (This topic

describes how to do that)

Using Add Game Wizard

Using SQL Studio Management software to edit games database directly, for very advanced

users only.
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Games Database also include Games Hits & Prizes Editor . You may need it to set it up a

game prizes and hits structure 

For this data you must refer to your game specifications. 

However this step is not required to perform a game analysis but is useful to use with other

software features such as Check Game Results , Financial & Hits Statistics  and tickets

creators.

To open My Games window, please go to the software main window and click the My Games

button located on the ribbon bar within Games group.

The window is divided into a three groups of controls:

Toolbar with commands

Games tabs, below the toolbar it has three tabs for 3 major game types (Lotto, Keno and Pick)

Below the Games tabs is Games Hits & Prizes Editor . When you select a game on Games

List then all prizes & hits data associated to selected game will be shown on editor.

All commands for adding and managing your games are grouped on toolbar bar:

Game group - commands for opening and closing game

 Open Game

You must open a game prior to use with some of Visual Lottery Analyser features. 

This button will opens selected game. To select a game just click on a game card.

There are also other ways to open a game. 

1. Double click on a game logo on selected game card

2. Select a game from a list. Go to the software main window and select game from drop-down

list Open Game located on the ribbon bar within Games group.

 Close Game

Closes currently opened game, you do not have to use this before opening new game.

This command is useful only in a case when you use a lot of computer memory. If wish to free

the memory of Visual Lottery Analyser data without closing the software

you may use it and close the game.

Add Game group - commands for adding a game

World Games
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Click on this button to open World Game Database , a feature for adding already preset

lottery games to your collection

 Wizard

Opens a Add Game wizard window, you may use wizard to add your game manually

 Add Template

These commands below are for manually adding lottery games

 Add Lotto

Click to add immediately a new standard game to your collection. Newly added game is

added to a Lotto games tab. 

 Add Keno Game

Click to add immediately new Keno type game to your collection. Newly added game is

added to a Keno games tab. 

 Add Pick Game

Click to add immediately new Pick type game to your collection. . Newly added game is

added to a Pick games tab. 

Edit group - commands for managing your games

Edit Game

This button contains a menu with the following commands:

 Delete

Deletes selected games from your games database. 

All drawing numbers, prizes, hits and statistics data assigned to game will be removed too.

You can always ad a game again from World Games Database

 Clear

This command removes all games from your database, all drawing numbers, prizes, hits and

106
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statistics data assigned to games are removed too.

Be careful to not use it accidentally, you will be asked to confirm this action though.

You can always ad a game again from World Games Database

 Edit

Opens a Lottery Number Manager  window where you can edit lottery drawings numbers

for selected game

 Generate Sample

This command generates sample lottery numbers for selected game. You can use to

generate sample numbers to start to evaluate the software.

  Add To Statistics

This command adds selected game to the Financial Statistics  

 Paste Logo

This command paste a game logo from Clipboard. To do so just select any image you want

in your computer and copy to Clipboard, then use this command to add picture to game.

Edit Drawing Time

Here you can edit game numbers drawing time. The drawing time as the time count down is

shown at the main software ribbon bar in Gaming page 

However this data is internal and comes with World Games  Database we letting you edit this

data if necessary.

Visual Lottery Analyser use special syntax you must follow, first of all all day names must be

English and short, for example:

Mon,Thu,Wed,Thu,Fri,Sat,Sun

Days when game drawings are must be separated by , comma sing like:

Mon,Thu,Wed

If game is played daily you may enter Everyday instead of days.

After you enter days when game is played enter the semicolon character ; like

Mon,Thu,Wed;

After that enter the time of drawing like 21:00 PM

You can use either 12 or 24 hours clock but the AM or PM indicator must be enter in English

All data must be entered without spaces except a space between time and AM/PM indicator,

finally here are few examples:

Game played everyday at 21:00 PM:

Everyday;21:00 PM

Game played everyday except Sunday at 1:00 PM:

Mon,Thu,Wed,Thu,Fri,Sat;1:00 PM

Game played on Wednesday and Saturday at 21:00 PM:

Wed,Sat;21:00 PM

Game played on Monday only at 10:00 AM:
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Mon;10:00 AM

Prizes group - commands for adding and editing prizes data

 Add Prize

Add an empty prize data row to selected game. After that you must enter the required data

manually.

See Games Hits & Prizes Editor  topic for more information

 Delete

Removes selected prizes from selected game

See Games Hits & Prizes Editor  topic

 Clear

This command removes all prizes from selected game

Tools group 

 Print 

Prints your games list.

 Help

Opens this help file topic

 

8.2.2 Games Wagers Prize Levels and Payout

Game Prizes & Hits Editor is a part of My Games Database  where you can store games data

such as how games are paid, the cost of a ticket, wagers and hits structure information. 

To obtain required data please refer to your game description. Most lottery web sites present

game's layout structure, so you can just copy the data from web page.

Even though this feature is not required to analyze and play lotto is very useful to use in

conjunction with other

software features such as Check Game Results  , Financial & Hits Statistics  and tickets

creators.

Check Game Results will use its data to check your game balance and count hits.

Financial & Hits Statistics will use its data to calculate financial & hits statistics of all your games.

Create My Tickets and other tickets generators will use Pick Order information to create tickets in

the proper way, for example you may select whether to create Straight or 3-Way-Combo tickets

etc. 
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To open Games Database  window, please go to the software main window and click the

Games Database button located on the ribbon bar within Games group.

Game Hits & Prizes Editor is located below your games list.

To edit, add or remove data from Game Hits & Prizes collection select your game at Games List.

The Game Hits & Prizes Editor will show appropriate columns accordingly to selected game type.

On the games database toolbar there is a group of buttons dedicated to work with this feature.

Click on a button to execute its command. With Game Hits & Prizes Editor you need to use only

three buttons:

 Add Prize

Add an empty prize data to selected game. 

After that you must enter the required data

manually.

 Delete

Removes selected prizes from selected game

 Clear

Deletes all prizes from selected game at once

All the prizes are listed on the prizes list that is located on the bottom of main Games Database

windows.

Example chart for standard Lotto games:

Description:

Here you can type your own description that describes the game prize & hits in general.

Prize:

In this field enter how much your game will pay in case your ticket matches the specified hits

data.

If there is mutual price just enter any average number of amount of jackpot paid by your game.

Balls Hit:

In this field enter how many balls your ticket should match to win specified prize.
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Balls From:

In this field enter from how many balls must be used in drawing to match the specified prize.

For example in Lottery Game 6 from 49, to win the jackpot you should hit 6 numbers from 6

balls, enter into Balls From number 6 etc.

Tip: In standard games generally Balls From property is then same as Game Drawings property

and is entered automatically by the software when you add a prize to collection.

Bonus Hit:

In this field enter how many bonus balls your ticket should match to win specified prize.

Bonus From:

In this field enter from how many bonus balls must be used in drawing to match the specified

prize.

A lot of games that use only one Bonus number, but our software supports more than one

number.

In standard games generally Bonus From property is then same as Game Bonus property and is

entered automatically by the software when you add a prize to collection.

Cost:

Enter here the cost of edited prize. In standard games this is rather the same value for all prizes.

Just enter the cost of single ticket.

Example prizes chart for Pick games:

Description:

Here you can type your own description that describes the Pick wager data in general.

Tip: You do not have to type it manually because when you select the Pick wager type from 

Order column then default description will be entered automatically.

Prize:

In this field enter how much your game will pay in case your ticket matches the Pick wager type.

Prize II:

In this field enter how much your game will pay in case your ticket matches the Pick wager type in

one of specified variants.

For example in some of the Pick 3 games:

  3-WAY STRAIGHT/BOX: Match 3 numbers, of which two are the same in: 

  First variant = exact order or Second variant = any order

  Enter into a Prize column the layout of the first's variant and into a column Prize II the layout of the

second variant

Cost:

Enter here the cost of edited wager. In Pick games this may vary, for example if you play Straight

then one ticket may cost 

0.50 or 1 in your monetary value. But if you play for example 6-Way-Box then one ticket may cost

more.

Cost II:

Enter here the cost of edited wager for the second prize variant. 
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Order:

When you click on this column field then you can open a drop-down list, which contains a list of

all supported Pick wager types.

Then, you can select an appropriate wager name you are editing game data for.

Some of the Pick games like Pick 3 and Pick 4 use the same description for its wager data but

they differ.

To make a difference between them we use variants like:

6-Way-Box B or C

The following Pick wagers are supported in Visual Lottery Analyser:
Any Order

Match all, any numbers in any order

Stra ight 

Match all, any pick numbers in exact order 

3 Way Box 

Match 3 numbers, of which two are the same, in any order 

4 Way Box 

Match 4 numbers, of which three are the same in any order

5 Way Box 

Match 5 numbers, of which four are the same in any order

6 Way Box 

Match 3 different numbers in any order 

6 Way Box B

Match 4 numbers in any order, consisting of two pairs of identical numbers, in any order

10 Way Box 

Match 3 numbers of one digit & a pair of different digits, all numbers in any order

12 Way Box 

Match 4 numbers of which two are the same and 2 different numbers, in any order

24 Way Box 

Match 4 different numbers in any order

20 Way Box 

Match 3 of one digit & 2 different distinct digits, all numbers in any order

30 Way Box 

Match 2 different pairs plus a distinct digit, all numbers in any order 

60 Way Box 

Match a pair plus 3 different distinct digits, all numbers in any order  

120 Way Box 

Match 5 different digits in any order

3 Way Stra ight Box

 Match 3 any numbers in exact order or any order 

3 Way Stra ight Box B 

Match 3 any numbers in exact order when playing Straight only

3 Way Stra ight Box C 

Match 3 any numbers in any order when playing Box only

3 Way Stra ight Box D 

Match 3 numbers, of which two are the same in exact order or any order 

3 Way Stra ight Box E 

Match 3 numbers, of which two are the same in exact order when playing Straight only

3 Way Stra ight Box F 

Match 3 numbers, of which two are the same in any order when playing Box only

4 Way Stra ight Box 

Match 4 numbers, of which three are the same in exact order or any order 
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4 Way Stra ight Box B 

Match 4 numbers, of which three are the same in exact order when playing Straight only

4 Way Stra ight Box C 

Match 4 numbers, of which three are the same in any order when playing Box only

12 Way Stra ight Box 

Match 4 numbers, of which two are the same in exact order or any order 

12 Way Stra ight Box B 

Match 4 numbers, of which two are the same in exact order when playing Straight only

12 Way Stra ight Box C 

Match 4 numbers, of which two are the same in any order when playing Box only

24 Way Stra ight Box 

Match 4 different numbers in exact order or any order 

24 Way Stra ight Box B 

Match 4 different numbers in exact order when playing Straight only

24 Way Stra ight Box C 

Match 4 different numbers in any order when playing Box only

6 Way Stra ight Box 

Match 3 different numbers in exact order or any order 

6 Way Stra ight Box B 

Match 3 different numbers in exact order when playing Straight only

6 Way Stra ight Box C 

Match 3 different numbers in any order when playing Box only

6 Way Stra ight Box D 

Match 4 numbers, consisting of two pairs of identical numbers, in exact order or any order 

6 Way Stra ight Box E 

Match 4 numbers, consisting of two pairs of identical numbers when playing Straight only

6 Way Stra ight Box F 

Match 4 numbers, consisting of two pairs of identical numbers when playing Box only

3 Way Com bo 

Match 3 numbers, of which two are the same and match in any order

3 Way Com bo 

B Match 3 numbers in exact order, play all combinations.

4 Way Com bo 

Match 4 any numbers, of which three are the same, and match in any order

4 Way Com bo B 

Match 4 any numbers in exact order, play all combinations.

5 Way Com bo 

Match 5 any numbers in exact order, play all combinations.

6 Way Com bo 

Match 3 different numbers and match in any order

 6  Way Com bo B

Match 4 numbers consisting of two pairs of identical numbers, and match in any order

12 Way Com bo 

Match 4 numbers, of which two are the same, and match in any order, play all combinations.

24 Way Com bo 

Match 4 different numbers in any order, play all combinations.

Front Pai r 

Match first two numbers in exact order

Mid Pai r 

Match two numbers in the middle in exact order

Back Pai r 

Match last two numbers in exact order

Spl i t Pai r 
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Match the first and third digits.

Front Three 

Match first three numbers in exact order

Back Three 

Match last three numbers in exact order

Front Four 

Match first four numbers in exact order

Back Four 

Match last four numbers in exact order

Single Dig i t 1  

Match one number only at exact first position

Single Dig i t 2  

Match one number only at exact second position

Single Dig i t 3  

Match one number only at exact third position

Single Dig i t 4  

Match one number only at exact fourth position

Single Dig i t 5

Match one number only at exact fifth position

Identica l  D ig i ts

Match all digits that are identical

Front Three One Last

Match first three numbers and one last number in exact order

One Fi rst Last Three

Match first number and last three numbers in exact order

Front Two One Last

Match first two numbers and one last number in exact order

One Fi rst Last Two

Match first number and two last numbers in exact order

Front Two Last Two

Match first two numbers and two last numbers in exact order

One Fi rst One Last

Match first number and last number

If you do not see required by your game wager type please let us know. Send email to 

support@sprintbit.com, and we will implement it.

More info about Pick game wages you can find at our web page

  

Example chart for Keno games:

http://www.visuallotteryanalyser.com/info/pick3_pick4_wages.htm
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Description:

Here you can type your own description that describes the game prize & hits in general.

Prize:

In this field enter how much your Keno game will pay in case your ticket matches the specified

hits data.

Balls Hit:

Keno games have different prizes structure then standard games. You may choose how many

numbers (spots) you want to play.

In this field enter how many balls your spot structure should match to win specified prize.

For example if choose to play 10 spots then you should refer to the game table for information

how many levels your spot number does have.

Balls From:

In this field enter the spot number you are setting up. You need to enter this number for each of

spot number levels.

Cost:

Enter here the cost of edited spot number. 

The above chart shows typical settings for classic Keno game (a part of them). You can set up

any keno game structure using this system.
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8.2.3 Game Card

Each game is represented by a Game Card. All Games Cards are listed on Games Database

window.

Games are divided into a three major groups

Lotto - Any standard lottery game including games with a bonus numbers

Pick - Pick 3, Pick 4 ...

Keno

You can edit game properties directly on a game card by entering new values into a game card

cells.

Cards by default contain expand/collapse buttons used to minimize and restore card's fields. 

Lotto Game Card

Here on the picture you see sample card for a standard

Lotto game.

For standard games you can enter/edit  the following

properties:

Logo

A game logo,  using right mouse click here you can paste

from Clipboard or load an image from disk.

Title

The name of the game.

Description

You may enter here any game description you wish. To

do so click on A icon to open drop down editor box.

Web

Link to the game internet web page. You can also open a

web page by double clicking on an entered link.

Properties Group

Balls

Enter here how many numbers (balls) are drawn in the

game. For lottery games such as Lotto 6 out 49 it will be

a 6 that you need to enter.  

Ticket Range

Enter here how many numbers the game has on the

ticket. In the other words from how many numbers the

balls are drawn.

For lottery games such as Lotto 5 out of 35 it will be a 35

that you need to enter. 

Bonus Same Pool

Some games have an additional bonus number drawn. It

may be called a bonus, powerball etc. The bonus

numbers may be drawn from the same numbers pool or

from other numbers range.

Here you may check whether the bonus number is drawn

from the same pool or not.
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Bonus

Visual Lottery Analyser supports games with more than

one bonus number, but usually there is one additional

bonus number. Enter here how many bonus numbers are

drawn in your game.

Bonus Range

Enter here how many numbers the bonus numbers has on

the game ticket. In the other words from how many

numbers the bonus balls are drawn.

If bonus number is drawn from the same pool then you

do need to enter here anything.

Ticket Layout Group

Numbers Up-Down

Check here whether you want to have the numbers on

ticket view sequenced up-down or left to right. See at the

bottom of the topic sample pictures.

Lines Horizontal  & Lines Vertical

Set here how many lines the ticket should have to create a

square you want. For example for Lotto game where there

are 49 numbers ideal ticket square is 7x7.

Lines Bonus Horizontal  &  Lines Bonus Vertical

Same as above but sets values for games that have bonus

number.

If a game does not game a bonus number you may skip

these properties.

If you entering values for lines then it is your responsibility

to set appropriate values that will cover all game numbers

range. Please note that in some games will not be

possible to create ideal square view of the game ticket.

If you set all the properties for lines to zero then

software will set appropriate ticket layout

automatically. 
For standard games you must enter the following data into new added row

 Keno Game Card

Here on the picture you see sample card for a Keno

game.

For standard games you can enter/edit  the following

properties:

Logo

A game logo,  using right mouse click here you can paste

from Clipboard or load an image from disk.

Title
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The name of the game.

Description

You may enter here any game description you wish. To

do so click on A icon to open drop down editor box.

Web

Link to the game internet web page. You can also open a

web page by double clicking on a entered link.

Properties Group

Balls

Enter here how many numbers (balls) are drawn in the

game. For keno games such as 20  out of 80 it will be a

20 that you need to enter.  

Ticket Range

Enter here how many numbers the game has on the ticket.

In the other words from how many numbers the balls are

drawn.

For keno games such as 20 out of 80 it will be an 80 that

you need to enter. 

Ticket Layout Group

Numbers Up-Down

Check here whether you want to have the numbers on

ticket view sequenced up-down or left to right. See at the

bottom of the topic sample pictures.

Lines Horizontal  & Lines Vertical

Set here how many lines the ticket should have to create a

square you want. For example for Keno game where there

are 80 numbers ideal ticket square is 10x8.

If you entering values for lines then it is your responsibility

to set appropriate values that will cover all game numbers

range. Please note that in some games will not be

possible to create ideal square view of the game ticket.

If you set all the properties for lines to zero then

software will set appropriate ticket layout

automatically. 

Pick Game Card
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Here on the picture you see sample card

for a Pick game.

For standard games you can enter/edit 

the following properties:

Logo

A game logo,  using right mouse click

here you can paste from Clipboard or

load an image from disk.

Title

The name of the game.

Description

You may enter here any game description

you wish. To do so click on A icon to

open drop down editor box.

Web

Link to the game internet web page. You

can also open a web page by double

clicking on an entered link.

Properties Group

Balls

Enter here how many numbers (balls) are

drawn in the game. For Pick games it will

be how many Picks are in the game

Pick Start

Enter here the Pick starting number, in the

other words the lowest number from the

range of numbers than the pick ball is

drawn.

Usually it will be 0 because majority of

Pick type games has balls drawn from

range 0 to 9.

Visual Lottery Analyser supports Pick

games that may have balls drawn from

different rang like 1 to 12 numbers for

example.

In that case you need to enter number 1

Pick End

Enter here the Pick ending number, in the

other words the highest number from the

range of numbers than the pick ball is

drawn.

Usually it will be 9 because majority of

Pick type games has balls drawn from 0

to 9.

Visual Lottery Analyser supports Pick

games that may have balls drawn from 1

to 12 numbers for example.

In that case you need to enter number 12
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General notes:

To apply a change of values you must reopen the game.

Try to avoid the change of quantity of game and bonus numbers that are drawn after you have

attached real drawings.

Ticket layout with

numbers direction Up-

Down

Ticket layout with numbers direction Left-Right

8.3 Games World Database

The Lottery Games World Database is a collection of almost all existing games in the world.

Using this feature you can add your games to the software easily and start to play with them

right away.

To open Games Database window, please go to the software main window and click the Add

button located on the ribbon bar within Games group.

Also you can open its windows from My Games  window

To add a game to your games please select your country and your game from list. 

Click Add To My Games button located on the top of the window to add selected game.

91
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All information are entered into this database manually, and are subject to human error.

Although every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the data we cannot guarantee the

accuracy of this information. In case of a discrepancy between these lists and the official game

properties please send to us an email and we will correct is as soon as possible.  

We were unable to obtain very accurate prizes & odds data for some games. Many games has

pare mutual payouts schemes and in such case you may need to adjust the data accordingly

yourself.

If you do not see your game in the list please send us an email with information about your

game and we include the game as soon as possible.

The Visual Lottery Analyser is highly configurable software and you can also add or edit your

games using My Games  or Add Game Wizard  feature

8.4 Add Game Wizard

Add Game Wizard is a feature that lets you add custom lottery game to database in a few steps.

This feature is very useful for users that prefer that way to set up software properties. 

It consist 7 pages, every one of each is showing at the bottom of the page explanation what to

do.

Although there are 7 pages to go through with, not all of them are required. Some are optional
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and some of the properties depend on a game type you are adding.

In summary, add a game to your games collection database will not take more than a few clicks

just to start.

In addition at the last page there is an option that lets you create automatically a sample

drawings database.

Each of pages has a comment shown on the top of wizard with explanation how to proceed with

current step.

Previous and Next buttons moves between pages. You can always go back and forth to change

some of game properties

You can exit from wizard at any time by clicking on Cancel  buttons.

Step 1 - Game Type

Select what kind of a game you want to add. 

See Game Types  topic for information about games supported by Visual Lottery Analyser

Step 2 - Game Name

Enter here a name of the game. We recommend using unique game names

Step 3 - Properties of Game Numbers

Enter here how many lottery numbers (balls) are drawn in the game. 

For lottery games such as Lotto 5 out 35 it will be a 5 that you need to enter. For Pick type

games enter how many picks the game has. Pick 3 it would be 3 and so on.

Enter here how many numbers the game has on the ticket. For standard and keno games only

one text box is show, for Pick type games enter Pick starting and Pick ending number.

Example for Pick 3 where numbers are drawn from 0 to 9 it would be numbers 0 and 9 you need

to enter. 

Check whether bonus number is drawn from the same pool or different range of numbers
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In the first text box enter whether a bonus numbers are drawn in a game or not. 

Enter 0 if bonus number is not drawn otherwise enter how many bonus numbers a game does

have.

If a bonus numbers are drawn, in the second text box enter a range where a bonus numbers are

drawn from. 

For example if bonus is drawn from 52 numbers, enter 52. You do not need to enter here

anything if the bonus number is drawn from the same pool

Bonus numbers are fully supported in Visual Lottery Analyser and they have its own Ticket View

and analysis methods available.

Step 4 - Ticket Layout Setup

On this wizard page you may optionally set your own Ticket View layout. Any changes you

making are shown immediately on a Ticket Preview

If you do not want to set up then the Visual Lottery Analyser will set up it for you automatically.

The following controls are on this page:

     Set the layout automatically

     If checked then software will set the lines properties automatically

Numbers direction Up-Down

If checked then numbers on ticket will go up down otherwise will go from left to right.

To see the changes check or uncheck the check mark

Lines Horizontal

Set how many horizontal lines the Ticket View should have

Lines Vertical

Set how many vertical lines the Ticket View should have

Lines Horizontal Bonus

Set how many horizontal lines the Bonus Ticket View should have.

Only for games with additional bonus number is drawn

Lines Vertical Bonus

Set how many horizontal lines the Ticket View should have

Only for games with additional bonus number is drawn

Step 5 - Prizes Structure

This is optional to set up a game. Please refer to Games Hits & Prizes Editor  topic for more

information. 

Step 6 - Additional Data

These properties are optional:

Comment

Here you can enter comment - description of your game.

Internet Address

Game's Internet address. 
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Step 7 - Add Game

If you select "Yes I would like to include a sample lottery numbers" check mark then a sample

numbers will be created automatically.

If you do not select then you must ad drawings later manually or use Drawings Import or

Drawings Manager to provide lottery numbers for a game. 

We recommend creating sample drawings just to start to work with a game, later you can add

real lottery numbers.

 

If you are ready then click the Next button to add a game to database. When wizard finishes you

can start to add another game.

Please note that you can also add and edit games directly at Games Database  window.

8.5 Check Game Results

When playing lottery one of the most important things to do is to find out how the numbers have

been winning.

Check Game Results feature lets you check your tickets against the last or past lottery drawing

numbers with just in one click.

You can create tickets for you game using Visual Lottery Analyser's features such as Create My

Tickets ,

Tickets Advanced Generator  or convert Wheel system into a tickets using Create My System

.

You can use your own numbers to play with game as well (see Create My Tickets  topic)

To open Check Game Results window, please go to the software main window and click the 

Check Game Results button located on the ribbon bar within Tools\ Reports group.

Buttons and controls

My Tickets

A drop down list of your all tickets sets. Click the drop down list small arrow to open a list.

Check

Check the currently selected tickets set numbers with currently opened game.

  Check Default Tickets 

To check immediately your default tickets just click this button. Your default tickets will be loaded
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and checked automatically.

The default tickets are those tickets that you have saved the last time using various Visual Lottery

Analyser features that creates them.

Pick Order 

This is a list of prizes & wagers  structures for Pick type games and applies to Pick games

type only.

When you are opening existing ticket from My Tickets list then this box list will show the current

wager type used for opened tickets.

Eventually you can selected other wager type and recheck tickets to see how they worked out

with the different wager

Options 

This is a drop down list that  contains then following options to check or uncheck:

Check the latest lottery numbers

If checked then tickets numbers will be compared to the latest numbers drawn in a game.

If unchecked then you can compare tickets to selected lottery numbers at Lottery Numbers

 list at main window

Check all lottery numbers

If checked then tickets numbers will be compared to all game drawing numbers. 

If unchecked then you can compare tickets according to option described above.

Always open game with tickets

If checked then when selecting tickets sets from My Tickets list, a game for selected tickets

will be opened automatically

If unchecked then only tickets and basic Ticket View game layout will be shown (without

contact and hot numbers)

Results controls group

Financial results like total Cost, Profit and Balance will be show on the Results controls group

located on the bottom of the window. 

By clicking on the Update Statistics button you can add new statistics data shown at this window

to the Financial & Hits Statistics  database.

Prizes & Hits Results List 
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Total hits count and hits count for each prize level will be shown in prizes & hits results list also

located on the bottom of the window.

The total count of hits will be show and highlighted in green color

Tickets List

When you select some tickets set from your tickets sets collection then all set numbers are listed

on tickets list.

Selected ticket numbers are shown in a Ticket View as light yellow or blue crosses. You can

change the color using software options.

After you check your tickets using the Check button then all ticket numbers that matches to

drawing numbers will be highlighted in green on the tickets listing.

You can see immediately which number you have hit. 
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9 Lottery Numbers (Drawings)

9.1 Lottery Numbers Window

Lottery Numbers Window is automatically opened in Visual Lottery Analyser when software

opens.

It shows all the lottery numbers of currently opened game.

We use term 'lottery numbers' instead of 'drawings'. Drawings is appropriate term in US for

example but in translation to other languages it may be misunderstood for drawing something

on the paper with a pen. 

Sample picture of Lottery Numbers of Lotto game

You can edit drawing numbers directly on window, to do so just select a number and type new

one.

On the bottom of window there is a small navigator control:

|<<  button move to first drawing 

<<  button move to previous page 

<  button move to previous drawing 

>  button move to next drawing 

>>  button move to next page 

>>|  button move to last drawing 

+ button add new drawing

X button deletes selected drawings
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Selected drawing numbers are shown on main Ticket View

See also Lottery Numbers Manager  where you can manage drawings of all your games.

9.2 Update Lottery Numbers Online

Using this feature of Visual Lottery Analyser you can download the latest and all past lottery

numbers from our server.

We provide current numbers for the biggest lotteries worldwide and almost all U.S.A. &

Canada games! 

There is a good chance that we have more games supported since this help file was written.

Click here to view current list of supported games.

   Online Drawings Updating service subscription cost $5 per year. The service is included free

for 1 year with new purchase. 

Lottery numbers are update on our server every one hour!

The feature is very easy to use, just select your game on the list, download last or all past

numbers and click the  Update Now button to begin.

To open this window, please go to the software main window and click the Update Online

button located on the ribbon bar within Lottery Numbers group
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Update Now

Click this button to update selected game's lottery numbers.

How to update all numbers:

1. Click the Download All Numbers button to get numbers from our server

2. Click this Update Now button to replace all game numbers with downloaded ones.

Use it approach to replace sample numbers generated by Visual Lottery Analyser with all the

real ones  

How to update lottery numbers with the latest ones:

1. Click the Download Latest Numbers button to get numbers from our server

2. Click this Update Now button to update your numbers with the latest one. If your numbers

are current the nothing will happen.

    You can see the update status information on software status bar.

Here is an another approach you may use:

If lottery numbers are not downloaded then when you click this button then Visual Lottery

Analyser will download the latest lottery numbers and automatically

update game numbers in one step. We recommend to use this approach when you are

updating numbers on regular basis.

Download Latest Numbers

Click this button to download and view selected game, the latest lottery numbers prior to

posting them to the software.

We recommend to use this feature when you are keeping the track of games drawings on

regular basis and you want to compare the latest drawing dates for example.

Download All Numbers

Click this button to download and view selected game's all past lottery numbers .

We recommend to use this feature when you are NOT keeping the track of games drawings on

regular basis and you want to update your all numbers

Although every effort is made to have the information accurate as much as possible we cannot

take the responsibility for the 100% of accuracy

Still it is yours, the player responsibility to keep up with the lottery numbers in order. and check
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whether they are correct or not.

This feature, however, is not the final authority on winning numbers information. All

winning numbers must be validated by your local Lottery Authority

Due to high Internet traffic usage this feature is a little limited for not licensed  users

9.3 Lottery Numbers Manager

 

Lottery Numbers Manager is a feature where you may maintain lottery numbers records of you

games.

We will use term 'lottery numbers' instead of 'drawings'. Drawings is appropriate term in US for

example but in translation to other languages it may be misunderstood for drawing something

on the paper with a pen.

It is very easy to use, just select your game and then you can add new lottery numbers, directly

edit or delete some if necessary.

To open  Lottery Numbers Manager window, please go to the software main window and click

the Manager button located on the ribbon bar within  Lottery Numbers group.

On the left side of games database window is navigation bar with several groups of links.

Clicking on a link will execute its command. 

The first group is just a Games List. To show game's lottery numbers just click on a game name.

The second group is named  Lottery Numbers

and include the following links:

 Add New Numbers

Add new empty Lottery Numbers to currently

selected game at games list

 Generate Sample

Generates required quantity of sample Lottery

Numbers for selected game. 

Useful to get going with newly added game.

 Remove Selected

Remove selected Lottery Numbers from

selected game

 Remove All

Removes all  Lottery Numbers of selected

game. 

Please note that without Lottery Numbers

software will open a game and generate

numbers automatically, you must add real

Lottery Numbers to a game then, either

manually or import.
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The third group is named Date Tools. The

purpose of this tool is to assign dates to lottery

numbers.

It may be useful if you want to reorganize dates

of imported numbers.

Start Date

Set the starting date from which the Lottery

Numbers Manager will start to set dates.

Days Period

Chose the period of time. The date assigned to

numbers may be set twice a day or increased by

one day, two days.. and weekly. 

Selected  Lottery Numbers Only

If the check mark is selected then the Lottery

Numbers Manager will change dates only in

selected numbers otherwise all numbers are

processed

Set Dates

Click this button to start setting up the dates for

numbers.

The last command is located under Other group is Print for printing or exporting the numbers.

On the top of the numbers list the very first row is a filter row. You can enter numbers into a filter
row to filter the numbers out.
This feature may be used for searching for winning numbers as well.

9.4 Lottery Numbers Import Wizard

When you start to work with lottery software one of the most important thing is establishing a

database of current lottery numbers.

We will use term 'lottery numbers' instead of 'drawings'. Drawings is appropriate term in US

for example but in translation to other languages it may be misunderstood for drawing

something on the paper with a pen.
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Although the software has Update Lottery Numbers Online  feature where you can download
numbers from many games, but in case when you need to import numbers manually
this wizard help you do that.

Very often this is a time consuming task. Visual Lottery Analyser provides this wizard so you do

not have to type the drawing numbers manually. 

You can import drawings from text file or paste text from clipboard and then parse text into a

lottery numbers.

After that you may continue to adding the latest numbers to database using other software

features.

To open Lottery Numbers Import window, please go to the software main window and click

the Wizard button located on the ribbon bar within Lottery Numbers group.

Each of pages has a comment shown on the top of wizard with explanation how to proceed

with current step.

Previous and Next buttons moves between pages. You can always go back and forth to

change some of import options

You can exit from wizard at any time by clicking on Cancel  buttons.

Step 1 - Game Type

On this wizard page are listed all your games.

Select a game to which you want to import the numbers into. 

Step 2 - Select the source of your numbers

Here you can choose the source of your numbers, where from you want to get them. You can

choose to import numbers from:
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Text file

It may be any text file that contains your number in any format

Clipboard

It may be any text from Clipboard that contains your number in any format

Internet web page

It may be any web page that contains your number in any format. The web page will be

download into software and the web page text will be parsed.

 

Step 3 - Import data

The action you are going to take depends on your choice made in step 2.

If you have selected to import numbers from text file then you will need to click on the Open

button to choose your text file from disk and load into wizard text box.

If you have selected to import numbers from Clipboard then you will need to click on the Paste

button to paste the text into a wizard text box.

If you have selected to import numbers from Web page then you will need enter Internet Web

address into a address bar and then click the Open button to load a page into a wizard text

box.

After you have completed one of these steps click on the Next button to proceed.

Step 4 - Prepare and Clean Text

To have a text successfully parsed into a lottery numbers that could be imported into a

drawings database the text should be in the following format

1,2,3,4,5 ^ Date

where the numbers are separated by comma and the drawings date is separated from

numbers by ^ character

to enter a ^ character if necessary you can use Shift+6 keys on your keyboard

No date is required, you can add dates later using Lottery Numbers Manager

If you have your numbers shown in the required format like 1,2,3,4,5 ^ Date then you can skip

this step.

If not, then you must parse the text using our text parser.

It may sound complicated but actually the text parser described below is so powerful that you

can do almost anything with the text.

In most cases it will be enough to click once on the Parse Text Into Numbers button to have

the text correctly parsed.

We have actually used this tool to import lottery numbers from a variety of web pages and text

files and parse that text into numbers to use with our lottery numbers database located on our

server.

The text parser automatically finding a date and numbers within a text so you do NOT have to

edit a text manually at all!

Here are the details of text parser's options

Many of the options are for the advanced use only, you do not need to change and use all of

them all the time.

Numbers & Data Group
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Numbers Position

This option is mandatory to set!

Please select whether the latest lottery numbers are on the top or on the bottom of your text

file.

You must select the option correctly to have the lottery numbers entered into a software

database in correct order!

Usually that latest numbers are on the top of the text.

Data Is In Range

This option is for optional and advanced use only!

Set here whether you need to use only a portion of a text. 

When we imported numbers from web pages or text files provided by lottery sites then many

times happened that the text was formatted like that:

1 2 3 4 5 Date and then variety information like Prizes and Jackpots.

Normally the text parser would fail because it could take the other numbers into account. Using

this option you can set only the range of text where the real numbers are.

To do so check the Use Range check mark to tell the parser that it should take a part of text

only. 

Enter into two numbers boxes a data range like for example:

Text is

1 2 3 4 5 03/03/2010 Jackpot $10000

You need enter into a first box number 1 as the numbers starts form first position in line and

then enter into a second box 22, as this is the position within text line where the date ends. 

This option will be rather rarely used but is provided for convenience if necessary, There are

also other options you can use instead of this one to achieve similar task 

Minimum Length

This option is for optional use only!

This options tells the parser what is minimum length of text or text in line to take it for

processing.

Lines 2X

This option is for optional use only!

This options tells the parser how to parse numbers for games when numbers are put into 2

lines of text. 

Usually you will have numbers like 0 2 8 etc in one line, but it may happed that you will  will

have like

1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

5 7 9 etc
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To avoid parsing error check this option. It may be the case with Keno games.

Exclude lines with

This option is for optional use only!

This options tells the parser to exclude all lines in text during parsing that  include a word

entered into a text box.

There are also other options you can use instead of this one to achieve similar task 

Parse Text Into Numbers

Click this button to start parsing text

After parsing review the numbers whether they are parsed correctly or not, if they are OK then

click the Next button to proceed.

 

Replace Text Group

Here is a set of methods that lets you replace a text. The tool is intended to use when a text

needs to be further modified before parsing into numbers.

Method

Choose replacing method, how the text will be processed.

Process line by line

This is default option!

When replacing text the tool will process a text line by line and apply all replacing options

to each line

Process whole text

When replacing text the tool will process a whole text at once and apply all replacing

options to the whole text

Process position range in lines, Process position range in whole text
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These options lets you replace a text within a range of text only.  You can replace a range

of text either in each line or whole text at once.

When you select one of these options then Range Position numeric boxes become

available. Enter into these boxes start and end position of text you want to process.

Process between characters in lines, Process between characters in text

These options lets you replace a text within a text that is between some other words or

characters in text.  

When you select one of these options then Starting Word and Ending Word text boxes

become available. Enter into these boxes words or characters, for example

If you have a text with line:

1 2 6 Day 1 8 9 Night

then you can use this option to process text that is between words Day and Night only. The

rest of the text will not be processed.

Basically we used this option to remove the numbers between Day and Night, so in effect

only numbers before word Day has left in text lines.

You can use this method for other purposes as well.

Process lines from start to character, Process whole text from start to character

These options lets you replace a text within a text that is between start of the each text line

and the word you enter, and also replace a text within a text that is between start of text

and the word you enter.

When you select one of these options then Ending Word text box become available. Enter

into this box word or character, for example

If you have a text with line:

1 2 6 Day 1 8 9 Night

then you can use this option to process text that is between start of line and word Day

only. The rest of the text will not be processed.

Basically we used this option to remove the numbers between start of lines and word Day,

so in effect only numbers after word Day has left in text lines.

You can use this method for other purposes as well.

Process lines from character to end, Process whole text from character to end

These options lets you replace a text within a text that is between word you enter and end

of each text line, and also replace a text within a text that is between word you enter and

the end of whole text.

When you select one of these options then Starting Word text box become available. Enter

into this box word or characters, for example

If you have a text with line:

1 2 6 Day 1 8 9 Night

then you can use this option to process text that is between word Day and end of the each

line or whole text. The rest of the text will not be processed.

You can use this method for other purposes as well.

Process TAB character

Because you cannot enter a TAB character into a text box then you can use this option to

process TAB character

Some of web sites provide numbers that are delimited with TAB character if necessary

using this option you van for example replace  TAB with some other character like , comma

for example.
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Action

This option is mandatory to set!

Please select what kind of action will be performed when replacing a text

You can choose between Repack, which is standard action for replacing or Remove.

Remove action will remove any text processed by selected method. 

This option works in conjunction with other options so you can use it to remove for example

some text between other word only.

Find What 

Enter a text, word or character you want to replace

Replace With 

Enter here the text replacement.

It may be empty text so in the result text will be removed, similar to Remove action

Starting Word 

Enter a text, word or character you want to use with the following replace or remove methods:

Process between characters in lines, Process between characters in text

Process lines from character to end, Process whole text from character to end

Add Word check mark 

When checked then the word you have entered into a Starting Word text box will be

included into a processed text otherwise it will not be.

Ending Word 

Enter a text, word or character you want to use with the following replace or remove methods:

Process between characters in lines, Process between characters in text

Process lines from start to character, Process whole text from start to character

Add Word check mark 

When checked then the word you have entered into a Ending Word text box will be

included into a processed text otherwise it will not be.

Range Position

Use these options to set text range to process. Options became available to use with the

following methods:

Process position range in lines, Process position range in whole text

Replace 

Click this button to replace text

Remove lines with

This command will remove all lines from text that have a word entered into this text box.

Very often you may have a text file with lottery numbers for a day and evening. 

If you want to have only numbers for a day then enter word evening to have all lines with

evening word removed

To begin click on the Delete Icon on the end of the text box. Do not click the Replace button!

You can use this method for other purposes as well.
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Leave lines with

This command will leave all lines from text that have a word entered into this text box and

remove all others.

Very often you may have a text file with lottery numbers for a many games like

1 2 3 Lotto

1 2 3 Pick 3

1 2 3 Numbers Game

If you want to have only numbers for a Pick 3 only then enter word Pick 3 to have all lines with

Pick 3 word saved and rest removed

To begin click on the OK Icon on the end of the text box. Do not click the Replace button!

You can use this method for other purposes as well.

Date Group

Here are few options that will help to parse text when you need to work with text dates.

First date is valid, Second date is valid

Very often you may have a text file with lottery numbers and they have two dates, one date is

for actual drawing and the second for when drawings expire or something else.

To avoid parsing errors and confusion here you may select which date is valid.

Date is in range

This option is for optional and advanced use only!

Set here whether you need to use only a portion of a text to determine where the date for

drawings exist. 

This works in similar way like Data Is In Range method but applies to dates only.

Change Format

This tool lets you chance date format in text when necessary. You can convert between all

available formats like form M/D/Y to D/M/Y etc

We use short abbreviations for those symbols and M stands for month, D for day and Y for

year.

Delimiter

Here you can specify the delimiter that will be used to determine the date separator for date

change format command above
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Short date, Long date 

A two small date conversion functions just for informational purposes.

Just enter or paste a date to convert between short and long date format. 

 Step 5 - Lottery Numbers Validation

This is the last step before you add numbers to software database.

Please review whether the numbers are correctly shown on the window.

Lottery Numbers Preview Listing

To make any corrections you may go back to any previous wizard window by clicking on the

Previous button.

On this wizard window there is the following option you may use:

Append when Adding

If selected then these new numbers will be appended to existing numbers in game database,

otherwise the previous numbers in database will be erased and replaced with the new ones.

Click the Next button to add or append your numbers to software numbers database.
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9.5 Add Numbers

The Add Numbers window is locate on the main software window and may be opened as

popup down window by clicking on  Add button

The window has a list of your games on left side, on the right side are shown rows with

numbers where you can enter new numbers

When a game is opened and you open this window then opened game will be selected

automatically.

To select other game click mouse on a game name and then enter new numbers

To add entered numbers into a game numbers database click the Add button. 

9.6 Search Numbers

Using this feature of Visual Lottery Analyser you can search past results of a opened game.

You can search the whole drawings history or a numbers from specified time range

You can search for all numbers or just for a few of them

The feature is very easy to use, just open your game and enter the numbers you want to search

for and click Search button to begin.

To open this window, please go to the software main window and click the Tools tab and then

Search button located on the ribbon bar within Lottery Numbers group

To perform a search please follow these steps
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Enter your numbers you want to search for into a first row at the Numbers To Search Grid:

To enter number just click with mouse on a cells and type the numbers, after that hit the enter

key on a keyboard to add numbers.

You may enter many sets of numbers to search for.

In standard games you can enter only a few numbers to search, and leave the remaining

cells with zeros.

You can change the particular entered numbers and start the search again and again

 

 Click the Search button to begin. Numbers that are found will be shown on the Found

Numbers grid.

Those numbers that are found within a drawing numbers will be highlighted with green color

Advanced Search Options:

Match

Here from the drop down list you can select one of the following the search method

All Numbers

When this option is selected then you can search for all numbers to match

For pick games it will search for a straight match, for other games it will search for all

entered numbers to match in any order

Any Numbers

When this option is selected then you can search for any numbers to match

For pick games it will search for a box match, for other games it will search for any entered

numbers to match in any order

Minimum 1 to 10 Numbers

When this option is selected then you can search for the minimum hits to match

For standard games only. It will search for all entered numbers to match in any order and

will show only results when minimum hits are found
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Time Range

Here using the drop down Lottery Numbers Range Selector  you can select the time range

to search.

You can search for numbers within for example past 2 years or all numbers history

 

10 Wheel Systems

10.1 Introduction to Systems

Lottery Wheel Systems are combinations of numbers arranged on the tickets in such a manner

that they will have a guaranteed winner if the drawing results fall within a certain range of

numbers.

The Visual Lottery Analyser's database contains over 2100 systems!

Due to the download size a full database is available as separate download only from this 

download page. 

You may use those systems to create lottery tickets out of them as well.

The whole thing about Wheel systems is that you can replace the source system numbers with

your own, and by that create your destination system. 

This destination system will have your numbers in the same order as the source system does.

You can create your destination system using Create My System  feature with easy visual way.

Wheel systems may cost a little or a lot. 

To lower the cost of using a system you can reduce system by removing unnecessary

combinations.

Yes, if you want to use a Wheel system you do not have to use all of its combinations anymore.

To do so you can apply to the system our filters. All system's combinations that will not match

filters criteria

will be eliminated. In the result you will receive a system that cost less.

You can save created system as lottery tickets and later use them with Check Game Results to

see what 

you have won.

In the Internet you can find plenty of wheel systems. You can incorporate them into our software

easily using System's Editor .

 

If you have a system that is not included in our database please send it to us!

Please use suggest@sprintbit.com address. Thank you. After verification it will be included into

our installation package. 

Other users of our software may use it as well.

 

System Types

Full
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Covers all possible combinations of the selected system. 

Using full system you will have 100% of certainty that you win (if you match all drawn numbers

within the numbers you choose).

The drawback to a full wheeling system is that these wheels produce a large number of tickets

and costs is too high for most people's lotto budget. 

If want to play full system with maximal range of game numbers than usual cost of system is

beyond that what you can win. 

Please note that you may reduce the full system using our filters in Create My System  feature.

Full systems that are included with our software are for example:

4b4 4x 8 F

This system has 561 all possible combinations for a game where 4 numbers are drawn and

range of numbers is 8.

Abbreviated

Does not cover all possible combinations, but guarantees at least one winning ticket if a certain

amount of numbers drawn, fall within your system numbers. 

Abbreviated systems are the most popular and widely used.

They are less costly than full systems but they warrant only that you will match for sure the

minimum guaranteed.

For example

4b4 6x 16 N

This systems is for 16 numbers, for a game where 6 numbers are drawn (6x). The warranty of

this system is 4if4

that means that this system include a combination that give you for sure 4 numbers matched.

The task is that you will need

to choose 16 numbers and within them at least 4 must be the same as the drawn numbers.

Normal system have an N letter in their names.

Pick

Pick systems are full or normal systems but especially designed only for games type of Pick 3 or

Pick 4

3b3 3x 10 FL

This system has 1000 all possible combinations for a Pick 3 game.

Full system have an L letter included in their names.

   

Warranty a term used for describing the minimal warranty of Wheel system

Wheel system combinations are build in certain ways, which guarantees that you will have the

minimum hits guaranteed if the all or some of drawing numbers are matched with system

numbers.

For example: 

3if3 (three if three) means: 

Three hits guaranteed if system numbers will match at least 3 drawing numbers

3if4 (three if four) means: 

Three hits guaranteed if system numbers will match at least 4 drawing numbers.
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3if5 (three if five) means: 

Three hits guaranteed if system numbers will match at least 5 drawing numbers.

4if6 (four if six) means: 

Four hits guaranteed if system numbers will match at least 6 drawing numbers.

5if5 (five if five) means: 

Five hits guaranteed if system numbers will match at least 5 drawing numbers.

5if6 (five if six) means: 

Five hits guaranteed if system numbers will match at least 5 drawing numbers.

5if5 (five if five) means: 

Five hits guaranteed if system numbers will match at least 5 drawing numbers.

 

Numbers Range is a term used for describing for how many numbers system is suitable.

How we name systems:

We are naming our systems in the following way:

Example: 4b4 6x 16 N

4if4 - Warranty of system

Guaranteed X-win if Y of the numbers drawn are in your set of ? numbers.

6X - For how many drawing numbers the system is designated (?X)

16 - For how many numbers on a ticket (system range) the system is designated

N -  System type shortcut

You may use your naming syntax if you want.

10.2 Systems Collection

Systems Collection is a database of your Wheel Systems. It is included in every feature that use

systems. 

To load system to view, use or edit just select system on the systems list, click the Load

System button or double click on a system row directly.

To manage or add new system to collection use Systems Editor  feature138
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Systems are grouped on the list by default by the Lottery Numbers system property, but you can

regroup them in other way.

To group the list, drag with mouse column header and drop onto group-by-box at the top of

the grid.

Please note that you can group more than one column at once.

To un group the list, drag with mouse group header and drop onto a grid.

Other commands:

 Delete 

Deletes selected systems from your database

 Expand

Expands or collapse all groups on the list

 Print

Prints your systems list

See also Data Grid  topic for more information of grid keys and mouse operations180
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10.3 Create My System

10.3.1 Create My System

This feature of Visual Lottery Analyser lets you create your own wheel system based on source

system existing in your systems collection

You can load a wheel system from your systems database and replace its numbers with your

own.

Also, you can reduce the source system combinations by filtering the system using ours special

filters.

To open Create My System window, please go to the software main window and click the

Create My System button located on the ribbon bar within Tools \ Wheel Systems group.

The window is divided into following parts:

Toolbar where all commands are located

Source System Listing - Your loaded wheel system from systems collection  

Destination System Listing - Your loaded wheel system source numbers showing numbers

you used to replace with source numbers

Numbers Replacement  - A numbers selector where you can select source number and

replace with your own

System Filters  - Filters that lets you reduce source system combinations

Systems Collection  - Collection of your system where from you can load your systems

into a Create My System.

   You can work with this feature in three ways:

Replace wheel system's numbers with your own and use full system, but this is very expensive

solution.

Reduce wheel system combinations by applying numerous filters to the system.

Combined way and most powerful way is to use both of the ways described above.

   

Filters are used to reduce wheel systems combinations 

If you want to use a Wheel system then the system cost question is raised. 

Wheel systems costs, each of system combination may be treated as a lottery ticket and as

such does cost.

Even though a wheel system itself is already considered as a "system", we can create a system

out of a system by reducing its combinations by applying filters.

Why to pay for combinations that most likely will not be drawn and will not fit into our analysis

rules. We can use only those combinations that will fit into the rules!. 

For standard games use this tool to reduce the quantity of system combinations in general.

For Pick games use this tool to reduce all combinations of Pick game wheel system to increase

the chances to win significantly.

In Pick 3 game there are 1000 all possible combinations. That means that you have 1:1000

chances to win.

Using this tool you may have very often 1:300~400 of chance to win.
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The main toolbar has three pages System, Tools and Special Filters.

 The following commands are located on the System page

Filters Presets group - commands for applying and managing system filters

Load

Loads selected filters preset from the presets database .

Visual Lottery Analyser use presets system to handle your filters. You can create and store as

many presets of filters as you wish.

    

 New

This command creates a new filters set and shows them on Filters System page.

You can set filters values, conditions and check them to indicate whether you want to use

particular filter or not.

Please note that the newly created filters set is configured accordingly to the opened game

type and properties, so you can see different filters included into a set.

 Save

Saves current filters as filters preset into a database. All your saved presets are shown at Filters

system page on presets list.

 Delete

Deletes selected filters preset from your presets list

Edit - commands for applying system filters

Apply Filters

This button has a submenu with the following commands:

Filter All Combinations

Apply selected filters at System Filters  page to a wheel system. 

To reduce the system you are going to apply filters to the Source System Listing  and the

result of filtering will be shown at Destination System Listing

 If a system combination passes through selected filters criteria then it will be marked as 

Approved on the Destination System Listing, otherwise it will be marked as Rejected.

When you select a combination and when a combination is rejected then software status

bar will show the rejection reason.

Filter Visible Combinations

Apply selected filters at System Filters  page to combinations already shown at
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Destination System Listing. 

This way you can filter down the same wheel system many times.

 If a system combination passes through selected filters criteria then it will be marked as 

Approved otherwise it will be marked as Rejected.

When you select a combination and when a combination is rejected then software status

bar will show the rejection reason.

Reset

This commands resets all values on the My Create System and restores them to its default. All

numbers replacements and filtering status is reset as well.

View Combinations group 

Here you can select which combinations you want to have shown on the Destination System

Listing

After applying filters to the wheel system you can choose to view all combination, approved

combinations or only rejected.

Numbers Replacement Source group

Here you can select where from you want to get replacement numbers for your system.

The following options are available

My Selected Number

Use your own numbers you can select on Numbers Selector at Numbers Replacement  page

Notepad

Import your numbers from Lottery Notepad . Please note that only numbers that you have

marked as 'Yes' numbers are imported.

Random

Visual Lottery Analyser will generate random numbers for you.

The following commands are located on the Tools page

Manage System Data group - commands for managing system data

Anything you do with your wheel system is not saved automatically. 

When you replace your numbers with your own, use filters and you want to keep this data for

use later, you can save it into the system using the command below:

 Save My System Data 

Saves current state of wheel system you are working with. Later when you open your system all

number and filters will be restored to the values you saved the last time.
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If you do not want to use your saved data any longer or you want to have wheel system loaded

fresh, use then the

 Delete My System Data command to delete the data from wheel system.

Tools group - additional tools for Create My System feature

The following tools you can use:

 Save As My Tickets

Saves your destination wheel system to your tickets collection. 

Only those combinations of system that are currently visible on Destination System Listing are

saved.

In that way you can save all wheel system or just combinations that were approved after use

filters.

Which combinations are visible on the destination system listing is determined by View

Combinations selected option.

 Send To Hits Checker

By clicking on this button you can send current system listed on Destination System Listing to

Hits Checker  for further checking.

Print group

Here you can print or export ether Source or Destination system listing

The following commands are located on the Tools page

Timeline Filter

This is a special filter that lets you filter wheel system combinations and show only those

combinations that was not drawn yet.

It will compare each combination of wheel system to selected range of past lottery numbers

and if combination was drawn already then it will be filtered from system.

Using the drop down Time Range  control you can select the drawings time range to search

for.

 Show Not Drawn Combinations

This button has a submenu with the following commands:

Filter All Combinations

Search for not drawn combinations in all wheel system combinations. 

To reduce the system you are going to apply filter to the Source System Listing  and the
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result of filtering will be shown at Destination System Listing

 If a system combination was not drawn then will be listed on the Destination System Listing

Filter Visible Combinations

Search for not drawn combinations in combinations already shown at Destination System

Listing. 

This way you can filter down the same wheel system many times.

This special filter is very useful to use with Pick 3 or Pick 4 games.

Our study shows that many times pick numbers are drawn from numbers that was not drawn in

past year or even two.

10.3.2 Numbers Replacement

 

Numbers Replacement is a part of Create My System feature. 

Here on this window you can select source system number and then choose your own

destination number.

To replace numbers please follow these steps:

Step 1 - Load a system form Systems Collection  

System will be loaded into two

listings located on the left side of 

Create My System window.

Source System Listing 

Your system source combinations.

Destination System Listing 

Your system listing that will show

system combinations and your

replaced numbers. Initially source

and destination listings are the

same. 

 

Step 2 - Select source number
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Replacing source system numbers

with yours is an easy process, you

can select source number in two

ways:

1. Select a number you want to

replace at Source System Listing

2. Select a number you want to

replace at All Numbers selector.

The All Numbers selector as is

shown on picture:

Step 3 - Select destination number

Select your destination number with mouse at Numbers Selector. The Numbers Selector is a

regular Ticket View  shown on this window and you can select your numbers with mouse

click.

Example:

1. Select number 2 at Source System Listing or All Numbers list. 

2. Select number 9 at Numbers Selector and that is all. 

Selected source number is replaced with your number and destination number will be circled in

red color on the Ticket View.

Also the chosen destination number will be highlighted in color on All Numbers view

In the result program will automatically replace all instances of source number with your

selected number on Destination System Listing.

Replaced number will be also highlighted with color at destination system listing.

Source Listing Destination Listing after number was replaced

15
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Tips:

To restore the source number to its original value simply deselect the number at Numbers

Selector by clicking on already selected number again.

 Also to select, replace or restore numbers you can enter the number directly into a All

Numbers cells.

 

Please see another topic Systems Filters  that will describe how use filters to reduce

destination system combinations. 

10.4 Wheels Systems Editor

10.4.1 Wheels System Editor

This feature of Visual Lottery Analyser lets you create new wheel system or edit existing system in

your systems collection

To open Wheels Systems Editor window, please go to the software main window and click the

Systems Editor button located on the ribbon bar within Tools \ Systems group.

The window is divided into following parts:

Toolbar where all commands are located

Edit System  - Your loaded or new system source numbers to edit 

Import Data  - Tools for importing text files with system numbers and convert them into a

wheel system

Systems Collection  - Collection of your system where from you can load your systems into

a Create My System.

10.4.2 Edit System

Edit System is a part of Wheels Systems Editor window and contains tools that lets you to create

new or edit existing Wheel system.

To open Wheels Systems Editor window, please go to the software main window and click the

Systems Editor button located on the ribbon bar within Tools \ Systems group.

To edit existing system please follow these steps:

1. Choose system from your Systems Collection
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2. Edit system data by directly typing new number into numbers cells or use Numbers Selector to

choose new ones.

The Edit Systems window has the following parts

Toolbar

 New System

Creates new system accordingly to properties set at System Properties page. 

To create new system please follows these steps:

1. At System Properties page enter the required system properties

2. Click the New System button to create a system.

3. Add combinations to a system using Add Combination command

4. Enter system combination numbers.

   You can enter numbers in two ways:

Type them directly into cells

Choosing numbers from Numbers Picker.

   Select a starting cell in system combination. 

   Click on a number at Numbers Picker.

   Numbers Selector will move focus to another cell so you can chose number after number.

 Cut

Cuts selected combinations data into a memory. Later the Paste command will move them to a

new selected position

 Copy

Copies selected combinations data into a memory. Later Paste command will copy them to a new

selected position

 Paste 

Paste cut or copied combinations into a new selected position.

 Move Up

Moves up selected combinations

 Move Down

Moves down selected combinations 

 Add Combination

Click to add more combinations to a system. You may enter how many combinations you want to

add into a text box.

 Delete Selected

Deletes selected combinations from system listing

 Save
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Saves or updates currently edited system.

Undo

Undoing the last changes made to the system since it was saved

 Printing edited system

System Properties

On this page you can edit and see the properties of loaded system or enter properties for a new
system.

System Name

Your system name.

Lottery Numbers

Enter a value for how many lottery

numbers (drawings) system is created.

Warranty

The system warranty, you may choose

some predefined names from drop

down list. 

Numbers Range

Enter a value  the system numbers

range. For example if you want to

create system that will cover 20

numbers enter 20 etc.

Type

Choose from drop down list the system

type: Standard, a system for standard

and keno games or Pick for Pick

games.

Combinations

Enter how many combinations the

system does have. You can change it

later by adding more combinations or

remove existing.

Description

Optionally, your system description

Table

Optionally, any additional data. 
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10.4.3 Import Data

Import Data is a part of Wheels Systems Editor window and contains tools that lets you to import

a text file and convert them into a wheel system.

To open Wheels Systems Editor window, please go to the software main window and click the

Systems Editor button located on the ribbon bar within Tools \ Systems group.

When you start to create new Wheel system the most time consuming task would typing in

system combinations numbers.

Visual Lottery Analyser provides this Import data feature so you do not have to type them all

manually. 

You can import system combinations from text file or paste text from clipboard and then parse

text into system combinations.

 

On the left side of Import Data window is navigation bar with a few groups of links and

components.

On the right side of the window is a Text Editor where numbers in the text format are listed.

 

The first group on navigation bar is named 

Tools and includes the following links:

 Import File

Click this button to import a text file from disk

into a text editor.

 Paste From Clipboard

You can paste from Clipboard any text into a

text editor. It may be simple text or text copied

from game's web site that includes

combinations.

 Clean Text  (Deprecated since version 3.5)

If text you have imported is dirty, does have

unnecessary characters you may use this link to

clean the text.

Visual Lottery Analyser will try to clean the text

for as much as possible

 Parse Text  (Deprecated since version 3.5)

Parses text from text editor into system

combinations. 

New combinations will be shown in the Edit

System  window immediately.
 

 Create New System

Parses text from text editor into system

combinations. 
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New combinations will be shown in the Edit

System  window immediately.

The last group on navigation bar is named 

Options and include the following components:

Append

If selected then newly imported combinations

will be appended to the currently listed system,

otherwise

the new system will be created anytime you will

parse the text.

Delimiter (Deprecated since version 3.5)

Here you can specify the delimiter that will be

used to parse the text.

Delimiter, might be any character you enter into

a text box. Usually it is a comma sign , but must

be the same that delimits numbers and date in

imported text. Empty space as delimiter is

allowed.

 

   After successful importing a text you must save the imported system into a database using Save

command at Wheels System Editor toolbar

10.5 Hits Checker

This feature is dedicated to check out how the Wheel System performs. You can check the wheel

system against lottery numbers to see how many hits are possible.

To open Hits Checker window, please go to the software main window and click the Hits Checker

button located on the ribbon bar within Tools \ Wheel Systems group.

To check the wheel systems please follow the following steps

1. Select a system from your Systems Collection list.

2. Open system by double clicking on a system or click the  Open System button located at

the toolbar.

3. Select the Lottery Numbers To Compare options to compare

4. Click the Check Hits button to begin.
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Lottery Numbers To Compare options

Selected Game Numbers

Wheel system is being compared to the selected lottery numbers at Lottery Numbers window

.

Randomly Generated

Wheel system is being compared to lottery numbers randomly generated by the program. The

generated numbers will be shown in My Numbers text box.

My Numbers

Wheel system is being compared to your own numbers.

To use this option please enter your numbers into a text box located on the bottom of the

Lottery Numbers To Compare options.

Drawing numbers should be separated by space.

 

Financial results like total Cost, Profit and Balance will be shown in appropriates text boxes.

 Total hits count and hits count for each prize level will be shown on the prizes list.

113
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11 Filters & Reducing Methods

11.1 Filters & Presets Interface

Filters are available to use through filters presets system
he interface and methods are the same for both features that use them: Create My System
and Create My Tickets

The settings page of filters presets interface showing filters created for specific game type

128
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The Filters list has four columns:

Filter

Filters are grouped into a few groups of filters that have common type

The following filter groups are available:

Numbers

Filters that apply to single game numbers. 

Bonus Numbers

Filters that apply to single game bonus numbers. 

Game Numbers Layout

Filters that apply to the layout numbers of game numbers.

Vertical & Horizontal lines, blocks and groups of numbers...

Game Bonus Numbers Layout

Filters that apply to the layout numbers of game bonus numbers.

Vertical & Horizontal lines, blocks and groups of numbers...

Pick Game Numbers Distribution

Filters that allows to reduce the full wheel system for a Pick game.

Use

Check mark, if selected then filter settings will be applied to system combinations, otherwise

not.

Filter Value
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Various values you can set and that depends on a filter type. For example a value that indicates

how many numbers are allowed in combination to have the combination approved. The filter

value is not always required to be set. 

Condition

Filter condition you can apply to a combination. 

You can select a filter condition from drop down list that will open when you click on a cell.

If particular system combination will match the filter's conditions criteria then the combination

will be approved, otherwise will be rejected.

On the list below are listed all filters but some of them are available only to specific game type.

Presets List

Please see the Filters Conditions  topic for more information about choosing filters conditions

11.2 Pick Games Filtering Guide

In this topic we will go through filters and explain in general how they works and how to set them

up.

These methods apply to wheel system combinations and to lottery ticket numbers

All filters are grouped into a few groups. The following filters groups are available

Numbers , Game Numbers Layout , Pick General Numbers Distribution

Pick Unmatched Numbers Distribution, Pick Pairs Distribution, Pick Triples Distribution

Pick Quadruples Numbers Distribution, Pick All The Same Numbers Distribution

This topic contains links to online tutorials that explains the filters in greater details.

Filters Group - Numbers

This group contains filters for general numbers types  that work with single numbers only.

The following filters are available for Pick game

Contact, Outside, Hot, Cold, Odd, Even

156
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All these filters share the same filters condition you can choose from Condition menu. 

Exclude from Pick 1, Exclude from Pick 2, Exclude from Pick 3, Exclude from Pick 4, Exclude

from Pick 5, Sum Range

All these filters does not have any condition to set

Lets use the following filters:

Contact, Outside, Hot, Cold, Odd, Even

To use particular filter select appropriate Use check mark and enter filter value into a Value cell.

Choose the filter condition from small drop down menu in Condition cell.

For example if you chose to use the Contact filter:

When reducing wheel system combinations the program will examine each of combinations and

check whether approve combination with the Contact  numbers or not.

If Contact numbers are found in  combination numbers then the filter condition will be applied. 

Whether examined combination will be approved or not depending on the Filter Value and

condition type you have selected.

When generating lottery tickets the program will check whether generate ticket with the Contact

 numbers or not.

How many of numbers will be included (if at all) depends on the Filter Value and condition type

you have selected.

Basically it is a good idea to have the combinations or tickets that include all of the general

numbers types.

However you may choose to have combinations or tickets that will consisting only Contact and

Even numbers for example.

In that case on the filters tree select as follows:

Contact - checked to use, Filter condition = Any Value, Filter Value not necessary to enter.

Outside - checked to use, Filter condition = Always Reject, Filter Value not necessary to enter.

Hot - checked to use, Filter condition = Always Reject, Filter Value not necessary to enter.

Cold - checked to use, Filter condition = Always Reject, Filter Value not necessary to enter.

Odd - checked to use, Filter condition = Always Reject, Filter Value not necessary to enter.

Even - checked to use, Filter condition = Any Value, Filter Value not necessary to enter.

In the result you will receive combinations or tickets that will consisting only the Contact and Even

numbers in.

See online tutorial that shows how the conditions and their values work with these filters 

17
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Lets use the following filters:

Exclude from Pick 1, Exclude from Pick 2, Exclude from Pick 3, Exclude from Pick 4, Exclude

from Pick 5

Depending of how many picks are in a Pick game appropriate filters will be shown within filter

group

To use particular filter select appropriate Use check mark and enter filter values into a Value cell.

These filters does not have any conditions to set. you can exclude numbers from all or just

selected Picks.

When reducing wheel system the program will reject all combinations that have in those numbers

that you do not want.

When generating the lottery tickets the program will not generate tickets with those numbers that

you do not want.

See online tutorial that shows how the conditions and their values work with these filters 

Lets use the Sum Range filter

To use this filter select the Use check mark and click on the small A letter icon to open drop down

edit window

Enter into that window one or more sum ranges, each sum range must be entered into a

separate line and range numbers divided by - character

Click OK to close the window.

This filter have two conditions Approve and Reject.

The sum of a particular combination or ticket numbers is the sum of its digits. 

In Pick games sum of combination or ticket numbers like 068 is 14 ( 0+6+8 = 14 )

You may observe the pattern of sum ranges how they occurs using Visual Analyser  feature. 23
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When reducing the wheel combinations you may enter for example  0-10 15-20 etc

This will tell the program that you want to approve or reject all those combinations of which sum

falls into a ranges of either 0-10 or 15-20.

For example when the wheel system combination might be like 2 5 9, which gives us the sum of

16 ( 2+5+9 = 16)

If you have selected the Reject condition then the combination will not be included into a system

you create, because the sum is 16 and you wanted all combinations with sums between 10-100

rejected.

Otherwise the combination will be included.

When generating lottery tickets you may enter for example  5-10 25-30 etc

This will tell the program that you want to approve or reject those tickets of which sum falls into

ranges of either 5-10 or 25-30

In a Pick 3 game there are 27 ranges of sums in which all the combinations falls under.

In a Pick 4 game there are 36 ranges of sums in which all the combinations falls under.

Depending on game properties the sums in Visual Analyser  are combined into groups of 5 or

10 sums together, but here you may enter any ranges you want.

See online tutorial that shows how the conditions and their values work with these filters 

Game Numbers Layout

This group contains filters you may use to filter the wheel system combinations or create tickets

of which numbers are distributed over a Ticket View in certain way as is described in analysis

methods  topics.

The following filters are available for Pick game

Lines Vertical, Above First Number, Between Numbers, Below Last Number, In Contact

All these filters besides Above First Number and Below Last Number share the same filters

condition you can choose from Condition menu. 

Above First Number and Below Last Number filters does not have only one Reject default condition

To use particular filter select appropriate Use check mark and enter filter values into a Value cell.

Lines Horizontal filter is not available in Pick game as one number is always drawn in horizontal

line.

Lines Vertical

Using this filter you can control how many numbers in generated tickets or combinations should

be in vertical lines. 

Not all of conditions may be applied to this filter with success.

Above First Number, Between Numbers, Below Last Number

These filters allow you to approve combinations or create tickets that will have numbers located

on a ticket in certain way.

For example if you choose to use Above First Number filter with Accept condition then all

generated tickets or wheel system combinations will have always at least one number that is

located on a Ticket View above the first number of the last drawing. On the contrary if you use 

Above First Number filter with Reject condition then all generated tickets or wheel system

combinations will NOT have any number above of the first number of the last drawing.

23
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In Contact

This filter also let you to approve combinations or create tickets that will have numbers located

on a ticket in certain way.

Filter works with all numbers in your game so certain conditions cannot be used. Any Value filter

is not working because you cannot make numbers to be in contact with all ticket numbers.

The only two conditions make sense to use with this filter: Reject if more of filter's value or

 Filter Proportionally

For example if you choose Reject if more of filter's value condition and set Filter Value = 1,

then all generated tickets or wheel system combinations will have numbers that are spread over

a Ticket View and no one will be in contact with another.

In another example if you choose Reject if more of filter's value condition and set Filter Value

= 2, then all generated tickets or wheel system combinations will have numbers that will 

contacting on a Ticket View with one number only. 

See online tutorial that shows how the conditions and their values work with these filters 

Pick General Numbers Distribution

The purpose of these filters is to reduce a Pick game full wheel system combinations or create

lottery tickets with numbers that are distributes over a ticket in certain way.

You can filter these systems so they will include combinations consisting of Unmatched, Pairs,

Triples, Quadruples or All The Same numbers only.

Unmatched numbers are the numbers that are all different. 

For example 123, 479, 015, etc... 

Foe example in a Pick 3 game there are exactly 720 combinations of unmatched numbers out of

1000.

Using Visual Analyser  you may notice that in a Pick 3 game numbers are mostly drawn as

unmatched numbers.

Pairs numbers are the combinations in which 2 of the same numbers repeat themselves. 

For example  112, 556, 606, etc

Triples numbers are the combinations in which 3 of the same numbers repeat themselves. 

For example  1112, 5565, 6066, etc

Triple combinations occur in a Pick 4 and Pick 5 game only

Quadruples numbers are the combinations in which 4 of the same numbers repeat themselves. 

For example  11112, 55565, 66066, etc

Quadruple combinations occur in a Pick 5 game only

All The Same numbers are the combinations that consist all the numbers the same. 

For example  111, 222, or 5555 etc

These combinations of numbers are drawn very rarely.

These filters has only one condition to set Reject

To reject particular numbers type select appropriate Use check mark and in the result when

creating tickets or reducing wheel system combinations these numbers will be rejected.

For example if you want to create tickets or have combinations that are build from Unmatched

numbers only then check all of the rest filters to reject them.
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See online tutorial that shows how the conditions and their values work with these filters 

Pick Unmatched Numbers Distribution, Pick Pairs Distribution, Pick Triples Distribution, Pick

Quadruples Numbers Distribution, Pick All The Same Numbers Distribution

The purpose of these filters is to reduce a Pick game full wheel system combinations or create

lottery tickets with numbers that are distributes over a ticket in certain way.

All of them share the same idea and conditions, you can apply them to a pick game numbers

distribution type and filter them more.

Each of groups has the same filters:

Contact, Outside, Hot, Cold, Odd, Even, Contact - Hot, Contact - Cold, Contact - Odd,

Contact - Even, Outside - Hot, Outside - Cold, Outside - Odd, Outside - Even, Hot - Odd,

Hot - Even

To use particular filter select appropriate Use check mark and enter filter value into a Value cell.

Choose the filter condition from small drop down menu in Condition cell. There are two

conditions to choose from: Reject If Any Number and Reject If All Numbers

See online tutorial that shows how the conditions and their values work with these filters 

See also more about conditions Ticket Generating Filters Conditions  and  Wheel System

Filters Conditions

11.3 Standard & Keno Filtering Guide

In this topic we will go through filters and explain in general how they works and how to set them

up.

These methods apply to wheel system combinations and to lottery ticket numbers

All filters are grouped into a few groups. The following filters groups are available

Numbers , Game Numbers Layout

This topic contains links to online tutorials that explains the filters in greater details.

Filters Group - Numbers

This group contains filters for general numbers types  that work with single numbers only.

The following filters are available for Pick game

Contact, Outside, Hot, Cold, Odd, Even

All these filters share the same filters condition you can choose from Condition menu. 

Exclude, Sum Range

All these filters does not have any condition to set

Lets use the following filters:

Contact, Outside, Hot, Cold, Odd, Even
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To use particular filter select appropriate Use check mark and enter filter value into a Value cell.

Choose the filter condition from small drop down menu in Condition cell.

For example if you chose to use the Contact filter:

When reducing wheel system combinations the program will examine each of combinations and

check whether approve combination with the Contact  numbers or not.

If Contact numbers are found in  combination numbers then the filter condition will be applied. 

Whether examined combination will be approved or not depending on the Filter Value and

condition type you have selected.

When generating lottery tickets the program will check whether generate ticket with the Contact

 numbers or not.

How many of numbers will be included (if at all) depends on the Filter Value and condition type

you have selected.

Basically it is a good idea to have the combinations or tickets that include all of the general

numbers types.

However you may choose to have combinations or tickets that will consisting only Contact and

Even numbers for example.

In that case on the filters tree select as follows:

Contact - checked to use, Filter condition = Any Value, Filter Value not necessary to enter.

Outside - checked to use, Filter condition = Always Reject, Filter Value not necessary to enter.

Hot - checked to use, Filter condition = Always Reject, Filter Value not necessary to enter.

Cold - checked to use, Filter condition = Always Reject, Filter Value not necessary to enter.

Odd - checked to use, Filter condition = Always Reject, Filter Value not necessary to enter.

Even - checked to use, Filter condition = Any Value, Filter Value not necessary to enter.

In the result you will receive combinations or tickets that will consisting only the Contact and Even

numbers in.

See online tutorial that shows how the conditions and their values work with these filters 

Lets use the Exclude filters

To use the filter check Use check mark and enter numbers to exclude into a Value cell.

This filter does not have any conditions to set. 

17
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When reducing wheel system the program will reject all combinations that have in those numbers

that you do not want.

When generating the lottery tickets the program will not generate tickets with those numbers that

you do not want.

See online tutorial that shows how the conditions and their values work with these filters 

Lets use the Sum Range filter

To use this filter select the Use check mark and click on the small A letter icon to open drop down

edit window

Enter into that window one or more sum ranges, each sum range must be entered into a

separate line and range numbers divided by - character

Click OK to close the window.

This filter have two conditions Approve and Reject.

The sum of a particular combination or ticket numbers is the sum of its digits. 

In games sum of combination or ticket numbers like for example; 2 6 14 28 59 is 109 ( 2+6+14

+28+59 = 109 )

You may observe the pattern of sum ranges how they occurs using Visual Analyser  feature. 

When reducing the wheel combinations you may enter for example  0-10 15-20 etc

This will tell the program that you want to approve or reject all those combinations of which sum

falls into a ranges of either 0-10 or 15-20.

For example when the wheel system combination might be like 2 5 9, which gives us the sum of

16 ( 2+5+9 = 16)

If you have selected the Reject condition then the combination will not be included into a system

you create, because the sum is 16 and you wanted all combinations with sums between 10-100

rejected.

Otherwise the combination will be included.

When generating lottery tickets you may enter for example  5-10 25-30 etc

This will tell the program that you want to approve or reject those tickets of which sum falls into

ranges of either 5-10 or 25-30

Depending on game properties the sums in Visual Analyser  are combined into groups of 5 or

10 sums together, but here you may enter any ranges you want.

23
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See online tutorial that shows how the conditions and their values work with these filters 

Game Numbers Layout

This group contains filters you may use to filter the wheel system combinations or create tickets

of which numbers are distributed over a Ticket View in certain way as is described in analysis

methods  topics.

The following filters are available for Pick game

Lines Horizontal, Lines Vertical

Using these filters you can control how many numbers generated tickets or combinations should

have in horizontal or vertical lines. 

Not all of conditions may be applied to these filters, In pick games there is only one number

drawn in horizontal lines so the program will not use that horizontal lines filter.

In some game there are more lines then numbers may be placed on. Basically, only Reject if

more of filter's value and  Filter Proportionally conditions make sense to use here.

Using Reject if more of filter's value condition with Filter Value = 2 you may for example

create tickets that will not have more than 2 numbers on any of either horizontal or vertical lines.

To use particular filter select appropriate Use check mark and enter filter values into a Value cell.

Above First Number, Between Numbers, Below Last Number

These filters allow you to approve combinations or create tickets that will have numbers located

on a ticket in certain way.

For example if you choose to use Above First Number filter with Accept condition then all

generated tickets or wheel system combinations will have always at least one number that is

located on a Ticket View above the first number of the last drawing. On the contrary if you use 

Above First Number filter with Reject condition then all generated tickets or wheel system

combinations will NOT have any number above of the first number of the last drawing.

In Contact

This filter also let you to approve combinations or create tickets that will have numbers located

on a ticket in certain way.

Filter works with all numbers in your game so certain conditions cannot be used. Any Value filter

is not working because you cannot make numbers to be in contact with all ticket numbers.

The only two conditions make sense to use with this filter: Reject if more of filter's value or

 Filter Proportionally

For example if you choose Reject if more of filter's value condition and set Filter Value = 1,

then all generated tickets or wheel system combinations will have numbers that are spread over

a Ticket View and no one will be in contact with another.

In another example if you choose Reject if more of filter's value condition and set Filter Value

= 2, then all generated tickets or wheel system combinations will have numbers that will 

contacting on a Ticket View with one number only. 

Not all of conditions may be applied to these filters with success.

See online tutorial that shows how the conditions and their values work with these filters 
 

See also more about conditions Ticket Generating Filters Conditions  and  Wheel System

Filters Conditions
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11.4 Ticket Generating Filters Conditions

If you are going to generate lottery tickets using Tickets Advanced Generator  you may apply

filters to improve the quality of generated tickets.

 

Each filter may have its own condition assigned, to choose a condition for a particular filter

please select filter on Condition column.

The following filters are available:

Any Value

If this filter condition is selected then generated tickets will consisting at least one of required

number types. 

Let's say that it is a good idea to have tickets that must include some of Contact, some of

Outside and a few of Hot and Cold numbers.

To do so just check the Contact, Outside, Hot and Cold check marks under the Numbers group

and set the Any Value condition for all of them.

In the result you will have tickets that will include at least one of each numbers of those types.

This is very flexible condition type to use because allows generating tickets that may have various

quantities of different number types.

If you want to generate tickets and do not know how many numbers to include then this is a best

option to go with.

Match filter's value

If this condition is selected then generated tickets will have only the exact quantity of numbers.

For example, if there is an Outside type of number checked and the Filter Value is set to 3 then

ticket will have exactly 3 numbers of Outside number types included.

Reject if more of filter's value

If this condition is selected then tickets will not have more numbers than is set in the Filter's Value

cell.

For example if you want to generate tickets that must consist some of the Contact numbers but

no more than 4, select the Contact check mark and enter 4 as Filter Value.

Reject if less of filter's value

If this condition is selected then tickets will  have more number than is set in the Filter Value cell.

For example if you want to generate tickets that must consist some of the Contact numbers but

always more than 2, select the Contact check mark and enter 2 as Filter Value.

Filter Proportionally

This is rather a flexible condition that you can use to create tickets. This condition is provided

rather to use when you create a filters preset that may be used for many games, you can apply

them to different games without changing filters values all the time.

It works almost exactly in the same way like the Reject if more of filter's value condition does.

The only difference is that in the Reject if more of filter's value condition you must provide exact

filter value but here you can provide a percentage value.

You can set in percent how much of Contact numbers to include into a ticket.

85
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The program will count automatically the percentage value and apply the value as a filter value.

For example you may enter 70 as percent value and in the result generated ticket will not have

more than 70% of all numbers as Contact numbers

but they may have for example 60% of Contact numbers and 40% of Outside numbers etc.

Always Reject

If this condition is selected then tickets will never include any of selected number types.

For example if you want to generate tickets that will not have any of Odd numbers then check the

Odd check mark and select this condition, in the result your tickets will be generated without Odd

numbers.

 

All the filters and conditions may be used altogether.

11.5 Wheel System Filters Conditions

If you are going to reduce the wheel system combinations you may apply filters to improve the

quality of the end wheel system.

 

Each filter may have its own condition assigned, to choose a condition for a particular filter

please select filter on Condition column.

The following filters are available:

Any Value

If this filter condition is selected then:

When checking out the wheel system combinations, the combinations will be checked whether

they have at least one of required numbers or not. 

If yes then the combination will be approved, otherwise not.

This is very flexible condition type to use because allows approving combinations that may have

several of different number types.

For example if you want to create a system in which all combinations must include selected type

numbers, and you do not know how many numbers to include,

then this is a best option to go with.

Let's say that it is a good idea to have combinations in system that must include some of

Contact, some of Outside and a few of Hot and Cold numbers.

To do so just check the Contact, Outside, Hot and Cold check marks under the Numbers group

and set the Any Value condition for all of them.

In the result you will have all combinations in your system that will include at least one of those

numbers.

Match filter's value

If this condition is selected and reducing the wheel system then approved combinations will

include only the exact quantity of numbers set in Filter Values cell.

For example, if there is Outside type of number checked and the Filter Value is set to 3 then if

examined combination has more or less than 3 numbers of Outside number types then the

combination will be rejected.

In the other words only those combinations that have exactly 3 numbers of Outside number
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types are going to be accepted.

Reject if more of filter's value

If this condition is selected then combination will be approved when consists less numbers than

the value set in Filter Values cell allows.

That also means if checked combinations have more numbers than filter's value then the

combination will be rejected.

Reject if less of filter's value

If this condition is selected then combination will be approved when consists more numbers than

the value set in Filter Values cell allows.

That also means if checked combinations have less numbers than filter's value then the

combination will be rejected.

Filter Proportionally

This is rather a flexible condition that you can use to filtering the system.

You can set in percent how much of numbers to allow having the combination approved.

The program will count automatically the percentage value of numbers of balls drawn in a game,

and apply the value as a filter value.

For example you may enter 70 as percent value and if any of checked system's combination will

have more than 70% of selected number types then it will be rejected.

This condition works in the same way like Reject if more of filter's value condition above. 

This condition is provided rather for the convenience, you may apply it to different games

without changing filters values all the time.

In other filters you had to enter the filter value, here you do not have to enter any of filter values

but choose only the filter condition.

Accept

If system's combination will match filter value then system combination will be approved.

Reject

If system's combination will match filter value then system combination will be rejected.

Always Reject

If wheel system combination match checked filter type then combination will be rejected.

The following conditions apply only when reducing Pick game systems:

 Reject If Any Number

If you choose this contrition then all combinations that have at least one of the selected numbers

type or types will be rejected.

For example if you choose from Unmatched filters group Contact<> Cold filter, and if a system

combination will consist at least one Contact and one Cold number then combination will be

rejected.

Reject If All Numbers

If you choose this contrition then all combinations that have ALL of the selected number type or

types will be rejected.
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For example if you choose from Unmatched filters group Contact<> Cold filter, and if a system

combination will consist all numbers that are Contact and Cold as well then combination will be

rejected.

All those filters and conditions may be used altogether.

12 Statistics & Reports

12.1 Financial & Hits Statistics

Financial & Hits Statistics feature is for keeping your games financial & hits data.

To open Financial & Hits Statistics window, please go to the software main window and click the 

Financial Statistics button located on the ribbon bar within Tools \ Reports group.

To update your financial data select the game you want to update at the Financial Statistics

games list.

There are three methods to update the game financial values:

 

Method 1 

Use controls located within Update Finance

group, see the picture:

Change the cost or profit value using small

arrows or enter new value to add into a

second text box. To add new value click

the  button or hit the Enter key on

keyboard.

Method 2 

Type new value directly in statistics grid

cell.

Method 3

Use built-in calculator. 

To open calculator click on a cell you want

to edit, click on a small arrow button.

To add new value click + , select the

amount, click = to finish.

 

To update hits data select the game you want to at the Financial Statistics games list.

Select the Hits Statistics Tab on the top of the window to display the data grid.

The data grid show the same prizes & hits descriptions as Game Hits & Prizes Editor  does

have with additional Total Hits and Hits Type columns. 

There are two methods to update hits count:

95
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Method 1 

Type new number directly in hits grid.

Method 2

Use built-in calculator. 

To open calculator click on a cell you want

to edit, click on a small arrow button.

To add new numbers click + , select then

amount, click = to finish.

Other components on the window are

Internet Address

Here you can enter an Internet address, it may be for example the page with the game payouts.

To launch a web page double click on an address in statistics grid or click the icon located on

the right side of the Internet Address box

 Chart
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The chart is showing Cost, Profit and

Balance data for all games.

Within this group there are three buttons

that allows to switch between the data type

being shown on a chart.

By checking or unchecking these buttons

you can make the Cost, Balance or Profit

data visible on chart or not.

 Prin t Statistics, Prin t Chart, Prin t H i ts

Opens a Print Preview w where you can print the data or export to an external form such PDF,

CSV, HTM and other

 Chart Options

Opens a Chart Wizard where you can customize your chart view.

The chart customization is retained when the option Restore Layouts is checked at General

options window

12.2 Numbers Report

Visual Lottery Analyser is a program that using graphical visualization as much as possible to

show and analyze lottery games. 

That is better and faster to draw conclusions but we do not forget however about traditional way

of showing game analysis.

Numbers Report feature presents some of game numbers analysis and theirs summary in a form

of numbers reports.

The following reports are available: (In new version there is one report now, but we will add

more soon)

Ticket Numbers

Analyze all game numbers and showing theirs occurrences (divided into a group of numbers as

well),
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intervals between drawings and the last time when a number was picked.

To open Numbers Report window, please go to the software main window and click the 

Numbers Report button located on the ribbon bar within Reports group.

To create a report clicks the Create button. How many past drawings are analyzed depend on

software option: Drawings Range To Analyze.

By default Visual Lottery Analyzer analyzes 80 drawings. You may change the in the software

Options window.

The generated report is being shown on a data grid:

Number

This column shows all game ticket numbers and bonus numbers as well when games have them.

In Pick games the report will be broken into a Picks and each Pick's numbers shown separately.

Occurrences

Under this group you can see how often the particular number has been drawn

Total - Total count of occurrences of number

Contact - Total count of occurrences of number drawn as a Contact number

Outside - Total count of occurrences of number drawn as an Outside number

Hot - Total count of occurrences of number drawn as a Hot number

Cold - Total count of occurrences of number drawn as a Cold number

Interval

Here in this group the report will show the intervals of when the numbers were drawn

Visual Lottery Analyser is a program that using visualization as much as possible to show and

analyze lottery

games. That is better and faster to draw conclusions but we do not forget however about

traditional way of showing game analysis.
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Numbers Report feature presents some of game numbers analysis and theirs summary 

in a form of numbers reports.

The following reports are available: (In new version there is one report now, but we will add

more soon)

Ticket Numbers

Analyzing all game numbers and showing theirs occurrences (divided into a group of numbers

as well),

intervals between drawings and the last time when a number was picked.

To open Numbers Report window, please go to the software main window and click the 

Numbers Report button located on the ribbon bar within Reports group.

To create a report clicks the Create button. How many past drawings are analyzed depend on

software option: Drawings Range To Analyze.

By default Visual Lottery Analyzer analyzes 80 drawings. You may change the in the software

Options window.

The generated report is being shown on a data grid:

Number

This column shows all game ticket numbers and bonus numbers as well when games have them.

In Pick games the report will be broken into a Picks and each Pick's numbers shown separately.

Occurrences

Under this group you can see how often the particular number has been drawn

Total - Total count of occurrences of number

Contact - Total count of occurrences of number drawn as a Contact number

Outside - Total count of occurrences of number drawn as an Outside number

Hot - Total count of occurrences of number drawn as a Hot number

Cold - Total count of occurrences of number drawn as a Cold number
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Interval

Here in this group the report will show the intervals of when the numbers were drawn

Max - Maximum interval, what was the longer time between occurrences of a number

Avg - Average interval, how often number is occurring in analyzed drawings range

Min - Minimum interval, what was the shorter time between occurrences of a number

Period

Last Draw -  When the number was drawn last time.

Period

Last Draw -  When the number was drawn last time.

13 Options

13.1 General

  

The options that affect the functionality and behavior of The Visual Lottery Analyser can be set

by using control available in this window. 

Here are some general options for the software

To open a general options window click on the General button located at main software

window ribbon bar in Software\Options group 

Restore layout

       If selected then program will remember state of important toolbar buttons, last selected items

in drop down lists, width of data grid columns and such properties that would restore software

to the state when you exit it.

Show startup screen

If selected then The Visual Lottery Analyser will display Startup Screen at the startup

Show tool tips

If selected then when a mouse is entering over software control, toolbar button etc then the

tips will be shown over the selected component.

Show welcome screen

If checked then The Visual Lottery Analyser will display at the startup 

Welcome Screen when program is ready to use.

Standalone windows

Check in drop down list which windows you want to have opened as standalone windows.

If window is not selected then will be opened within main software window (MDI window)

Restore window position

     If selected then program will remember size, positions and state of all program windows.

     This option apply only to windows that are opened as standalone windows
 

13.2 View

The visual options of some of interface components of Visual Lottery Analyser  can be set by

using this window. 

Here are some general options for the software
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To open a view options window click on the View button located at main software window

ribbon bar in Software\Options group.

To set a property value use associated editors with options rows. Each row has a check mark,

text box or drop down menu associated.

Row's editor may be not visible all the time but only when you click on a row.

Font 

Font name

Sets the font for all software components. To choose a font click on a row and choose a font

from a drop down list.

Also you can type the font name directly into a cell. 

Font properties

When this row is selected then a font properties button will appear on the right side of the

row.

Click that button to open a dialog window where you can set the font style, size and set the

font name as well.

Grid View

Many of software feature use grids to show their data. These grids are called very often as lists

Grids use a style model to simplify customization of grid's appearance. here you can set some

of the options to change the appearance of grids.

Use odd-even rows style

     The Grid can alternate background colors for its rows The Even Odd Style property controls

how is this alternating applied. Set whether even-odd style is used or not.

Enable odd row appearance

If you have enabled Use odd-even rows style then you can also control whether a grid will

paint all rows or not. check this check mark to enable odd rows to be painted.

Enable even appearance

If you have enabled Use odd-even rows style then you can also control whether a grid will

paint all rows or not. check this check mark to enable even rows to be painted.

These two options above do not have effects with every skin style that is used in software

Use background picture

If selected then program will use the background picture for grids. 

Picture location

When this row is selected then an open file button will appear on the right side of the row.

Click that button to open a dialog windows where from you can choose an image file to show

as grid background.

Picture alpha styles editor

The alpha blending feature enables you to enhance the appearance of the grid background by

painting its elements using transparency.

For instance, you can change the appearance of column headers, rows, cells etc. To change it,
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first you have to set a background picture an enable Use background picture property, next

you can use a slider to set the transparency of particular element.

Notepad

Mark Yes - Color for numbers marked as Yes

Mark Unknown - Color for numbers marked as Unknown

Mark No - Color for numbers marked as No

Ticket View Style

Here you may choose in which color  particular elements of ticket view is being painted.

You may observe the changes directly in opened Ticket View window.

The following ticket layout elements colors you can configure:

Lottery Numbers

The lottery numbers that are drawn in a game. Not the bonus numbers.

By default these numbers are painted as big red squares.

New Lottery Numbers (drawn on previous)

When ticket view is in 2X mode then the new numbers are painted using this property

color.

By default these numbers are painted as big blue bold borders around ticket numbers.

Contact Numbers

Here you can choose color for the contact numbers

On sample picture below they are painted in blue color
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Outside Numbers

Here you can choose color for the outside numbers

On sample picture above they are painted in light brown similar color

Hot Numbers

Here you can choose color for the hot numbers. By default these numbers are painted in

white.

On first sample picture above you can see the actual numbers in white color

Cold Numbers

Here you can choose color for the cold numbers. By default these numbers are painted in

black.

On first sample picture above you can see the actual numbers in black color

Wheel System & Tickets Numbers

Here you can choose color for the wheel system numbers. By default these numbers are

painted in yellow.

By default these numbers are painted as big crosses on ticket numbers.

Whenever you select tickets numbers or wheel system combination then those numbers will

be shown on software ticket layout in color you set here

User Selected Numbers

Here you can choose color for the numbers you selecting on numbers selectors. For

example when using Tickets Advanced Generator you need to select your own numbers.

By default these numbers are painted on ticket numbers as big circles in light red color.

Bonus Same Pool 1X

The bonus lottery numbers that are drawn in a game when they are drawn from the same

pool. 

By default these numbers are painted as big red squares with lighter color than regular

numbers.
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Bonus Same Pool 2X

When ticket view is in 2X mode then the bonus new numbers are painted using this

property color.

By default these numbers are painted as big blue bold borders around ticket numbers with

lighter color than regular bonus numbers.

Background

Here you can choose color for the ticket background

 

Graphical Analyser

Analyser's background - Color for diagram's background on visual analyser screen

Diagram Title Fore Color, Diagram Title Back Color - Colors for diagram title and also

analysis method.

Legend Fore, Legend Background Legend Background - Color for diagrams legends shown

on left and right side of diagram.

Analyser's Point Style

Here you can choose point style for diagrams. Points can be painted as Ellipse, Rectangle or

use an external picture

When you use point styles; Ellipse or Rectangle then you can choose color for the point from

the next row property cell.

To use picture click on third cell in property row and select a small picture from disk.
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13.3 Lottery

 

The Lottery analysis and other game options of Visual Lottery Analyser  can be set by using this

window. 

To open a lottery options window click on the Lottery button located at main software window

ribbon bar in Software\Options group.

Numbers range to analyze

Here you can specify how many past lottery numbers (drawings) you want to analyze at once in

one range.

By default program analyzes 100 drawings from position 1 (the latest drawing) to 100 past

drawings

This is recommended setting.

You may enter 1 to 1000 or even more if you want to, however you must have enough of

numbers entered into a database and powerful computer to handle that much data.

Visual Analyser  can switch between ranges so you can analyze thousand and thousand of

lottery numbers.

Sample numbers to create

If your game does not have enough of lottery numbers in database or you want to create a

sample lottery numbers then you can specify here how many of them to add.

Load last game at startup

If selected then last game will be loaded automatically at the program startup. 

Load last used wheel system at startup

If selected then last used Wheel system will be loaded. into a Wheel Systems Editor 
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14 Other Features

14.1 Ticket Window

  

The Ticket View window is showing currently opened game's Ticket View

On the top of the Ticket window there is a toolbar with the following buttons:

 Lottery Numbers Display Mode 1x/2x

Ticket View can show the lottery numbers (drawings) in two modes 1X or 2X.

Click this button to switch between modes and see the game lottery numbers  as current or

new numbers placed on previous numbers.

In mode 1X only selected drawing numbers are

shown. 

In the sample picture the following drawing numbers:

3,6,22,32,45,49 are shown as red fields.

In mode 2X two previous lottery numbers are shown.

The currently selected numbers are put on the top of

previous drawing numbers.

This way you can see how the newest numbers relate

to the previous ones.

In the sample picture the currently selected numbers

(3,6,22,32,45,49) are shown as blue border and the

previous numbers (1,11,23,28,30,41) are shown as red

fields.

To better understand try it in practice by selecting

numbers on Lottery Numbers  window. 

15
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 Contact Numbers Display Mode 

Select this button to show or hide Contact numbers on the ticket view.

If selected then Contact numbers are visible and Ticket View will looks like in the pictures below

otherwise like in the pictures above.

The Ticket View in 1X mode showing

selected numbers and their contact

numbers.

The Ticket View in 2X mode showing selected numbers (blue

borders) put on previous drawing numbers with their

contact numbers.

 Hot Numbers Display Mode 

Select this button to show or hide Hot numbers on the ticket view.

The Hot numbers are show in white color and the Cold numbers remains in black color on a

Ticket View.

The Ticket View in 1X mode showing

selected numbers and all Hot

numbers show in white.

The Ticket View in 2X mode showing selected numbers (blue

borders) put on previous drawing with all hot numbers.
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 Fit To Window

Check this button to have Ticket View fit into its window side permanently

 Numbers Preview

If checked then the ticket will show you the numbers provided by Visual Analyser , Numbers

Report  or any other feature that supports numbers previewing.

 First Drawing

This command moves the focus to first drawing in you Drawings .

 Previous Numbers and  Next Numbers

These commands moves between lottery numbers on Lottery Numbers  window

Other:

Window can be docked to the edge of other software windows or be floating over the screen.

This window is opened by Visual Lottery Analyser by default but you can hide it by clicking on X

button. To make the window visible again please slick on the tab Interface and the select from

menu Ticket the Ticket window location.

You can also use Drag & Drop operation: place a mouse on the Ticket View title bar, click left

mouse button, hold and drag window to desired position.

14.2 Notepad

Lottery Notepad is an additional feature dedicated to make your work with lottery game easier.

It is very useful to use along with Visual Analyser  to make notes and mark the numbers you

think may or may not occur.

To open Notepad window, please go to the software main window and click the Notepad button

located on the ribbon bar within Analysers group.

You can mark any number on a Notepad's Ticket View with left mouse just by clicking on it.

On the bottom of the window there is a text editor where you can enter your notes.

You can mark numbers that will be probably

drawn as YES, numbers that have UNKNOWN

status or numbers that you think will not be

drawn as NO. 

There are four buttons on the toolbar that lets

you select what kind of a mark you want to use:

If you check green button then any number you

select on a Ticket view will be marked as YES

and circled in green color. 
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If you check yellow button then any number you

select on a Ticket view will be marked as

UNKNOWN and circled in yellow color. 

If you check red button then any number you

select on a Ticket view will be marked as NO

and circled in red color. 

If you check white button then any number you

select on a Ticket view will be un-marked

 Clear

Clears all notepad markings on the ticket view

 Save

Saves your game notes and notepad markings

 Create Tickets

You can create lottery tickets for your game directly using selected numbers.

There are two options available:

1. Create tickets that have numbers marked as YES only

2. Create tickets that have numbers marked as YES and UNKNOWN

Created tickets, they of course will be a smart tickets. Created accordingly to the analysis rules

used 

by our software. 

However you do not need to use this feature at all, but if you do here are a few tips what you

can do with

the numbers you have marked:

Enter some of them manually into your tickets (see Create My Tickets )

Use with Tickets Advanced Generator  as a numbers source 

Import from Notepad option is available.

Use with Create My System  as a numbers source for Wheel system. 

Import from Notepad option is available.
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14.3 Favorites

The Favorites feature allows to collect some the most used software settings for further reuse.

 

Add

When you click the Add button then the settings from a software interface that use the Favorites

will be saved for further reuse.

New item in favorites list will be created, you can enter the item name and description.

Open

When you click the Open button the selected settings will be loaded into a software interface that

use the Favorites.

New Category

Creates new category in list. New category is created as a child category of selected category.

Delete

Deletes selected item or category along with all items in.

14.4 Check For Update

 

Check For Update feature let you check if software update is available.

To open its window, please go to the software main window and click the Check For Update

button located on the ribbon bar within Help group.

To check click the Check For Update button,

If new version is available then text box will show the message otherwise "You have the latest

version" message will appear.

It may take several seconds or one minute to connect to our server and receive server response.

Please be patient, software will not be responding during this time.

Download Full Version

Start downloading software installer that includes all files.
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14.5 Databases Maintenance

The Database Management & maintenance feature is dedicated to you manage yours software

database files.

To open a its window click on the  Database Management button located at main software

window ribbon bar in Software\Tools group

Select Database

Here you can select which database you want to maintain. You can select one particular

database from drop down list, if you do not select then all files are processed.

Backup Location

Here you can enter or select folder where you want to keep copies of your databases. To

select a folder please click on a small folder icon on the right edge of text box

Backup

Copies all or selected database to your backup folder. We recommend to use this function

periodically to create a copies of all databases.

Restore

Restores all or selected database from your backup folder.

New

Creates all new or selected new database. Use only if you want to drop the old database files.

Shrink & Compact

We provide these commands for advance use because some users are very familiar with these

things and they might want to use them.

The software databases have built-in Auto Shrink mechanism so for normal software usage

you do not have to learn about things described in this topic. 

You use the Shrink or Compact methods to reclaim space in the database file.

Database files can grow quickly as you use them, sometimes impeding performance.
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As you add and update data and change its design, a database file becomes larger. Databases

create temporary, hidden objects to accomplish various asks. Sometimes, these temporary

objects remain in your database after software no longer needs them. When you delete a

database object, the disk space that the object occupied is not automatically reclaimed -  the

database file still uses that disk space, even though the object is deleted.  As your database file

fills up with the remains of temporary and deleted objects, its performance can degrade.

Objects may open more slowly, queries may take longer than normal to run, and typical

operations generally seem to take longer.

The difference between Shrink & Compact methods:

When you shrink the database then software will work on your database file directly by

reclaiming wasted space in the database by moving empty and unallocated pages to the end

of the file, and then truncating the file. When you compact a database then software create a

new database, and then copy all objects from the source database to the new database.

When to use these methods:

You can shrink or compact your databases when 

1. You edit database data frequently. 

     For example you may use shrink command on LotteryDraws.sdf database file as you update

game lottery numbers frequently 

     Some database files like WheelSystems.sdf (keeps wheel systems properties) do not have

to be shrunken or compacted probably never.

2. Database file become very large

    All software database files have capacity of 4GB. For normal software usage this is more

than enough, however if you feel that the database file become too large you may try shrink it.

    The auto shrink mechanism will shrink the database automatically when wasted space

exceeds 50% of database file anyway.

Note: Compacting or Shrinking does not compress your data -  it makes your database file

smaller by eliminating unused space.

Repair

The database file can also occasionally become corrupted or damaged. 

If a database file becomes corrupted, you can try to recover the database file by using the

Repair  method. The Repair method scans the database and will try to recover corrupted data.

When you use this method the verification process will start first to check if database is

corrupted and needs to be repaired

Using this command does not guarantee that the data recovered in whole or will be free of

logical corruption.

Always make a backup before the compact or repair process, software may truncate some

data from tables that are damaged. 

To manage the databases you can also use Microsoft SQL Management Studio which is

available free as a part of Microsoft SQL 2005 or 2008 Server Express Free Edition
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14.6 Lottery Numbers Range Selector

Using this selector you can choose a range of lottery numbers (drawings) to use with the

following software features:

Search Numbers

Sets range of drawings to search

Numbers Report

Sets range of drawings to analyze

Create My System

Sets range of dates to filter a system

How to set range

To set a range you can use one of the following methods:

Slider, move the slider from left side to right side.

Enter drawings position into a From and To text boxes

Select dates. Click on small arrows in Date From and Date To controls to choose a dates

range

Set range by choosing a shortcut, many shortcuts are available, you can fast and easy set

range to some months or years ago, or just the whole numbers history.

When choosing a drawings range you are choosing from newest drawings to oldest drawings

as the drawings are shown on Lottery Numbers window

The first drawings at position 1 are the newest (latest) numbers and then past ones till the last

one.
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15 Key Shortcuts & Mouse Operations

15.1 Shortcut Keys

Visual Lottery Analyser Main Window

Ribbon Bar Keys Shortcuts Tips - F10

When you press F10 then Ribbon Bar will show key shortcuts of the control, following the keys

you can switch between groups or open software features.

Visual Analyser

Next Analysis - Page Down

Previous Analysis - Page Up

Next Analysis Range - Ctrl + Page Down

Previous Analysis Range - Ctrl + Page Up

First Analysis Range - Home
All - F2
Contact - F3
Outside - F4
Hot - F5
Cold - F6
Even - F7
Odd - F8
Custom Analsis - F12
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Games Database

Open Game -  Ctrl+O

Close Game - Ctrl+Q

Add Keno Game - F6

Add Standard Game - F7

Add Pick Game - F8

Remove Selected Games - Ctrl+D

Remove All Games - Ctrl+Delete

Visit Game's Site - F9

Add Prize - F12

Remove Selected Prizes - Alt+D

Remove All Prizes - Alt+Delete

Print Games - Ctrl+P

Add Game Wizard

Back - F5

Next - F6

Check Game Results

Check Default Tickets - F5

Check Tickets - F6

Update Statistics - F12

Lottery Numbers Manager

Add New Numbers - F8

Generate Sample Drawings - F12

Remove Selected - Ctrl+D

Remove All - Ctrl+Delete

Set Dates - F5

Lottery Numbers Import Wizard

Import File - Ctrl+I

Paste From Clipboard (when text editor is focused)- Ctrl+V 

Clean Text - F6

Parse Text - F7

Replace - F11

Replace All - F12

Add To Drawings Database - F9

Financial & Hits Statistics

Print Statistics - Ctrl+P

Print Hits - Alt+P

Char Cost Legend - F5

Char Profit Legend - F6

Char Balance Legend - F7

Notepad

Clear Game Numbers - F5

Clear Bonus Numbers - F6
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Game Mark As Yes - Ctrl+1

Bonus Mark As Yes - Alt+1

Game Mark As Unknown - Ctrl+2

Bonus Mark As Unknown - Alt+2

Game Mark As NO - Ctrl+3

Bonus Mark As NO - Alt+3

Clear Game Marks - Ctrl+4

Clear Bonus Marks - Alt+4

Save Notepad Data - Ctrl+S

Create Tickets From Yes - Ctrl+T

Create Tickets From Yes & Unknown -Alt+T

Numbers Report

Create Report - F5

Print - Ctrl+P

Tickets Advanced Generator

Generate - F5

Save Tickets - Ctrl+S

Add Ticket - F6

Clear Numbers - Ctrl+E

Print - Ctrl+P

Create My Tickets

Create - F5

Save Tickets - Ctrl+S

Add Ticket - F6

Print - Ctrl+P

Manage My Tickets

Check Game Results - F5

Delete Selected Tickets Sets - Ctrl+D

Delete All Tickets Sets - Ctrl+Delete

Set As Default - F12

Add Numbers - F6

Delete Selected Tickets - Alt+D

Print - Ctrl+P

15.2 Wheel Systems Keys

The following shortcut keys are available in all of features that use math systems: 

Create My System , Systems Editor , Systems Collection

Create My System Keys

Reset -  Ctrl+R

Filter - F5

128 138 130
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Show Filtered - F6

Write Destination System Data - Ctrl+S

Remove Destination System Data - Ctrl+Shift+D

Save As My Tickets - Ctrl+T

Print Source System Listing - Shift+F1

Print Destination System Listing - Shift+F2

Import from Notepad - F11

Generate Random - F12

Systems Editor Keys:

New System - Ctrl+N

Cut Combinations - Ctrl+Shift+X

Copy Combinations- Ctrl+Shift+C

Paste Combinations - Ctrl+Shift+V

Move Up - Shift+Up

Move Down - Shit+Down

Add Combinations - F5

Delete Selected - Ctrl+D

Save - Ctrl+S

Undo - Ctrl+Z

Print - Ctrl+P

Import File - Ctrl+I

Paste From Clipboard (when text editor is focused)- Ctrl+V 

Clean Text - F6

Parse Text - F7

Replace - F11

Replace All - F12

System Collection Keys:

Load System - Ctrl+O

Print - Ctrl+P

Expand - Collapse groups - F5

Delete System - Ctrl+D

15.3 Data Grid

Visual Lottery Analyser uses several data grids to show the data such as games list, Wheel

systems, drawings etc.

When data grid has a focus you can use key shortcuts or mouse operations to navigate through

data items, some of those operations depend on specified data grid layout.

Common Navigation Operations 

Clicking a data cell Moves focus to the clicked cell. 
Clicking a data row's Moves focus to the corresponding row preserving the column
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indicator cell focus.
Clicking a group row (or its

indicator cell) 

Moves focus to the clicked row.

Pressing the DOWN ARROW

key

Moves focus to the next row preserving the column focus. If an

expanded master row is currently focused, navigates to the detail

View restoring its focused cell/row.

If the last row of a detail View is currently focused, navigates to the

next master row within the master View.
Pressing the UP ARROW key Moves focus to the previous row preserving the column focus.    If

the currently focused row is under an expanded detail, navigates to

the detail View restoring its focused cell/row.

If the first row of a detail View is currently focused, navigates to the

corresponding master row

Pressing the CTRL+UP

ARROW key

If the Auto Filter Row is visible and the top data row is currently

focused, moves focus to the auto-filter row.
Pressing the HOME key Moves focus to the first cell within the current row.
Pressing the END key Moves focus to the last cell within the current row.
Pressing the PAGE DOWN

key

Moves row focus one page down preserving the column focus

Pressing the PAGE UP key Moves row focus one page up preserving the column focus
Pressing the CTRL + HOME

key

Moves focus to the first cell within the first row

Pressing the CTRL + END keyMoves focus to the last cell within the last row.

Grouping 

Dragging a column header from the column

header panel to the group panel 

Groups the View's data by the column's values.

Dragging a column header from the group

panel to the column header panel

Ungroups the View's data and displays the column's

values.

Selecting the "Group By This Field"/"

UnGroup" item of the column header

context menu

Groups/ungroups the View's data by the column's

values.

Moving a column header within the group

panel

Changes the group order.

Selecting the "Clear Grouping" item of the

group panel context menu

Ungroups the View's data.

   

Using Navigation Options 

TAB Moves focus to the next cell within the focused row 

CONTROL+TAB Moves focus away from the Grid Control to the next control on

software window 

SHIFT+TAB Moves focus to the previous cell within the focused row

ENTER If a cell value is being edited, closes the active editor and moves

focus to the next cell within the focused row

Data Editing

   

ENTER Activates the focused cell's editor or closes it saving the changes
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made
F2 Activates the focused cell's editor. A character key Activates the

focused cell's editor and replaces its content with the character

typed (this includes the SPACE key also).
ESC Closes the active editor discarding changes made.
CTRL+DOWN ARROW Activates the focused cell's editor and opens its popup window (for

editors with popup windows only). 

Selecting Records (when feature allow multiple selections)

Clicking a row holding the CTRL key

pressed

Toggles the row's selected state preserving the previous

selection

Pressing the CTRL+ARROW KEY

combination

Enables to move cell focus preserving the current

selection

Pressing the CTRL+SPACE key

combination

Toggles the focused row's selected state preserving the

previous selection.

Clicking a row holding the SHIFT key

pressed

Selects all rows between the clicked and the previously

focused ones. The previous selection is cleared

Pressing the SHIFT+UP/SHIFT+DOWN

key combinations repeatedly

Enables to select a continuous range of rows. When

starting such operations, the previous selection is

cleared.

Clicking a row holding the CTRL and

SHIFT keys pressed 

Selects the range of rows between the one clicked, and

those previously focused. The previous selection is

preserved.

Pressing the CTRL+SHIFT+UP/

CTRL+SHIFT+DOWN key combinations

Enables to select a continuous range of rows. The

previous selection is preserved. 

Clicking a row indicator cell and

dragging up/down

Enables to select a continuous range of rows. The

previous selection is cleared. 

Pressing the CTRL+A key combination Selects all rows within the View. 

Expanding and Collapsing Rows and Cards 

The following keyboard shortcuts can be used by end-users to change the expanded state of

group rows and master rows

RIGHT ARROW Expands the focused group row.

LEFT ARROW Collapses the focused group row

CTRL+PLUS Expands the focused group/master row

CTRL+MINUS Collapses the focused group/master row.

     

The expanded state of rows can also be changed using the following mouse actions:

Clicking a group expand button Expands/collapses the corresponding group row and

focuses it.
Selecting the "Full Expand" item of the

group panel context menu 

Expands all group rows within a View. 

Selecting the "Full Collapse" item of the

group panel context menu

Collapses all group rows within a View.

Clicking a master-detail expand button Expands/collapses the corresponding master row and

focuses it.
Double-clicking a row indicator cell Expands/collapses the corresponding group/master

row.
Double-clicking a group row Expands/collapses the corresponding group row.
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Copying Selected Records to the Clipboard 

Pressing the CTRL+C key combination - Copies the selected records to the clipboard as text.

Resizing Columns and Bands 

 

Dragging a column header edge Changes the column's width. Dragging a band header edge

Changes the band's width

Double clicking a column header

edge

Changes the column's width to 'best fit' its content

Double clicking a band header

edge

Changes the band's width so that child columns 'best fit' their

contents

Selecting the "Best Fit"/"Best Fit

(all columns)" item from the

column header context menu

Applies best fit to the corresponding column/all columns. 

Reordering Columns and Bands 

Dragging a column header and dropping it to the new position within the column header

panel. 

Dragging a band header and dropping it to the new position within the band header panel. 

Sorting (if available)

In a Grid View, clicking a column header. 

In a Card View, clicking a Sort button

within the Customization dropdown. 

In a Layout View, clicking a Field Sort

Button. 

Sorts by the column's values by replacing any existing

sort conditions

Holding the SHIFT key down while: 

- clicking a column header in a Grid

View; 

- clicking a Sort button within the

Customization dropdown in a Card

View. 

- clicking a Field Sort Button in a Layout

View. 

Sorts by the column's values by amending or creating

the sort conditions. 

Holding the CTRL key down while: 

- clicking a column header in a Grid

View; 

- clicking a Sort button within the

Customization dropdown in a Card

View. 

- clicking a Field Sort Button in a Layout

View. 

Removes sorting by the column's values but preserves

other sort conditions. 

Selecting the "Sort Ascending"/"Sort

Descending" item of the column header

context menu

Applies sorting by this column's values in ascending/

descending order. Existing sort conditions are

preserved. 
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Filtering 

The following operations can be performed to change the filter conditions applied to a View. (if

available) 

Clicking a filter button within a Grid

View's column header. 

Clicking the Filter button within the

Customization dropdown in a Card

View. 

Clicking a Field Filter Button in a Layout

View. 

Invokes the filter dropdown.  Note: if filtering is applied,

the filter dropdown only displays values which match

the filter criteria. 

Holding the SHIFT key down while: 

- clicking a filter button within a Grid

View's column header; 

- clicking the Filter button within the

Customization dropdown in a Card

View. 

- clicking a Field Filter Button in a Layout

View. 

Invokes the filter dropdown. The values list doesn't

depend upon the filtering conditions applied. 

Selecting the "Clear Filter" item from

the column header context menu

Cancels the filtering applied by that column.

Clicking the close button within the filter

panel 

Clears all the filtering conditions applied to a View. 
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16 Purchase & Software Information

16.1 Purchase

Visual Lottery Analyser costs $39 

Online Drawings Updating service subscription cost $5 per year. The service is included free

for 1 year with new license. 

How to purchase Visual Lottery Analyser:

During the purchase process you will be always connected to secure server with the highest

security available. 

Safe Shopping Guaranteed!

Purchase Options:

Need to use the software for a few days and maybe weeks but you do not want to pay full

price?

We offer limited time temporary license and access to full software version.

Click here to open the Visual Lottery Analyser purchase page now.

Purchase Online at Our Sprintbit Store

 Click here to open the Visual Lottery Analyser purchase page now.

 

    

We accept all major credit cards, money order, fax order, company or personal check.

At the store during the checkout you may choose one of available payment methods.

  

PayPal

    

PayPal user can use their account by sending money to contact@sprintbit.com 

Click here to open the PayPal purchase page now to buy full license.

Click here to open the PayPal purchase page now if you want to buy temporary license.

 

Purchase Online with use International currencies

Please visit our International Web Store when you may choose one of many currencies

available including US dollars as well. 

This is also our backup store, if of some reason our primary store is unavailable at the moment

you can buy our programs over there as well.

 

To renew your Online Drawings Updating service subscription please use the following links:

Credit Cards, PayPal

General Information:

http://www.sprintbit.info/legal.htm
http://www.sprintbit.us/shop/lotteryanalysertemp.php
http://www.sprintbit.us/shop/lotteryanalyser.php
mailto:contact@sprintbit.com
http://www.sprintbit.us/shop/paypal/lotteryanalyser.php
http://www.sprintbit.us/shop/paypal/lotteryanalysertemp.php
http://store.eSellerate.net/s.asp?s=STR713618340
http://www.sprintbit.us/shop/lotteryaccess.php
http://www.sprintbit.us/shop/paypal/lotteryaccess.php
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Please have the Visual Lottery Analyser serial number ready when ordering.

Serial number of Visual Lottery Analyser is required to create activation code for you

You can see the serial number in the program About or License Status window.

    

As soon as your order is completed we will enable the software activation.

In a maximum of 24 hours from receiving your payment (usually faster) we will generate you

the product activation code. 

To activate the software over the Internet please follow these steps:

1. On the top of main software window click on Software tab

2. Click License Status button 

3. Into a Your email address text box please enter or paste email address you have used to

place this order 

4 . Into a Your order number text box please enter or paste your order number. 

5.  Click the Internet Activation button to activate the software. Please be patient, it may take

about minute on slow connection.

If software was not activated yet then please give us some time to complete your order and try

again later.

   

 As licensed user you will have unlimited support, special discount prices for other programs

and our services.

 If you are already our licensed user and you want to buy other our program please send an

email to license@sprintbit.com  

 or visit web store discounts page.

 

 If you have any questions about the order process or sales inquiry please contact us by

sending  email to license@sprintbit.com  

 

Thank you for purchasing our software! 

 See also:

 License Status Window

 Purchase Tutorial

 Unlocking Software Tutorial

 Software Serial Number Location

 

16.2 License Status Window

This window can be opened by pressing Alt + F10 key button on keyboard or by clicking on the

button locate in program menu group Software > License Status 

Evaluation status

This label shows information about current license status.
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mailto:license@sprintbit.com
http://www.sprintbit.us/index.php?action=discounts
http://www.sprintbit.info/filemantutor/flash/Purchase.htm
http://www.sprintbit.info/filemantutor/flash/Unlock.htm
http://www.sprintbit.info/shared/flash/serial.htm
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Graphic progress and counter shows how many days of evaluation remains. 

Status label will show the following information:

Licensed   - Software is fully registered

Evaluation - 30 days trial

Serial number

Here is displayed unique serial number of Visual Lottery Analyser. This number is required to

enter at our web store purchase page . 

Copy To Clipboard

Click to copy the serial number to Clipboard, later you may paste it in order page.

Buy Now

Sprintbit's Web Store will be launched when you click on this button

In this way you can order our software by using a secure web page form. 

Your Email Address

Enter here your email address you were using during software purchasing

Your Order Number

Enter here your order number. Order number is always sent to you via email with purchase

confirmation.

Internet Activation

Click to unlock the software over the Internet. The Internet activation may not be available

immediately. It could take up to 24 hours to process your order.

If you ordered software, please check again later.

It may take several seconds or one minute to connect to our server and receive server response.

Please be patient, software will not be responding during this time.

16.3 Software Evaluation

You may evaluate Visual Lottery Analyser for free, for a maximum period of 30 days.

If you wish to keep on using it after 30 days, you have to purchase it.

If you do not purchase after 30 days, then The Visual Lottery Analyser will end functioning.

Once you have purchase, you can activate the software over the Internet and enable unlimited

use of Visual Lottery Analyser. 

Also you can buy at any time temporary license for use the fully functioning software for limited

time.

 

Thank you for choosing The Visual Lottery Analyser.

See also

Trial version restrictions  , Return Policy188 194

http://www.sprintbit.us/shop/lotteryanalyser.php
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16.4 Trial version

Software is fully functional for period of 30 days

During evaluation the following restrictions are applied:

 

Tickets Advanced Generator  and Create My Tickets  generators can generate only 20

tickets 

Only 10 games can be added to Games Database

Drawings Database may have only 1000 past drawings

Printing of wheel systems listing is disabled

Downloading all history of lottery numbers (drawings) is restricted to 5 games

 

Beside that there are no other restrictions placed in this program.

16.5 Drawings Trial Download

We provide a service to download the latest and all past winning numbers from our server into a

software.

However due to high traffic usage the service is limited for trial users.

During evaluating Visual Lottery Analyser you can download all past numbers for 5 games only.

Downloading of latest numbers is not limited so you can continue to work with software with real

numbers all the time.

So, pick up your games!

Download all past drawing numbers for selected games and update their sample numbers

generated by Visual Lottery Analyser with the real ones.

Please see the Update Lottery Numbers Online  topic for more information.

Thank you for evaluating our program.

If you want to have a full access to games please consider to purchase either temporary or full

software license.

16.6 System requirements

To run and use The Visual Lottery Analyser your computer will meets following

CPU

Pentium 1Ghz (minimum). 

Memory 

60MB free memory minimum and 128MB recommended just to run the software, however to

store lottery numbers of opened game and perform visual analysis require more memory.

Hard Disk space 

83 83

91

114
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 60~120 MB required for all installed files

Video Card

 VGA (minimum) / SVGA >256 colors (recommended). 

Operating Systems 

Windows XP SP2/Vista/Windows 7

32 bit or 64 bit supported

Internet Connection

 Required to activate the software and download lottery numbers

Software

Microsoft Framework 2.0+. 

Microsoft SQL Server Compact Edition

Installed by Visual Lottery Analyser during installation, if your computer does not have it already

installed

16.7 Un-installation

Un-installing The Visual Lottery Analyser

To un-install The Visual Lottery Analyser, which is not recommended please follow these steps :

From the Windows Start menu, select Settings - Control Panel.

Double-click on Add/Remove Programs.

Click the Install/Un-install tab (if your version of Windows has it).

From the list of programs you can remove, select The Visual Lottery Analyser.

Click Add/Remove.

At the prompt, click Yes to confirm that you want to remove the program.

The un-install program removes program files, folders, and some registry entries. 

When the files are removed, the un-install program indicates that the process is complete. 

Click OK.

Please note that during software uninstalling your all games data will NOT be lost!

Visual Lottery Analyser's databases are located in your documents directory in Sprintbit

Software Databases\Visual Lottery Analyser folder

You must remove them manually if you want to.

If you are licensed user and need to reinstall software then you can safely un-install the

software without loosing your license details or customized data or settings
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16.8 License Agreement

Before using The Visual Lottery Analyser please read carefully terms and conditions of this

agreement.

By using this software you are consenting to be bound by and are becoming a party to this

agreement.

If you do not agree to all terms of this agreement do not use the software and destroy all copies

of the software from your computer.

LICENSE AGREEMENT:

The Visual Lottery Analyser all versions

Copyright ® Sprintbit Software 2001-2010 www.sprintbit.com

____________________________

READ CAREFULLY: This LICENSE AGREEMENT 

is a legal agreement between you User (either an individual or a single entity)

and SPRINTBIT SOFTWARE for the use 

The Visual Lottery Analyser of the Sprintbit Software

which includes computer software and may

include associated media, printed materials, and "online"

or electronic documentation ("SOFTWARE") 

By installing and/or using the SOFTWARE 

you agree to be bound by the terms of

this LICENSE AGREEMENT . If you do not agree to the terms 

of this LICENSE AGREEMENT , do not download and/or use 

SOFTWARE from Sprintbit Software

____________________________

SOFTWARE LICENSE AND TERMS

Copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other 

intellectual property laws and treaties protect the SOFTWARE

The SOFTWARE  is licensed, not sold.

1) You may install and use one copy of the SOFTWARE on a 

    single computer.

2) Use the SOFTWARE on a network, provided that each 

    person accessing the SOFTWARE through the network

     must have a copy licensed to that person 

3) You may not rent or lease the SOFTWARE

4) All title and copyrights in and to the SOFTWARE (including but not

   limited to any images, photographs, animation, video, audio, music, text, 

   games, scripts and applets incorporated into the SOFTWARE), the 

   accompanying printed materials, and any copies of the SOFTWARE are 

   owned by Sprintbit Software. Copyright laws and international treaty 

   provisions protect the SOFTWARE. Therefore, you must treat 

   the SOFTWARE like any other copyrighted material.
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5) You may reproduce and distribute an

  unlimited number of copies of the UNREGISTERED SOFTWARE

  provided that each copy shall be a true and complete copy, including

  all copyright and trademark notices, and shall be accompanied by a copy

  of this LICENSE AGREEMENT . Copies of the SOFTWARE may be 

  distributed as a standalone product or included with your own product.

  Unlock codes are NOT to be distributed.

6) Limitations on Reverse Engineering, Decompilation, and Disassembly.

  You may not reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble the SOFTWARE

  except and only to the extent that such activity is expressly

  permitted by applicable law notwithstanding this limitation.

7) The SOFTWARE may not be sold or be included in a product or

  package which intends to receive benefits through the inclusion of

  the SOFTWARE. The SOFTWARE may be included in any

  free or non-profit packages or products.

LIMITED WARRANTY 

NO WARRANTIES.

  The Sprintbit Software of this SOFTWARE expressly disclaims

  any warranty for the SOFTWARE. The SOFTWARE and any related

  documentation is provided "as is" without warranty of any kind,

  either express or implied, including, without limitation, the

  implied warranties or merchantability, fitness for a particular

  purpose, or noninfringement. The entire risk arising out of use

  or performance of the SOFTWARE remains with you.

NO LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES.

  In no event shall the author of this Software be liable for any

  damages whatsoever (including, without limitation, damages for

  loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business

  information, or any other pecuniary loss) arising out of the use

  of or inability to use this product, even if the Author of this

  Software has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

  Because some states/jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion

  or limitation of liability for consequential or incidental damages,

  the above limitation may not apply to you.

 Without prejudice to any other rights, Sprintbit Software may

 terminate this LICENSE if you fail to comply with the terms and

 conditions of this LICENSE. In such event, you must destroy all copies

 of the SOFTWARE.

 YOUR USE OF THE SOFTWARE MEANS THAT YOU ACCEPT THESE TERMS AND 

 CONDITIONS.  IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 YOU  SHOULD NOT USE THE SOFTWARE.  BY INSTALLING, DOWNLOADING, 

 COPYING, OR OTHERWISE USING THE SOFTWARE, YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT 

 YOU HAVE READ THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, UNDERSTAND THEM, AND 

 AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THEM. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THESE TERMS 

 AND CONDITIONS, YOU SHOULD NOT USE THE SOFTWARE.
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16.9 Statements

16.9.1 Copyright Information

Information in this document, including URL and other Internet Web site references, is subject to

change without notice. Unless otherwise noted, the example companies, organizations, products,

domain names, e-mail addresses, logos, people, places and events depicted herein are fictitious,

and no association with any real company, organization, product, domain name, e-mail address,

logo, person, place or event is intended or should be inferred. Complying with all applicable

copyright laws is the responsibility of the user. Without limiting the rights under copyright, no

part of this document may be reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval system, or

transmitted in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or

otherwise), or for any purpose, without the express written permission of Sprintbit Software.

Sprintbit Software may have patents, patent applications, trademarks, copyrights, or other

intellectual property rights covering subject matter in this document. Except as expressly

provided in any written license agreement from Sprintbit Software, the furnishing of this

document does not give you any license to these patents, trademarks, copyrights, or other

intellectual property.

Copyright © 2001-2010 Sprintbit Software. All rights reserved.

Internet Explorer, Microsoft, Windows, Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows 2000, Windows

Millennium Edition, Windows .NET server family, Windows NT, Windows XP and Windows Vista

are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States

and/or other countries. The names of actual companies and products mentioned herein may be

the trademarks of their respective owners.

Contact & Outside Numbers theory, Ticket View and other unique features are an

intellectual property of Sprintbit Software and are copyrighted. 

Cannot be used within other software or other form without license from Sprintbit

Software.

Please contact license@sprintbit.com for licensing information.

16.9.2 Privacy Policy

Information Collection and Use

Sprintbit Company is the sole owner of the information collected on this site. We will not sell,

share, 

or rent this information to others in ways different from what is disclosed in this statement.

Sprintbit Company collects information from our users and site visitors at several different

points. 

Customer Support

In order to receive customer support, you must either complete the customer web form or send

mailto:license@sprintbit.com
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e-mail. 

During this process you are required to give your contact information (such as name and email

address). 

This information is only used to contact you about the customer support issue. 

The contact information is not added to our contact list or mailing list unless specifically

requested. 

Placing an Order

We request information from you on our order form. Here you must provide contact information

(like name and billing address) and financial information (like credit card number, expiration

date). 

This information is used for billing purposes and to fill your order.

If we have trouble processing an order, this contact information is used to get in touch with you.

We save your contact information for our customer records, and add your email address to our

announcement list so that you are notified of news and software updates. You have the option to

opt-out of the announcement list using the form on our web site. 

Cookies

A cookie is a piece of data stored on your hard drive that reference information about you on

our servers. Usage of a cookie is in no way linked to any personally identifiable information while

on our site. We use cookies to provide an enhanced browsing experience on our web site. If you

reject the cookie, you may have trouble accessing some features on our web site. 

Log Files

We use IP addresses, web server logs, and cookie data to analyze trends, administer the site,

track page popularity, and gather information for aggregate use. This data is not linked to any

personally identifiable information. 

Links

This web site may contain links to other sites. Sprintbit Company is not responsible for the

privacy practices of such other sites. We encourage you to be aware when you leave our site and

to read the privacy statements of each and every web site that collects personally identifiable

information. This privacy statement applies solely to information collected by this Web site. 

Newsletter

If you wish to subscribe to our newsletter, we ask for contact information such as name and

email address.

Contact information is not shared with any third parties. 

Surveys & Contests

From time-to-time, our site may request information from you for surveys or contests.

Participation in these surveys or contests is completely voluntary and you have a choice whether

or not to disclose this information. Information requested may include contact information (such

as name and shipping address), and demographic information (such as zip code, age, and

income). Contact information will be used to notify the winners and award prizes. Survey

information will be used for purposes of monitoring or improving the use and satisfaction of this

site and our software. 

Tell-A-Friend

If you use our referral service for telling a friend about our software, we will ask you for the
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friend's name and email address. Sprintbit Company will automatically send the friend a one-time

email inviting them to visit the site and download the software. We do not add this information

to our contact list or mailing list; The recipient must contact Sprintbit Company through the link in

the email or this web site in order to subscribe to our mailing list. 

Security

This website makes every reasonable effort to protect your information. When you submit

sensitive information via the website, your information is protected both online and off-line. 

When our registration/order form asks you to enter sensitive information (such as credit card

number and/or social security number), that information is encrypted and is protected with the

best encryption software in the industry - SSL. While on a secure page such as our order form,

the lock icon on the bottom of Web browsers such as Netscape Navigator and Microsoft

Internet Explorer becomes locked, as opposed to un-locked, or open, when you are just 'surfing'.

To learn more about SSL, follow this link. 

Special Offers

As our customer you will occasionally receive information on products, services, special deals,

and a newsletter. Out of respect for your privacy, we allow you to unsubscribe from our mailing

list. To unsubscribe, follow the directions at the bottom of each mailing. 

Correction/Updating Personal Information

If your personally identifiable information changes (such as your zip code), we will endeavor to

provide a way to correct,

or update your personal data. Please send email to our Customer Service department with your

new information. 

Notification of Changes

If we decide to change our privacy policy, we will post those changes on our Homepage so our

users are always aware of what information we collect, how we use it, and under circumstances, if

any, we disclose it. If at any point we decide to use personally identifiable information in a

manner different from that stated at the time it was collected, we will notify users by way of an

email. Users will have a choice as to whether or not we use their information in this different

manner. 

We will use information in accordance with the privacy policy under which the information was

collected

16.9.3 Return Policy

Before deciding to purchase our software, please be sure to download, install, and test-drive

the evaluation versions that we provide. 

You are expected to be satisfied with the product before purchasing and that's guarantee. 

We go to great lengths to produce a trial version with which customers can ensure their

satisfaction 

and system compatibility. 

Sprintbit Software ACCEPTS product returns within (30 days of date purchase) but 5% of
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product price

(as manipulation fee) will be charged upon return.

 

We reserve right to change the policy without further notice.

17 Support

17.1 Contact

Sprintbit Software strives to continuously provide our customers with the best possible service.

Our new Support & Help Web site offers a list of the most frequently asked questions, answers

and solutions to most known problems, tutorials and more. 

 If you want to contact us, please use one of the following options: 

 Email support: 

 Not licensed users: support@sprintbit.com 

 Licensed users: helpcenter@sprintbit.info

 If you are licensed user please include something that would help us to identify you as a

licensed user. 

 Your email and order number is the best information.

 Licensed users always have priority when we are replying to emails.

 If you have any question regarding sales, activating the software please send e-mail to 

license@sprintbit.com

 

Technical support:

Give us as much information as you can about the problem you are having. 

If there is a bug send us detailed step-by-step description how we can reproduce this error

occurrence. 

If it is possible, send us an attachment.

   

Home site - www.sprintbit.com

Help & Support Web Site - www.sprintbit.info

 

 

17.2 Feedback

Suggestion & Documentation feedback

At Sprintbit Software, we strive to produce the highest quality products and welcome your

mailto:helpcenter@sprintbit.info
http://www.sprintbit.com
http://www.sprintbit.info
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feedback. 

If you have comments or suggestions about our products or online Help, please feel free to

correspond with us via email.

Please include the following information with your feedback:

Product name and version number

Topic title (for online Help)

Brief description of content (for example, are you reviewing step-by-step instructions that are

inaccurate, grammatical errors 

      in a specific paragraph, information that requires clarification or more details, etc.)

Your suggestion for how to correct/improve documentation or software

Please send email messages to:

suggest@sprintbit.com

Please keep in mind, this email address is only for feedback; you will not receive a reply. 

If you have a technical question, please contactt at support@sprintbit.com

mailto:suggest@sprintbit.com
mailto:support@sprintbit.com
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